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Abstract
Large scale systems are becoming more and more common today. Many distributed applications
are emerging that use the capability of world-wide internetworking. Since many applications
require availability and consistency in the presence of failures, an adequate support for fault-
tolerance is necessary. This can be provided by dierent paradigms and their implementations.
Unfortunately, most of these implementations consider only local area networks, whereas this
thesis describes a system, called Phoenix, which aims at large scale networks where additional
types of failure have to be taken into account.
This thesis gives a complete description of Phoenix, a toolkit for building fault-tolerant, dis-
tributed applications in large scale networks. Fault-tolerance in Phoenix is achieved using
replicated process groups, and consistency within one process group is achieved by using view
synchronous communication. The particularity of Phoenix is the provision of this fault-tolerance
and consistency in a large scale environment, where large scale is two-fold: (1) the wide geograph-
ical distribution of the replicated processes, and (2) a high number of participating processes in
the system.
The description of Phoenix given here is based on its architecture. Each layer of Phoenix
focuses on a particular problem and proposes a solution. Lower layers are responsible for the
geographical large scale aspects and their problems, whereas higher layers provide high order
communication and deal with numerical large scale aspects.
In large scale networks, in addition to the increased unpredictable latency of messages, commu-
nication protocols have to deal with link failures, which are often only transient. The dynamic
routing layer in the Phoenix architecture tries to mask these link failures by rerouting. This
rerouting not only gives increased reliability of communication, but also a more stable and
accurate image of the reachability of the processes.
On top of the dynamic routing layer, the reliable communication layer provides eventually reliable
channels, i.e. messages sent are eventually delivered at the destination provided that the sender
and the destination processes are correct. This layer takes into account dierent parameters of
large scale networks, such as (1) increased, unpredictable latency, and (2) non-negligible packet
desequencing and (3) important packet loss.
The consistency among the replicas is based on a new implementation of the virtually syn-
chronous communication paradigm. The implementation is part of the view synchronous com-
munication layer and is based on a modied consensus protocol together with the eventually
reliable channels of the reliable communication layer. The modied consensus protocol itself is
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based on an unstable suspicion model, where incorrectly suspected processes can be considered
alive at a later point. This will be exploited to make the protocol alive whenever a majority
of replicas can communicate with each other. The situation where a distributed system is cut
into smaller subsystems, and none of these subsystems contains a majority, is not uncommon
in large scale, but is often only transient. Further, the dynamic routing layer already does a
maximum to avoid this situation.
Based on the view synchronous communication layer, the ordered multicast communication layer
provides dierent ordering primitives based on solid, theoretical denitions, allowing the imple-
mentation of dierent total and uniform orders.
The numerical large scale is considered by assigning dierent roles to the processes of a dis-
tributed system without leaving the context of groups. The idea is to concentrate the fault-
tolerant aspect to a small set of core processes, whilst still guaranteeing convenient and ecient
access semantics to processes outside these core processes.
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Resume
Les systemes repartis a grande echelle sont de plus en plus courants aujourd'hui, et un grand
nombre d'applications exploitent deja les possibilites des reseaux de communication mondiaux
interconnectes. Parmi ces applications, certaines doivent proposer un comportement coherent
en cas de pannes, ainsi qu'une disponibilite permanente necessitant un support adequat pour
la tolerance aux fautes. Cette tolerance aux fautes peut e^tre fournie par l'intermediaire de
dierents paradigmes. Malheureusement, la mise en oeuvre de la plupart de ces paradigmes ne
considere que des reseaux locaux, ou aaiblissent considerablement les garanties fournies par
le systeme pour une utilisation a grande echelle. L'originalite du systeme Phoenix, dcrit dans
cette these, est de tenir compte de la grande echelle et des nouveaux problemes introduits dans
ce contexte, sans aaiblir les garanties.
Cette these donne une description complete de Phoenix, une bo^te a outils concue pour le de-
veloppement d'applications reparties tolerantes aux fautes a grande echelle. La tolerance aux
fautes est realisee au moyen de groupes de processus dupliques, et la coherence entre les processus
d'un groupe est garantie par le paradigme de la communication virtuellement synchrone. La
particularite de Phoenix consiste a proposer de la tolerance aux fautes et de la coherence dans
un contexte a grande echelle. La grande echelle est vue a travers les deux dimensions suivantes:
(1) la repartition geographique des processus dupliques, et (2) un grand nombre de processus
au niveau de l'application.
La description de Phoenix dans cette these est basee sur son architecture. Chaque couche de
Phoenix se concentre sur un probleme particulier et propose une solution. Dans cette archi-
tecture, les couches basses sont responsables des aspects lies a la grande echelle geographique,
tandis que les couches hautes proposent des primitives d'ordonnancement, ainsi qu'une couche
qui s'occupe de la grande echelle du point de vue du nombre de participants.
Dans des reseaux a grande echelle, mise a part le delai plus grand et imprevisible de la transmis-
sion de messages, un protocole de communication doit egalement s'occuper des pannes de liens,
celles-ci n'etant souvent que de caractere temporaire. La couche de routage dynamique dans
l'architecture de Phoenix tente de masquer ces pannes de liens en reroutant des messages. Ce
reroutage ne propose pas seulement une communication plus able, mais aussi une information
plus stable et precise de l'accessibilite d'autres processus.
La couche de communication able, mise en oeuvre au-dessus de la couche de routage dynamique,
propose des canaux nalement ables, qui assurent qu'un message est recu par la destination
a condition que l'emetteur et le recepteur soient corrects. En plus de la abilite, cette couche
tient compte des dierents parametres inuencant cette abilite, comme (1) un delai plus grand
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et imprevisible, (2) un desequencement non-negligeable de messages, et (3) la perte importante
de paquets.
La coherence des duplicas d'un service est basee sur une nouvelle mise en oeuvre du paradigme
de la communication virtuellement synchrone. L'implementation de ce paradigme est basee
sur un protocole de consensus modie, utilisant les canaux nalement ables de la couche de
communication able. Le protocole de consensus modie se base sur un modele de suspicion
instable, c-a-d un processus qui a ete suspecte a tort, peut e^tre reconsidere correct plus tard.
Ceci est exploite par le protocole, garantissant le progres a une majorite de processus pouvant
communiquer. La situation ou un systeme reparti est partitionne en plusieurs sous-systemes et
ou aucun des sous-systemes ne contient une majorite, est possible, mais en general temporaire.
La couche de routage dynamique tente d'ailleurs d'eviter au maximum de telles situations.
La couche de communication ordonnee propose dierentes primitives pour l'ordonnancement de
messages. Ces primitives, toutes basees sur la couche de communication virtuellement synchrone,
mettent en oeuvre des ordres totaux, uniformes ainsi que des combinaisons des deux.
Dans un systeme a grande echelle, le nombre de participants peut e^tre considerable et sans
support adequat, la vivacite et la performance d'un tel systeme peut se degrader rapidement.
En aectant dierents ro^les aux participants, le probleme peut e^tre gere de maniere ecace.
L'idee de base consiste a concentrer les aspects de la tolerance aux fautes sur un petit sous-
ensemble de processus, tout en garantissant aux autres processus un acces adequat et rapide a
l'information geree par le sous-ensemble.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Distributed systems are commonplace in the domain of local area networks. On the other hand
with emerging world-wide interconnection of computers, e.g. using the Internet, large scale
distributed systems become more and more important. Some examples are: cooperative editing
systems that allow dierent sites throughout the world to work on the same document, air trac
control systems supervising a large territory, world-wide ight ticket reservation systems, etc.
Common to all these systems is the fact that they provide some service to clients. If one thinks
of a centralized implementation of such a system, where the service is running on one machine,
the service becomes unavailable to clients as soon as this machine fails. In some cases, this
unavailability is not problematic, as the machine will be repaired sooner or later. But, in some
applications, e.g. air trac control systems, availability is of great importance.
Availability is achieved by replicating a service over several sites rendering it fault-tolerant
against the failure of single sites. The replication of the service also implies the replication of
the information of the service, in order that the replicated service provides the same information
as the centralized service. Consistency among the replicas of a service is achieved using adequate
communication primitives in order to apply changes to every single copy of the replicated service.
Consistency among the copies of a replicated service gives a client the possibility to send its
request to the service as a whole. Changes in the conguration of the service, due to e.g.
failures, are transparent to the client, leading to the permanent availability of the service.
Another source for unavailability are link failures. Although, link failures are almost absent
in local area networks, they are common in large scale networks, as e.g. the Internet. For
a participant it is not possible to distinguish a link failure from a link congestion, neither to
distinguish the link failure from the failure of the destination, when communication is the only
means to determine the failure. The only thing that a participant can notice is, whether it can
communicate with the destination or not. This leads to another problem, which can be dened
as the impossibility to determine how long one should wait for a given answer. Particularly in
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large scale, communication can be extensively delayed and there is no bound on these delays.
As consistency is guaranteed by communication, link failures can imply that this consistency
can not always be guaranteed.
Another aspect of large scale, which a distributed system has to deal with, is the number of
participants. The greater the considered network is, the greater the number of participants
can be. Scalability is the key word, and is important in order to deal with huge numbers of
participants.
The Phoenix
1
toolkit, described in this thesis, gives an answer to all the problems and questions
stated above by letting a programmer build up a distributed system, including tolerance to
process, site and link failures, support for large scale network and huge number of participants.
The task of the programmer is facilitated by providing an object-oriented programming interface
letting the programmer see its system as composed of distributed, fault-tolerant objects.
1.1 Thesis Contributions
This thesis shows the dierent problems occurring in large scale asynchronous distributed sys-
tems. The thesis identies two aspects of large scale, the geographical large scale and the
numerical large scale. Geographical large scale can inuence the liveness of protocols guaran-
teeing consistency because of the asynchrony of communication and link failures. On the other
hand, numerical large scale can inuence scalability of such a system: without adequate concepts
the system hardly scales to a high number of participants.
Consistency in the Phoenix system is provided through the means of the view synchronous
communication paradigm. The thesis presents a new implementation of this paradigm based on
a consensus protocol. This consensus protocol itself behaves well even in presence of increased
latency or link failures, making the Phoenix system operable in geographical large scale. Other
similar platforms are either not able to run in large scale (liveness is not guaranteed), or had
to put restrictions on the consistency guarantees of the services provided. Phoenix goes in the
way between providing at the same time (1) consistency and (2) ability to run in large scale,
without imposing more restrictions than in a local area network context.
As the consistency is based on protocols with well-dened liveness guarantees, it gives Phoenix
a solid theoretical framework.
Another problem of geographical large scale systems, is the problem of link failures and the
1
In ancient Egypt, people associated the fabulous bird Phoenix with immortality; after the death and the
immolation of an ancient Phoenix, a young Phoenix rose out of the ashes. The immortality can be translated to
the system as the permanent availability of a service independent of the death of one of its processes.
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resulting non-transitivity of communication. The thesis identies the key problems and presents
a simple solution which masks many of the problems that might occur.
The thesis contribution for numerical large scale systems consists in a framework, where not
all processes have the same role with respect to a given group. The Phoenix system provides
support for (1) core members, (2) clients and (3) sinks of a given group.
The thesis describes a complete architecture where each problem and its solution correspond to
a layer. The architecture is completed by an object-oriented programming interface, allowing
to write distributed, fault-tolerant applications. This platform, called Phoenix, has been imple-
mented and a working prototype has shown the validity, the usefulness and the eectiveness of
the design.
1.2 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 presents the context in which the Phoenix toolkit is situated and shows the main
aspects where Phoenix excels. This allows to compare the Phoenix toolkit with related work
described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, an overview of the Phoenix architecture is given. The
dierent layers in this architecture are described, and their interface specied. Chapters 5 to 10
are each dedicated to one of the layers of the Phoenix architecture, in the bottom-up order. Each
chapter shows the basic ideas, concepts and algorithms for the implementation of the considered
layer. Chapter 5 describes the socket interface layer, the lowest layer, in the architecture which
is used for communication. It introduces also the event-driven programming paradigm which is
pushed through all the overlying layers of the architecture. The next higher layer is the routing
layer, described in Chapter 6. It deals with the communication problems occurring when link
failures are common, but can be masked by rerouting messages. This builds the basis of the
reliable communication layer, described in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 describes the most important
layer in the Phoenix toolkit, the view synchronous communication layer. This layer guarantees
consistency of a replicated service in case of failures by providing the adequate communication
primitives. The protocols used in this layer guarantee a consistent state in spite of site and
link failures. The ordered multicast communication layer (Chapter 9) provides dierent ordering
criteria on top of the view synchronous communication layer, and this even in presence of fail-
ures. In Chapter 10, the application programming interface, including all underlying primitives
provided with an object-oriented interface, is presented. Chapter 11 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Phoenix Outline
2.1 Introduction
As introduced in Chapter 1, Phoenix is a toolkit
1
for programming fault-tolerant, large scale
applications. The aim of this chapter is to describe the context of Phoenix and to show what
fault-tolerance means in this context. In order to understand the next sections and chapters
it is important to dene the system model (Section 2.2) on which Phoenix is based. Then
Section 2.3 describes the distributed aspects of Phoenix followed by Section 2.4 presenting the
fault-tolerant aspects of Phoenix. Fault-tolerance is not a new research area, but Phoenix takes
into account the large scale aspect not considered by other platforms. The large scale aspect
is two-fold in Phoenix. We distinguish the geographical large scale and the numerical large
scale, where the geographical large scale is the basis of the problems discussed in Section 2.5.
Section 2.6 describes the numerical large scale and its inuence on the availability and eciency
of fault-tolerant applications in the presence of huge groups. This chapter also introduces the
discussion of the next chapter about the related work. All necessary items are introduced here
in order to be able to compare Phoenix with other similar platforms.
2.2 System Model
The system model consists of a set of processes P . Processes of P can fail by crashing and
later recover. The processes are entirely connected by a set of communication links L which will
be described in Chapter 6. Communication over these links is asynchronous (i.e. there are no
bounds on transmission delays), and unreliable (i.e. message can get corrupted or lost). Like to
the processes, the communication links L can fail and be repaired after some time. This will be
1
The toolkit actually consists in a daemon process and an application library.
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further discussed in Section 2.5.
A group g is a subset of P , fullling some particular task. This group g can be addressed,
independant of its composition, as a whole by other processes of P . As members of a group g
can fail or get partitioned, and other processes of P can join the group, the group composition
evolute in time. In order to be able to identify the composition of the group g at any moment,
a new view V
g
i
is dened each time the composition changes. As only one group at a time is
considered in the following, the group identier g has been omitted and the notation V
i
is used
as a unique identier for the view as well as the i
th
set of processes dening the i
th
view of group
g. Further, the installation of a view at the members of a group can be identied by the delivery
of the new view message at these members.
A typical conguration suiting this system model are workstations connected through an Ether-
net. The example for a large scale network is the Internet, where link failures commonly occur.
Thus, the Internet is the ideal testbed for Phoenix.
2.3 Distributed System and Group Communication
A Phoenix distributed system is composed of several cooperating sites, where a site can host
one or more processes. In order to coordinate some distributed task, these processes exchange
messages using the underlying, asynchronous communication infrastructure. As this communi-
cation infrastructure is unreliable, reliability has to be build on top of it; reliability guarantees
that, if there are no failures, a message sent from some process is eventually delivered at the
destination.
A typical message exchange in distributed systems consists of the sending of a message to all
or to a subset of the participating processes. Figure 2.1 illustrates the distribution of update
information to a set of servers.
p1
p2
p3
p4
x = 0
x = 0 x = 1
x = 1
x = 0 x = 1
x = 0 x = 1
m 1 =  {"x = x + 1"}
m 2 =  {"x = x + 4"}
m1 m2 x = 5
x = 5
x = 5
x = 5 
Figure 2.1: Group Communication
Subsets of processes exchanging messages using one-to-many semantics are called groups, and the
processes in a group are called members of a group. The one-to-many send of some messages is
called a multicast, and it is issued to a group. As it is the case for point-to-point communication,
this multicast should be reliable, i.e. in the absence of failures, every process in the group
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eventually receives the message
2
. However, in contrast to point-to-point communication, the
reliability of a multicast is dicult to dene, as shown in the next section.
2.4 Group Based Fault-Tolerance
Consider a centralized process providing some service. If the process or the site on which
the process is running fails, the service becomes unavailable. The solution to keep the service
available is to replicate the server process on several machines. The replicated server processes
dene a group. In contrast to the centralized case, the failure of one server does not imply
that the service is unavailable. The replication of the server also implies the replication of the
information provided by the server. Further, all updates to this information have to be applied
to all servers, in order to guarantee that all servers provide the same consistent state as one
single server would. In the case where no failures occur, the servers can inform each other about
updates using multicasts to the group. These multicasts have to be reliable in order to guarantee
that the updates are eventually delivered to every server of the group
3
.
Consider the case where one of the servers fails during the multicast of some update information.
p1
p2
p3
p4
x = 0
x = 0 x = 1
x = 0 x = 0
x = 0 x = 0
m = {"x = x + 1"}
crash
m
Vi Vi+1
Figure 2.2: Crash of the Sender of a Reliable Multicast
Figure 2.2 shows the case where the reliable multicast is no longer sucient for fault-tolerance
and a stronger and more powerful primitive is needed. The update information from p
1
is only
received by p
2
, but not by p
3
or p
4
. In order to continue the service, the remaining processes
should further agree that p
1
is no longer part of the service; this allows one to disregard p
1
for further updates. The reliable multicast also lacks precise guarantees here. Once the set of
remaining processes, called the new view V
i+1
, have agreed on the exclusion of p
1
, they also have
to agree on the messages to deliver before continuing to serve other processes. In particular,
p
3
and p
4
have to receive the message m received by p
2
in order to be consistent with p
2
. The
virtually synchronous communication paradigm, rst introduced by [Birman 87], includes these
conditions by considering views, dening sets of processes, and considering sets of messages
2
We will see that this denition of reliable multicast is not sucient. Chapter 8 will give an exact denition
of reliable multicast including failures.
3
Further, for consistency, it could be necessary that every process does the updates in the same order.
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delivered in each view. The following informal denition summarizes the paradigm:
\Every process in the new view, has delivered
the same set of messages in the previous view"
The architecture of Phoenix is layered (see Chapter 4) and one of these layers provides a view
synchronous
4
multicast primitive, allowing a process to multicast a message into a group with the
view synchronous guarantee. This gives precise semantics to a reliable multicast in the presence
of failures. A protocol, launched in case of problems, will guarantee that this view synchronous
communication paradigm is satised when the protocol terminates. This is explained in detail
in Chapter 8. Further, Phoenix allows processes to join and leave groups dynamically always
guaranteeing consistency among the members of the group (view synchrony) using the same
protocol. Besides increasing and decreasing the availability of a service this dynamic behavior of
groups allows for example the migration of the service to some other machines if the shutdown
of some machine is necessary. This avoids costly periods of down time and allows the service
to permanently be available. Another use of the dynamic character of the groups is software
upgrades. When a new version of a piece of software is available (assuming the same interface),
a new process executing the new version can join the group. After the join of the new version,
it is possible to shutdown a process executing an older version without any interruption of the
service.
Besides the traditional fault-tolerance related to the crash of processes, Phoenix also considers
link failures and partitions. Especially in large scale networks such as the Internet, link failures
commonly occur. This is discussed in the next section.
2.5 Geographical Large Scale
A geographical large scale system can be dened as a distributed system whose components are
distributed over more than one LAN or MAN. Often, components are in dierent towns, countries
or even continents. In contrast to a local area network, built up with one sole fast and very
reliable Ethernet, the large scale system can be composed of several local area networks. These
local area networks are interconnected by sets of communication links, routers and gateways.
The performance and the quality of these connections can vary from a public phone line with a
modem to the most advanced Ethernets using FDDI and ATM [Fink 92, Leslie 93]. In any case,
the multiple intermediate systems increase the probability of failure. For example, the common
4
We replaced virtually by view as it suits better the paradigm dened. Moreover virtual synchronous commu-
nication and its denition in [Birman 87] includes causal and total order. View synchronous communication does
not associate any order on messages besides the ordering of messages with respect to view changes.
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interconnections are often shared with other services, and trac cannot be foreseen. Thus, these
interconnections are often subject to congestion and failure, which temporarily partition parts
of large scale systems. As these failures are transient, after some time a congestion could have
been absorbed or the failed link repaired or replaced, and normal trac is reestablished.
Phoenix tries as much as possible to mask these link failures and link congestions, using other
participating processes for relaying communication; this is discussed in Chapter 6. If masking
is not possible, Phoenix always provides consistent state information despite partitions, called
the primary partition property. This means there is always, for every group, only one set of
processes representing the state of the group. The primary partition can be typically dened by
considering that set of processes which contains a majority (there is always only one majority).
Unfortunately, guaranteeing the primary partition can lead to a temporary blocking of the
system, when no majority of processes able to communicate with each other can be dened.
However, this blocking lasts only up to the point where a majority can be dened. Many other
platforms, discussed in Chapter 3, do not deal with partitions, i.e. they block permanently when
the primary partition is lost, or they circumvent this problem by not guaranteeing the primary
partition property. In both cases, a group-wide consistent state can no longer be dened or has
to be reestablished when the partition failure is repaired. This reestablishment of consistency
is often a tedious task if not impossible, and is heavily dependent on the application and its
semantics.
2.6 Numerical Large Scale
The second dimension of large scale in Phoenix is the numerical large scale. Phoenix provides
support for distributed systems composed of a large number of participants. In order to un-
derstand better how Phoenix supports a large number of participants, the dierent roles of the
processes in a distributed system are explained. In order to understand these roles the meaning
of fault-tolerance has to be explained.
A system is fault-tolerant if it continues providing its functionality in spite of failures. Suppose
that there are n copies of a server, which means that the service is fault-tolerant to n 1 failures.
To ensure fault-tolerance 3, 4 or 5 servers are often enough to guarantee the availability of the
service.
A process wishing to use a service provided by a group of processes is often only interested in
part of the state information. It would be inecient to add the process as a member to the
group of the service in order for the process to receive the whole state information (allowing it
to extract the information in which it is interested in). A process should have other ways to
access a service, e.g.:
19
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1.) the process is not a member of the group and communicates with the group by getting the
identity of one or several of its members and by sending them requests;
2.) as in point 1.) above, but the process receives composition information of the group each
time the composition of the group changes.
In solution 1 the process has absolutely no information about the group. Each time a process
wants to access to the group's state information, it has to invoke some mechanism (e.g. a
name server) in order to know who the members of a certain group are. The advantage of this
solution is that it scales without any problems to a large number of processes, as no information
is held inside the group about the processes requesting state information. The drawback of this
solution is that the composition of the group can change over time, thus the process has to do
the membership inquiry each time it wants to send a request to the group.
Solution 2 proposes a compromise between the solution of becoming a member and solution 1.
In this solution the process subscribes to the group without joining it. Once subscribed, the
process automatically receives updates of the composition of the group. This helps the process
to keep track of the composition of the group. This information, coming from the group, allows
the process at any moment to designate one of the members for issuing a request. This solution
improves on the weaknesses of solution 1, but is still scalable, as the only information retained
by the group is the set of processes which have subscribed. Phoenix provides support for this
last solution and in this context the requesting processes are called clients.
Phoenix also provides a more primitive form of clients, called sinks, which can also subscribe to
a group, but, in contrast to clients, they cannot directly issue requests to the group as they do
not receive any composition information of the group. Group members keep a list of sinks which
have subscribed and it is up to the group members, to send information to the sinks. Figure 2.3
gives a graphical illustration of the members, clients and sinks of a group.
A more detailed description of these roles can be found in [Babaoglu 94] and the proposal for an
object-oriented implementation in [Felber 95]. In Chapter 10, we will come back to these dierent
process types when describing the application programming interface; sample applications are
given in Appendix C.
2.7 Phoenix and the Consensus Problem
One important aspect of Phoenix, besides the numerical large scale, is the exploitation of recent
results related to the solution of the consensus problem in asynchronous systems.
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request updates
reply/view
clients members sinks
Figure 2.3: Phoenix Process Types
The Impossibility Result of Fischer, Lynch and Paterson
The impossibility result described in [Fischer 85] showed that it is not possible, in an asyn-
chronous system, to solve consensus with a deterministic algorithm with only one faulty pro-
cess. A priori it seems that the implementation of Phoenix is impossible, as an important part
of Phoenix is based on consensus.
Unreliable Failure Detectors for Reliable Systems
In 1991, Chandra and Toueg [Chandra 95] show that by augmenting an asynchronous system
with the unreliable failure detector 3S consensus becomes solvable. This result is not in con-
tradiction with the Fischer-Lynch-Paterson impossibility result, as 3S is not implementable.
However, the properties of 3S can be ensured with a high probability.
Contribution of the Phoenix toolkit
The main part of Phoenix, as will be shown in Chapter 8, is the protocol guaranteeing view
synchrony. This protocol is based on the consensus protocol of [Chandra 95] which provides a
solid, theoretical base to the Phoenix system. In spite of the impossibility result of [Fischer 85], it
is possible with a high level of probability to have a live and operational system running by using
a reliable communication layer providing eventually reliable channels. Further, a considerable
eort is made in Phoenix to take partitions into account and to mask them as far as possible.
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter has given a short outline of the fault-tolerant and distributed aspects of Phoenix.
The basic system model has been dened. Phoenix provides the infrastructure to implement
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fault-tolerance by replication and is aimed at large scale distributed systems. Large scale is
two-fold: the geographical large scale poses new kinds of problems related to link failures and
the numerical large scale poses the problem of scalability.
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Related Work
3.1 Introduction
Fault-tolerance is not a new eld of research and considerable development has already been
done. In this chapter, Phoenix is compared to related work. One feature that is poorly supported
by existing platforms is the suitability for large scale as described in the previous chapter. This
is the context where Phoenix excels and where other platforms only provide weak support or no
support at all.
This chapter describes work related to the Phoenix platform. First, reliable communication sub-
systems are described in Section 3.2, followed by group communication platforms in Section 3.3.
3.2 Reliable Communication Subsystems
3.2.1 TCP/IP
TCP/IP [Comer 88] is the standard for reliable point-to-point communication on today's net-
works, where reliable means best-eort communication, i.e. lost packets are retransmitted, but
not indenitely. Numerous services and protocols such as TELNET, FTP [Comer 88], RPC
[Birrell 84], NFS [Sun Microsystems Inc 89] and HTTP [Marshall 95] are based on TCP/IP.
TCP/IP provides stream-oriented rst-in-rst-out delivery. Stream-oriented means that message
boundaries are not respected and a single message could be split up and delivered in several
packets at the destination. This can be a problem if message boundaries have to be respected,
requiring a higher level mechanism to guarantee these boundaries.
TCP/IP is based on IP, which provides no reliability: messages are transmitted only once and
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can get lost or corrupted. In order to provide reliability, TCP/IP retransmits lost messages, but
it uses a rather simple mechanism to implement the retransmission. The acknowledgements,
generated by the destination, contain the information stating up to which packet the sequence
of received packets is complete. The sender retransmits packets, starting at the rst non-
acknowledged packet, no matter whether one or more of the packets to retransmit have already
been transmitted and received by the destination. A sliding window protocol, responsible for
ow and congestion control by varying the size of the window, allows more than one packet at
the same moment in transmission.
Considering link failures or congestion, TCP/IP abandons the non-acknowledged packets after
some timeout and kills the connection.
Considering connections, TCP/IP uses the socket interface of the underlying operating system.
In typical systems, e.g. UNIX, the number of those sockets and their associated descriptors is
limited by the system. Dynamically opening and closing connections would be a solution, but
the heavy-weight character of the opening and closing of a connection would be a signicant
performance bottleneck in the system, when the number of active connections is large. This is
further discussed in Chapter 7, where the reliable communication layer of Phoenix is presented.
3.2.2 RDP
The reliable datagram protocol (RDP), described in [Velten 84], tries to avoid some of the lacks of
TCP/IP. The main dierence compared with TCP/IP is that RDP keeps data boundaries; data
is presented in the form of packets and packets are delivered as a whole; in the stream-oriented
TCP/IP the ow of information can be cut at an arbitrary place in case of failure. Furthermore,
RDP can allow delivery of packets without preserving order. Intended applications using RDP
are bulk data transfers over networks with moderate loss rates.
Similarly to TCP/IP, RDP provides best-eort communication with abandon of the connection
and the non-acknowledged messages. Thus, RDP addresses the performance issue of TCP/IP,
but still does not consider the case of failure and recovery of a process. No useful semantics are
dened in case of permanent or transient failures, a problem which is addressed by Phoenix (see
Chapter 8).
3.2.3 NETBLT
The Network Bulk Transfer protocol [Clark 87] addresses the problem of the distribution of large
amounts of data over communication channels where message loss is frequent. This protocol
performs better than TCP/IP over these unreliable channels. NETBLT is not required to
guarantee rst-in-rst-out delivery, but rather guarantees that eventually some bulk of data is
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received at some destination. The key idea is to transfer only lost packets, where the receiver
determines and informs the sender which packets have to be retransmitted.
The protocols NETBLT and RDP are very similar, and dier only in the ow control strat-
egy. Similarly, NETBLT does not address explicitly the case of failure, but aims at improving
performance of TCP/IP.
3.2.4 AFDP
Up to now, only protocols supporting point-to-point communication have been mentioned. The
following protocols include support for one-to-many communication. AFDP [Cooperstock 95],
standing for Adaptive File Distribution Protocol, addresses the need for ecient and reliable one-
to-many communication, exploiting current multicast and broadcast possibilities. This protocol
is mainly used for updating les on huge sets of machines in a local area network. The protocol is
based on a publisher/subscribers model: one particular subscriber is designated as the secretary,
responsible for managing group membership and reliability. The ow control depends on the
slowest subscriber, limiting the throughput of the fast subscribers.
AFDP is the rst protocol considering group communication by providing one-to-many com-
munication. This one-to-many communication is based on multicast and broadcast primitives,
if available, making the protocol faster than multiple point-to-point communications. In the
absence of such one-to-many primitives, the protocol automatically switches back to point-to-
point communications. Although it can be used in large scale, throughput will be poor if there
are very slow sites involved in communication; the slowest link to a subscriber can be very slow
in large scale
1
, and this would slow down all overlying protocols.
Similar, to the previous protocols, AFDP does not really care about failures. The reader may
identify the inherent problem of this protocol in case of the failure of the secretary.
3.2.5 MUTS
MUTS [van Renesse 92a] (acronym for Multicast Transport Service) is actually the communi-
cation subsystem used by Horus [van Renesse 92b, van Renesse 93] described in Section 3.3.4.
MUTS provides a multitude of services to an overlying system: (1) memory management, (2)
communication management, and (3) threading management. The most important part, for
the concerns of Phoenix, is the communication management part, which implements reliable
communication with best eort semantics. When communication problems occur, the commu-
1
Values about 100 to 1000 times slower are usual when comparing local area network communication with
communication in large scale.
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nication management does not decide itself how proceed, but informs an overlying layer about
these problems.
The threading management is dened by a generic interface which has been matched to dierent
existing threading packages. MUTS has been successfully ported to common operating systems,
e.g. SunOS, Solaris, and to micro-kernel architectures such as Mach [Accetta 86] and Chorus
[Rozier 88].
3.3 Group Communication Platforms
3.3.1 RMP
The Reliable Multicast Protocol (RMP) [Whetten 94] provides view synchronous and total order
multicast
2
to a process group, where for each of these multicast types a resilience value K can be
specied, which requires that at least K destinations have received the message before delivering
the message to a higher layer. Setting K at greater than the half of the participating processes
provides primary partition semantics.
Moreover, RMP provides processes outside a group a means to issue so-called multi-RPCs to
the group and to receive replies. This allows the building of scalable applications, where not
all participating processes have to be members of the group in order to access some of its
information.
Concerning group membership, RMP exploits the totally ordered multicast primitive to multi-
cast membership changes, either for joins, leaves or failures. An adequate resilience value K, e.g.
more than half of the processes of the group, allows that a new membership is only delivered
if a majority has received it. Setting K at less than a half, allows concurrent views, but these
cannot necessarily be merged again later (see next paragraph).
The failure detection mechanism is based on timeouts, and faulty suspected processes are re-
moved. In case of a temporary partition, partitioned members cannot rejoin the initial group,
but have to join as new members.
Reliability and total order are achieved by an extended rotating token protocol, initially intro-
duced by Chang and Maxemchuck [Chang 84]. The protocol is based on a negative acknowl-
edgement scheme. Each process can multicast messages, but only the token holder can order
messages, by piggy-backing ordering information on its own multicast. A process receiving order-
ing information for a message that it has received, delivers that message. If the process receives
2
RMP also provides multicast semantics with less quality of service (best-eort, unreliable), but these multicast
semantics are no longer reliable.
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ordering information for a message that has not been received, a request for retransmission of
the message concerned is issued to the process which ordered the message.
RMP extensively exploits the IP multicast service [Deering 89], which provides good and scalable
performance as multiple point-to-point communication is replaced by one single multicast
3
. On
a LAN, throughput is almost independent of the number of participating processes.
3.3.2 Totem
Totem [Agarwal 92] is a protocol providing a total order multicast primitive. Totem provides
this total order multicast with two dierent delivery guarantees:
 agreed delivery: a message m is delivered only if all messages which are multicast before
m have been delivered.
 safe delivery: a message m is delivered only if all processes in the current conguration
4
have received the message m.
The protocol is based on the token circulating in a ring similar to [Chang 84], but the dierence
consists in the use of the token. In Totem, the token holder multicasts a message and at the same
time passes the token to the next process in the ring; this is in contrast to [Chang 84] or RMP,
where every process can multicast messages at any moment, but only the token holder can order
multicasts. The way in which Totem uses the token combined with one-to-many communication
primitives as broadcast and IP multicast, denes a natural order on the messages; the authors
call it born-ordered total order in contrast to sequencer ordered.
Reliability is guaranteed using a sequence number in the token which is incremented each time
a process multicasts a message. The message contains this sequence number. Each process
receiving messages and the token, should have received all messages with sequence numbers
smaller than the number in the token. If a process has missed one or more messages, it adds
the sequence numbers of the missing messages to the retransmission list, which is another eld
of the token. Each time they receive the token the processes verify whether they are requested
to retransmit any messages.
Messages kept for possible retransmission, are discarded after the point where the token has
executed a full round without a retransmission request for any particular message.
In order to be alive a process which has no message to multicast passes the token to the next
process without multicasting a message. In case of failure of the token holder, a new token is
3
RMP is also operable in networks where only point-to-point communication is possible, but with a considerable
reduction of performance.
4
Totem congurations can be compared to the notion of views in other systems.
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generated and the remaining processes reach agreement on the new conguration. Agreement
on this next conguration is achieved, when the token has done a full round within this new
conguration.
A major drawback of the Totem protocol is its poor performance if the load is asymmetrical
or if there is a slow process in the ring. If there is one process in a ring generating a lot more
trac than other process in the same ring, the considered process has to wait for the token
before being able to multicast the message. Another drawback of this solution is the permanent
generation of trac, due to the circulating token, even if processes have no messages to send.
Totem also has advantages. Besides the total order, the token approach in Totem provides
an ideal way to control ow and buer congestion. As only the token holder can multicast a
message, there are no collisions (besides collisions with unrelated trac on the network) and as
each process can multicast one message when it receives the token, every process receives the
same amount of network resources. This also gives Totem the ability to provide relatively weak,
real time guarantees.
Extension to Multiple LANs
Initially, the Totem protocol was designed for local area networks where one-to-many primitives
are available. In later versions, this restriction was released by having several rings, each with
its associated token, and gateways between the rings responsible for forwarding messages from
one ring to the other rings. Messages with some sequence number are injected into other rings
with a new sequence number which is determined when the injecting gateway receives the token.
In order to guarantee total order among several rings, the protocol uses information about the
number of rings and delivers a message as soon as it has a message of every ring, and the
considered message has the smallest time stamp of all rings.
As it is possible that some ring does not multicast messages for some time, the gateway is
generating so-called guarantee vectors whose functions are two-fold: (1) from time to time they
provide information concerning any ring in order to be able to deliver messages, and (2) they
contain topology information in order to deal with failures or partitions.
Having several rings, Totem had to be made aware of partitions. The approach taken by the
authors to overcome the problem of partitions is to allow each single ring to operate upon
itself. The gateways are responsible for detecting a possible partition between rings and act
accordingly. If partition occurs inside a ring, each partition forms a new ring. This can lead to
a ring with only one singleton process. As a consequence Totem might not always be able to
provide and guarantee a primary partition.
In order to give guarantees on the order of messages in case of partition, the authors have
proposed an extended virtual synchrony model [Moser 94]. This model can be summarized by
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the following sentence:
\Extended virtual synchrony allows two processes in dierent components
of a partitioned system to deliver dierent messages,
but does not allow them to deliver the same messages in dierent orders."
This extended virtual synchrony can make sense for some applications, but if a consistent state
has to be guaranteed, each partition has, at least, to keep all messages that processes in other
partitions have to deliver. It is often impossible to merge several total orders to one single total
order respecting each single total order, or in other words, partition merging is a dicult task
and there are often no predened methods to provide this merging. Horus (see Section 3.3.4)
and Transis (see Section 3.3.6) have also included the ideas of extended virtual synchrony, and
Section 3.3.6 about Transis gives concrete examples of how this feature can be employed.
3.3.3 Isis
The Isis toolkit [Birman 90] is the rst platform which has implemented the virtually synchronous
communication paradigm [Birman 87]. It provides view synchronous multicast with FIFO, causal
and total order [Birman 91]. Like many earlier platforms, Isis was designed to work in a local
area network, where only process and site failures are considered and latency of communication
is small.
The membership protocol of Isis [Ricciardi 91] provides primary partition semantics, i.e. there
is always only one set of processes dening the state of the group. The implementation of view
synchronous communication is based on the ush protocol [Stephenson 91]. The membership
protocol is unfortunately not resilient to partitions with only-minority views, as suspected pro-
cesses are excluded even if they have not crashed. This leads to the permanent blocking of the
protocol when such a situation occurs. This is discussed in detail in Section 8.7.2.
Isis introduces the notion of clients which join the group. An Isis client has the possibility to
multicast messages to the group
5
. However, this multicast has no view synchronous semantics
as the client can fail during this multicast. Thus, in order to be sure that a message is received
by all members of a group, a coordinator of the group has to multicast the message again, this
time using a multicast with view synchronous semantics
6
.
5
RMP designates this kind of multicast as a multi-RPC.
6
However, view synchronous semantic of client multicasts is guaranteed in case of the failure of one of the
members of the group, i.e. every process in the new view will have delivered the message multicast by the client.
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3.3.4 Horus
Horus [van Renesse 92b, van Renesse 93] is inspired by the Isis toolkit and tries to overcome
some of the problems of Isis. Also an eort has been made to restructure Isis in smaller, clearly
dened and modular units. This modularization allows a programmer to include only the parts
which are used by the applications. One of these modular units is MUTS described earlier; other
modules implement view synchronous multicast, total order, etc. . The source of inspiration for
this modular architecture has been upcoming micro kernel architectures where the kernel only
provides an absolute minimum, and higher level services are implemented as server processes.
Horus has thus been successfully ported to Mach [Accetta 86] as well as to other non-micro
kernel architectures with few problems.
The heart of the Horus platform is the view synchronous communication module. Unfortunately,
the protocol implemented in this module does not overcome the permanent blocking in case of
only-minority partitions. In Horus, the problem is solved by letting an application make progress
even in minority partitions, providing a bit to an application, indicating if the application is
currently part of the primary partition or not. In the situation of only-minority partition, this
bit is not set at any view of a group, and the primary partition is lost.
By dening concurrent views, Horus guarantees that the view synchronous communication para-
digm is satised on a per view basis. The diculty of having concurrent views, besides the
possible loss of the primary partition, is the merging of concurrent views, when they are recon-
nected. Partition merging is a dicult task, especially when non reversible actions have been
taken before the merge occurs. This is further discussed in Section 3.3.6 where the Transis
platform is described.
3.3.5 Relacs
The view synchronous semantics proposed in the Relacs [Babaoglu 95a] programming platform
is dierent from the ones already presented. Similar to the Horus system it allows concurrent
views, but Relacs puts a restriction on how new, concurrent views can be dened. In Relacs,
the view synchronous semantics can be decomposed into the following components:
 quasi-strong partial membership service;
 view synchronous multicast message semantics based on the membership service above.
The quasi-strong partial membership service can be summarized by a membership service deliv-
ering views to sets of processes, where two concurrent views, resulting from the partitioning of
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a common view may overlap only if one of the new views is a subset of the other. Symmetri-
cally, there exists a restriction for the merging case that can be summarized by saying that two
concurrent views can merge to a single one, if they do not intersect. For a complete description
refer to [Babaoglu 95c, Babaoglu 95b]
Based on these denitions of concurrent views, Relacs denes the view synchronous multicast as
follows: for each message m multicast by some process, if there exists a process p 2 V
i
which
delivers m, then for all new views V
j
resulting from V
i
due to a view change, all processes
q 2 V
i
\ V
j
deliver m.
Relacs is also confronted with the problem of partition and partition merging. Similarly to
Horus, the primary partition property is not guaranteed and the authors of Relacs simply dele-
gate the problem of merging the state or messages of two concurrent views to the application.
[Babaoglu 96] gives a good overview of the dierent scenarios an application programmer has to
face when developing applications which should support state creation, transfer and merging.
In contrast to all other platforms and communication subsystems (besides Phoenix), Relacs
identies and considers link failures as a major problem and addresses resulting transitivity
problems arising in large scale distributed systems. Phoenix and Relacs are, to our knowledge,
the rst fault-tolerant programming platforms which identify the transitivity problem.
Unfortunately, the minimal set of communication primitives provided by the Relacs platform,
makes the design of Relacs applications a dicult task
7
. Relacs also considers the numerical large
scale [Babaoglu 94], already introduced in Section 2.6, and, in the minimal interface, provides
adequate primitives to implement core members, clients and sinks.
3.3.6 Transis & Lansis
Transis [Amir 92b] is a programming platform providing fault-tolerant total order multicast to
process groups. Similar to Horus and Relacs, Transis allows concurrent views, and thus has to
live and to deal with loss of the primary partition and partition merging.
One particularity of the Transis platform (as well as Horus and Totem) is its ability to deal with
partitions [Dolev 94]. As concurrent views are allowed, it is possible that a system becomes
partitioned, leading to several concurrent views. After partition repair, the partitions will merge
again dening a single view. This allows the system to make progress even if no primary partition
is dened. The way partitions are merged makes it necessary to keep all sensible messages which
7
Phoenix and Relacs are the fruit of a collaboration in the ESPRIT BRA project BROADCAST, but Phoenix
adds on top of the common, minimal interface an object-oriented, threaded programming interface simplifying ap-
plication programming. Further, due to dierent denitions of the view synchronous paradigm, dierent protocols
are implemented.
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have to be sent to other partitions once the partitions get connected again. This method has
two major drawbacks:
 if partition holds for a long time, buers for sensible messages can become quite big (this
can be attenuated by involving secondary storage, but the problem remains);
 if it is necessary to have consistency on non-reversible actions, messages in minority par-
titions cannot be delivered.
The last point can be compared with the blocking of the message delivery until a primary
partition can be dened.
The authors of Transis describe a few concrete applications, which can really exploit concurrent
views and partition merging. Partition merging in a consistent way is often dicult, sometimes
impossible. [Dolev 95] gives some examples which exploit these concurrent views and partition
merging. These sample applications can be classied in two categories:
 either they require a majority in order that the application does not block, or
 the partition merging restricts itself to merging the memberships of the reconnected par-
titions.
The CoRel replication service [Keidar 95], or an atomic commit protocol called E3PH [Keidar 94]
are examples of applications which require a majority to proceed, whereas [Amir 94] describe a
logging service which requires only acknowledgement of membership changes (no requirements
on the delivery of the messages). Another message logging service, called Persistent Replication
Service Layer (PRSL), does not impose any order on the messages, and thus partition merging
is trivial.
A last interesting point to mention is how a distributed system built with Transis starts up. On
startup every process builds its singleton view. There are as many concurrent views as there
are processes starting up. These concurrent, singleton views are merged until they form a single
view containing all the processes.
Lansis
Transis uses a communication infrastructure called Lansis [Amir 92a], which provides an ecient
reliable multicast primitive based on the broadcast service provided by local area networks.
This broadcast service makes Lansis and thus Transis unusable in large scale. There are recent
extensions of Lansis providing total order multicast over multiple broadcast networks, but if the
number of processes per network is small or equal to one, this approach is rather inecient.
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The broadcast service used by Lansis is not reliable. Lost messages are recognized by piggy-
backing on new messages acknowledgements of messages which have already been received.
When another process receives such a message it can determine whether it has seen the same
messages as the sender of the message received. Missed messages can be requested at processes
which have acknowledged the message. In this way Lansis avoids the explicit sending of ac-
knowledgements, but requires that every process from time to time multicasts a message, at
least a multicast containing only acknowledgements.
3.4 Conclusions
This chapter has given a short overview of work related to Phoenix. Many recent platforms
(Totem, Transis, Horus, Relacs) have identied the partition problem in large scale, but their
solution can no longer guarantee the primary partition property
8
. The introduction of concurrent
views in these platforms implies not only the loss of the primary partition property, but also the
introduction of a new problem, the merging of partitions. As this merging cannot be generalized,
a separate, often complex solution has to be developed for any particular application. Phoenix, in
contrast, guarantees the primary partition property without loosing liveness. Further, particular
mechanisms in the application programming interface allows the implementation of concurrent
views, although the programmer has to deal with them explicitly.
None of the reliable communication subsystems addresses the problem of transitivity of commu-
nication in case of link failures, link failures which do not necessarily lead to partitions. In the
fault-tolerant programming platforms, only Relacs, besides Phoenix, identies the transitivity
problem, but only Phoenix proposes a complete solution.
Another aspect neglected by many fault-tolerant programming platforms, is the multiple forms
of scalability. Especially in numerical large scale, it is necessary to provide adequate support
for dealing with huge number of participating processes. Phoenix not only proposes adequate
architecture support for applications with a huge number of processes, but also provides the
corresponding object-oriented programming interface.
Many recent platforms (Transis, Totem, Relacs but not Horus), provide only a simple, minimal
programming interface. This often allows the implementation of fault-tolerant applications only
at the process or even at one process per site level, making applications monolithic and hardly
scalable. In Phoenix the grain of replication is the object, a very light-weight concept: a
threading system allows several objects to share the same process and address space, leading to
extended scalability.
8
To summarize: a system allowing minority views to make progress, cannot guarantee to solve consensus.
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Chapter 4
Overview of the Phoenix
Architecture
4.1 Introduction
Phoenix is a programming platform allowing the provision of fault-tolerance by replication.
Phoenix is divided into a set of layers which are used by the top layer application either in a
direct or an indirect way. Information is passed to lower layers using procedure calls, whereas
information from lower layers is delivered to higher layers using callbacks; these callbacks are
installed from higher layers into lower layers upon startup of the layer. As all applications use
the same underlying architecture, the common underlying parts have been separated from the
application in order that multiple applications can benet from one communication block, called
the Phoenix daemon, implementing the core layers. Figure 4.1 shows the conceptual architecture
with the application-specic layer in white and the core layers implemented in the daemon in
gray.
Routing Layer
Reliable Communication
Layer
View Synchronous
Communication Layer 
Ordered Multicast
Communication Layer
Application Programming
Interface
Application
Socket Interface Layer
Figure 4.1: Conceptual Architecture
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There is one daemon per site implementing the core layers of Phoenix and several applications
can use it. Figure 4.2 shows a typical conguration of Phoenix application in a real system.
Phoenix
daemon
Phoenix
daemon
Phoenix
daemon
A1
B1B0
A2
B2 B3
C2 C3
Network
A0
Group A Group B
Group C
Site0 Site1 Site2 Site3
Figure 4.2: Phoenix System Conguration
Applications interact with the daemon by procedure calls, converted to message exchanges
between the daemon and the applications. It is interesting that the communication between the
daemon and an application uses the same reliable communication layer as the communication
between the daemons. Figure 4.3 shows a real Phoenix system conguration with the various
layers.
With this separation it is even possible to have an application on some site X using the daemon
of site Y . This can be interesting for scalability, as not every application has to have its own
daemon on its site. For fault-tolerance in a system composed of multiple local area networks, for
example, it might be sucient to have a small number of daemons (e.g. 3 to be fault-tolerant to
daemon crash) per local area network, whereas there is no restriction on how many applications
use these daemons. Another advantage of this architecture is that the daemon can be run on
a stable machine
1
, whereas applications can be run on any other machine. Such a solution
also has drawbacks, for instance the failure of the daemon or of the machine on which the
daemon is running implies the failure of all applications using this daemon. Another drawback
is the indirect communication between applications through their daemons. This problem is
discussed in Chapter 10, where the application programming interface and its implementation
are discussed.
1
A stable machine can be for example a dedicated machine where no user process executes, or a machine with
a power backup (UPS) to resist power failures.
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Socket Interface Layer
Phoenix daemon
Figure 4.3: Detailed System Conguration
Concerning the description of the architecture, it can be assumed, that the application and the
daemon are merged into one sole unit as there is conceptually no dierence (see Figure 4.1).
In the following sections each of the layers in Figure 4.1 are described by focusing on how
it interacts with the over- and underlying layers, whereas the implementation of the dierent
layers is described separately in the next chapters. The analysis of the architecture is done in a
bottom-up fashion in order to be able to give a good view of which layer uses which information
from the layer below. However a short introduction describing how the dierent layers interact
will rst be given.
4.2 Layered Architecture and the Event-Driven Programming
Model
The main idea in a layered architecture is to design each layer to be as independent as possible
from other layers. Since a layered architecture is a hierarchy, it is important that a layer is only
dependent on the underlying layers, not on those overlying it. This means that a layer can know
the layers and their entries which are below itself, but knows nothing about the layers above.
This allows the use of a layer in dierent contexts, as the layer makes no assumptions about
the overlying layers. However, this is in contradiction with the ow of information through the
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layers, as information can ow from the top to the bottom layer and vice-versa. Typically, in
a communication architecture, an outgoing message goes through all the layers in a top-down
manner, whereas an incoming message enters through the bottom layer and has to be pushed
through the layers in a bottom-up way. This can be implemented using upcalls.
In the presented solution the layers do not need to know directly which procedures should be
called in the overlying layers. An overlying layer tells the underlying layer on startup which
procedures to call, and the underlying layer calls them when necessary, once they are installed.
In order to keep track of those procedures from overlying layers, the current layer keeps a pointer
to these procedures in procedure variables. The action of calling overlying procedures through
procedure variables is known as calling back scheme. Thus, the installed procedures are called
callback procedures, or simply callbacks.
Callback procedures are usually coupled with an event-driven programming model, where the
main task waits for the rst event, acts accordingly and then waits for the next event. So, the
basic idea in an event-driven programming model is that the overlying layer does not explicitly
wait for something to happen, e.g. receive a message, rather the underlying layer will inform
it that something has happened
2
. The occurrence of an event within some layer L, e.g. the
reception of a message, triggers the call to a callback procedure which propagates the event to
the layer L+ 1. In order that the layer L can call a callback procedure, it has to have control
over the ow of execution. This means that, once the callbacks of layer L+ 1 are installed, the
layer L+ 1 passes the control to the layer L by calling a special entry in the layer L, called the
loop. At this point the layer L+1 regains control only when the layer L calls a callback of layer
L+1. After processing the event, the callback of layer L+1 usually terminates, i.e. the control
is given back to the loop of layer L. Figure 4.4 shows a typical architecture with 3 layers and
Figure 4.5 a typical calling scheme.
Layer L+2
Layer L+1
Layer L
install callback (C2) call callback C2send loop
install callback (C1) call callback C1send loop
install callback selectsend loop
calls calls through callback
reference to proc. in same layer
Figure 4.4: Sample Architecture
2
This is also called the Hollywood principle: don't call us, leave your number and we'll call you!
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Layer L+2
Layer L+1
Layer L
install callback
install callback
loop
loop call callback
call callback
call callback
call callback
event event event
Figure 4.5: Sample Execution
Note that this scheme can be easily generalized to an arbitrary number of layers, and that the
loop of each layer usually consists only of the call of the loop of the underlying layer.
This kind of layered architecture is particularly interesting when implementing protocols based
on state machines. Each time an event happens, the loop in the lowest layer L calls the callback
of the overlying layer L + 1 which corresponds to the event. The overlying layer does the
transition from one state to another, depending on the context and the contents of the message,
where the transition from one state to another can include the call of yet another callback in the
next overlying layer L + 2 and so on. This also allows the higher layers to be informed about
the occurrence of an event, if necessary. Finally, all callbacks terminate and the loop of layer L
nally regains the control for the next event.
4.3 Phoenix Socket Interface Layer
The lowest Phoenix layer is the socket interface layer (Figures 4.1 and 4.3). Phoenix uses UDP
3
[Comer 88] as the communication infrastructure for all its communication. UDP is a typical
low level communication protocol without many guarantees, but it is ecient, and its simple
interface is ideal to implement more powerful protocols on top of it. The main characteristics
of UDP are the following:
 point-to-point abstraction: a message has a source, and a destination. There is a logical
channel between the source and the destination which is responsible for the transport of
messages.
 unreliability: UDP only provides unreliable communication, i.e. messages can be lost or
duplicated during transmission. Corrupt messages are discarded by UDP using checksums,
and transmission delays for correct messages are not bounded. UDP does not implement
any ow and congestion control, which is an issue that greatly inuences the reliability of
communication.
3
UDP stands for (U)ser (D)atagram (P)rotocol.
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 message boundaries: if a message is delivered at a destination, it is delivered with exactly
the same boundaries as it was sent by the sender or not at all.
 message size is bounded and system-dependent, typically limited by the length of the
message buer in the system.
 the send primitive is non-blocking and the receive primitive can also be made non-blocking.
The non-blocking feature of the send and receive primitive is important as this enables Phoenix
to do other things during the transmission of a message. Typically Phoenix waits either for the
arrival of a message, which will be delivered using callbacks to upper layers, or the expiry of a
timer, previously set up by an overlying layer, which will also be delivered as a timeout event to
the upper layers
4
.
The task of the Phoenix socket interface layer is to convert the system call for receiving a
message or the timeout, into the call to the corresponding callback procedure installed from a
higher layer. In case of message reception, the received message is passed as a parameter to the
callback. In the case of the expiry of a timer, the corresponding callback is called without any
parameter. Chapter 5 gives a complete description of the implementation of the socket interface
layer. Its interface is as follows:
 send (dst, msg): this primitive can be called from the overlying routing layer to send mes-
sage msg to the destination dst, using point-to-point communication. The dst parameter
is composed of a site and a port on this site. The message can be lost, duplicated but
not corrupted, and there is no upper bound on the transmission delay. The call to this
primitive does not block the caller.
 loop (): this procedure allows the dispatching of the two events message reception and
timeout expiry at the socket interface layer. In particular this procedure allows the socket
interface layer to receive messages and deliver them through the callbacks installed from
the overlying layer, using the procedures described below. The other information delivered
by this layer is the expiry of formerly installed timeouts using the set timeout callback
procedure below. This information is delivered to the overlying layer through another
callback (see Chapter 5 for its implementation and use).
 set message callback (proc): this procedure allows an overlying layer to install a callback
procedure proc through which received messages are delivered.
4
A non-blocking receive call is implemented using the system call select under the UNIX operating system.
The select system call returns information either about the availability of data on a descriptor or the expiry of a
formerly specied timeout passed as a parameter to the call.
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 set timeout callback (proc, time): this procedure allows the overlying layer to install a
procedure proc and a timeout value time. When the timeout expires, the procedure proc
is called.
Note that in the actual architecture the overlying layer is the routing layer (see Figure 4.1).
As other layers above the routing layer should also have access to the primitives of the socket
interface layer, all the primitives of the socket interface layer are present in the routing layer, as
well as in any other overlying layers, i.e. each layer redenes the primitives of all its underlying
layers.
4.4 Routing Layer
The aim of the routing layer is to improve the reliability of the socket interface layer, which
provides point-to-point communication (using UDP) without ensuring transitivity of the com-
munication.
Figure 4.6 shows a typical example of non-transitivity of UDP in a system with three processes
p
1
, p
2
and p
3
.
p1 p2
p3
Figure 4.6: Non-Transitivity
A link failure between p
1
and p
3
might lead to the following situation: p
1
and p
3
cannot commu-
nicate, but both processes can communicate with p
2
. Transitivity of the communication ensures
that if p
1
can communicate with p
2
, and p
2
with p
3
, then p
1
is able to communicate with p
3
.
UDP does not, and cannot, provide this property for any possible situation (see Chapter 6).
As link failures or overloaded links, leading to the situation illustrated in Figure 4.6, are not
uncommon in large scale systems, Phoenix addresses the problem. A distributed application
consists of a set of processes, that can implement their own routing strategy
5
. With transi-
tive communications a message sent has a much higher probability of being received by the
destination process.
5
The IP protocol, on which UDP and the socket interface layer are based, is already doing some dynamic
routing to mask link failures, but experiences on the Internet have shown that this routing is not sucient to
guarantee transitivity.
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Besides rerouting messages, if necessary, the routing layer also delivers information to higher
layers about the reachability or the unreachability of processes. The higher layers are interested
in this reachability information, especially when it changes. As we will see later, the information
about the reachability or the unreachability of a process is important for the reliable commu-
nication layer (see Chapter 7) and the view synchronous communication layer (see Chapter 8).
Therefore, the dynamic routing layer provides the possibility to install a callback, which is called
each time a change in the reachability information occurs. A process p
j
unreachable from p
i
is
suspected by p
i
to have failed.
A higher layer using the routing layer, calls its send primitive; messages are transparently
rerouted, if necessary. The send primitive of the routing layer reads the routing table, and
sends the message either to a routing process or to the destination process using the send of the
socket interface layer. There is no retransmission in case of loss of the message; retransmission is
handled by the overlying reliable communication layer (see Figure 4.1). This oers the following
advantage: upon the second and subsequent transmissions of a message, routing information
may have changed.
The routing layer also acts as a router for incoming messages from the socket interface layer. To
do so, the routing layer applies the same lookup and send technique described above. Messages
received from the socket interface layer for the local address are handed through to the upper
layer again using the callback mechanism.
The interface, provided by the routing layer, can be summarized as follows:
 routed send (dst, msg): this is a non-blocking, unreliable send primitive sending a message
msg to a destination dst; there is no retransmission. The destination is searched in the
routing table and the message is routed accordingly.
 set message callback (proc): allows the installation of a callback procedure proc in the
routing layer, which is called each time a message has to be delivered to the upper layer.
 set reachability callback (proc): allows the installation of a callback procedure proc in the
routing layer, which is called each time a change occurs in the set of reachable and un-
reachable processes. The procedure proc has two parameters, when called: the CommSet
of reachable processes and the SuspSet of unreachable processes.
Remember that the routing layer also provides access to the primitives to the underlying, socket
interface layer (see Section 4.3).
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4.5 Reliable Communication Layer
The purpose of this layer is to implement reliable channels
6
. Reliability can be dened by the
following property:
\If the sender and the destination do not fail,
then the message will be eventually delivered by the destination process."
Unfortunately, this denition does not consider link failures. In Chapter 7 this denition is
adapted to suit the model better where link failures are considered.
The send primitive of the routing layer is not reliable. The task of the reliable communication
layer is to ensure, or at least to do its best to ensure reliability on top of the underlying, unreliable
primitives
7
.
A higher communication layer can install an acknowledgement callback in the reliable communi-
cation layer which will be called each time the sender knows that a message has been successfully
delivered at a destination. If a message has been acknowledged it is discarded. Similarly, there
is a possibility to install another callback, called the undelivered message callback, which in-
forms an overlying layer, after some time, that a particular message still cannot be considered
as delivered at the destination
8
. This callback does not stop the reliable communication layer
from retransmitting the message. Thus, the callback can be called more than once. It is up to
the sender to decide when to cancel the send of a message using the cancel send primitive. If
the message is cancelled, the message has been sent with best-eort communication semantics.
If the message is not cancelled, the send is considered to be reliable.
The reliable communication layer provides unordered and rst-in-rst-out communication. The
rst-in-rst-out order is implemented on top of the unordered message delivery and an overlying
layer can indicate by a ag, whether it wants rst-in-rst-out order on some message or not.
First-in-rst-out order is guaranteed for each destination independently.
On the receiver side, the reliable communication layer ensures at-most-once delivery for each
message
9
.
The reliable communication layer also implements message fragmenting. As the message size in
the socket interface layer is limited, it is necessary to cut long messages into smaller fragments
6
It is probably better to say that this layer implements eventually reliable channels [Basu 96].
7
We see in Chapter 7 that lost messages are retransmitted until they are acknowledged by the destination.
8
We cannot know, whether the message has been delivered, as all acknowledgements could be lost on their
way back.
9
UDP cannot only lose or corrupt messages, it can also duplicate them e.g. at a router or a gateway. Further
retransmissions of messages are another source of duplicates.
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in order to send them. At the receiver these fragments are reassembled, and delivered, when all
fragments are received. This allows a caller to send a message of any size.
Summarizing this section, the reliable communication layer provides the following interface:
 reliable send (dst, msg): sends a message msg to a process dst and retransmits it until an
acknowledgement is received. An optional FIFO ag ensures the rst-in-rst-out delivery
of messages (see Chapter 7).
 group reliable send (dst, msg): this is a slightly modied reliable send using another algo-
rithm for guaranteeing at-most-once delivery (see Chapter 7).
 cancel send (msg): cancels the send of a message msg.
 cancel sends to dest (dst): this call cancels the retransmission of all messages to the speci-
ed destination dst.
 set message callback (proc): this procedure allows the installation of a callback procedure
proc which is called each time the reliable communication layer wants to deliver a message.
Each message is delivered at-most-once.
 set acknowledgement callback (proc): this procedure allows the installation of a callback
procedure proc which is called each time a message, sent by the reliable send primitive, is
acknowledged by the destination.
 set undelivered callback (proc): this procedure allows the installation of a callback pro-
cedure proc which is called when a message is, after several retransmissions, still not
acknowledged.
 get msg id (msg, var id): this procedure retrieves the identier id of a message msg which
is handled by the reliable communication layer.
4.6 View Synchronous Communication Layer
The view synchronous communication layer implements the view synchronous communication
paradigm introduced in Chapter 2. At each process which is member of a group, it maintains
the associated structures, i.e. the membership of the current view and the number of the view.
Further, it provides a reliable multicast primitive to multicast a message inside a group. Multicast
messages and views are delivered at group members using callbacks, where the messages are
ordered with respect to views, i.e. every process, member of a view V
i
(g) and the next view
V
i+1
(g), has delivered the same set of messages in the view V
i
(g). Changes in group membership
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can be due to processes explicitly joining or leaving the group, but also due to failure or partition
of processes. If the membership of a group g changes, the view synchronous communication layer
of the members of g executes a protocol that ensures the view synchrony property. This protocol
is called the view change protocol. During the view change protocol from V
i
(g) to V
i+1
(g), new
messages, coming from an overlying layer, are multicast in the new view V
i+1
(g). An overlying
layer knows that on receiving a new view V
i+1
(g), all messages of V
i
(g) have been delivered.
The view change protocol is launched when communication problems occur with one or more
processes of a group. These problems are signalled by the delivery of a new reachability set
from the routing layer. Upon launch of the view change protocol concerning group g, the view
synchronous communication layer calls a particular callback, the intermediate view callback
which has been installed from an overlying layer (the ordered multicast communication layer),
having as parameters the two sets of reachable and suspected processes of group g
10
. Each time
these sets change during the view change protocol, the callback is called, until a new view is
installed. This allows the overlying layers to know that some view change is taking place, and
to know at any time the set of reachable processes of the group. This might allow upper layers
to take adequate actions whenever necessary.
The view synchronous communication layer uses the reliable send of the reliable communication
layer to implement the multicast of application messages received from upper layers. The same
reliable send is also used to implement the view change protocol. Messages and acknowledge-
ments are received through the corresponding callbacks installed in the reliable communication
layer.
A process can join a group by calling the join primitive. The join primitive launches the view
change protocol that ends up dening a new view including the joining process. A process leaves
a group by either explicitly calling the leave primitive, or when it quits or crashes. In either
case this will launch the view change protocol, which installs a new view excluding the leaving
or crashed process.
Here is the interface to the view synchronous communication layer:
 join (g): this primitive is called by a process to join a group g.
 leave (g): this primitive is called by a process to leave a group g.
 vsc-mcast (g, msg): this primitive is called to multicast a message to a group. The sender
must be a member of the group, and the sender also receives the message.
 set message callback (proc): allows the installation of a procedure proc, which is called each
10
This is in contrast to the reachability callback of the routing layer, where not only processes of a group, but
reachability information about all processes in the system are returned.
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time a message is received.
 set viewchange callback (proc): allows the installation of a procedure proc, which is called
each time a new view is dened.
 set intermediateview callback (proc): allows the installation of a procedure proc, which is
called for the rst time, when a view change is launched. As long as there is no new view
this procedure is called each time the set of reachable processes of the group changes.
The primitives from the reliable communication layer and from the view synchronous com-
munication layer (besides the intermediate view delivery callback) dene the minimal set of
communication primitives (see Section 4.8) for building fault-tolerant, group oriented applica-
tions. This is discussed in Chapter 10, where this minimal group communication infrastructure
is summarized and a more suitable, adequate and complete programming interface is presented.
The details of the view synchronous communication layer are discussed in Chapter 8.
4.7 Ordered Multicast Communication Layer
The view synchronous communication layer orders only application messages with respect to
views. The ordered multicast communication layer denes primitives to order application mes-
sages. These primitives are:
 rst-in-rst-out multicast
 weak totally ordered multicast
 strong totally ordered multicast
 uniform multicast
 global order multicast
Using a rst-in-rst-out multicast, the sender has the guarantee that two consecutive multicasts
from the same sender are delivered by each group member in the order they were sent.
If order is needed among all messages in a group, the weak totally ordered and the strong totally
ordered multicast are provided. The dierence between these two multicasts is explained in
Chapter 9.
The uniform multicast ensures the following property: if a member of view V
i
(g) delivers a
message m while in view V
i
(g), then every process in view V
i
(g) which is a member of the next
view V
i+1
(g) also delivers m.
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Global order multicast orders a message m with respect to all other messages m
0
, independently
of the primitive used to multicast m
0
. This is similar to the GBCAST primitive of the earlier
implementation of Isis [Birman 87].
A precise denition of these communication primitives is given in Chapter 9. To summarize, the
ordered multicast communication layer provides the following interface:
 FIFO multicast: fo-mcast (group, msg)
 weak totally ordered multicast: wto-mcast (group, msg)
 uniform multicast: uni-mcast (group, msg)
 strong totally ordered multicast: sto-mcast (group, msg)
 global order multicast: glo-mcast (group, msg)
4.8 Application Programming Interface (API)
The application programming interface layer (API layer in Figures 4.1 and 4.7) provides the
applications with the primitives of all underlying layers. These primitives dene a minimal set
of communication primitives which allows the building of fault-tolerant, distributed applications
based on replication. This minimal interface is the basis of the communication between the
daemon and the local application (see Figure 4.3). In order to complete this minimal interface,
Phoenix includes an object-oriented version of the interface, which hides all the details of dealing
with dierent kinds of messages and control of execution ow. This is discussed in Chapter 10,
where the class descriptions for the dierent Phoenix process types (members, clients and sinks)
are given.
4.9 Conclusions
Figure 4.7 summarizes the most important primitives and the ow of information through the
dierent layers of the Phoenix system.
This chapter has given a complete overview of the Phoenix architecture. The aim was to give a
rst description of the specic tasks of each layer and the information which is passed from one
layer to the other in either direction. To each layer in the architecture there is a corresponding
chapter in the following pages giving a detailed description of the structures, algorithms and
protocols used in the dierent layers.
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Figure 4.7: Information Flow in the Architecture
A clear modularity and the strict use of callbacks for passing information from lower layers to
upper layers, allows one to replace or to pull out layers from the architecture without rewriting
code of other layers. One example is the dynamic routing layer, which is useless in a local
area network, but can be replaced by a dummy interface handing through the send directly
to the corresponding send call in the socket interface layer. As another example, consider the
port of the Phoenix system to another communication infrastructure, which requires only the
replacement and rewriting of the socket interface layer.
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Phoenix Socket Interface Layer
5.1 Introduction
As already described in Chapter 4, the task of the Phoenix socket interface layer, or in short the
socket interface layer, is two-fold: it is responsible (1) for incoming and outgoing communication,
and (2) for generating upcalls upon message reception and timeouts. This chapter shows the
necessary system requirements as well as a description of the implementation of this socket
interface layer, based on the programming model described in Section 4.2.
In Phoenix, the basic events that can occur are the reception of a message and the expiry of a
timer. For this reason the socket interface layer provides the upper layer with the possibility of
installing a message delivery callback and one or more timeout callbacks. The message delivery
callback is usually not changed during the whole execution of a program whereas the timeout
callback can change. In particular the instant when the callback is called is not depending on
the arrival of a message, but is specied upon installation. As there are several layers which will
use this timeout callback feature of the socket interface layer, the socket interface layer keeps
track of the dierent callbacks and their associated deadlines, putting them in a list ordered by
increasing timeouts. Once all callbacks are installed, it is up to the loop to keep track of the
dierent timeouts and adjust them in the following way. Timeouts are specied as a relative
value taking the current time as a reference, which means, the loop has to subtract the time
spent in message delivery callbacks or other timeout callbacks from the timeouts of all remaining
timeout callbacks.
Such a scheme naturally provides only the property that a timeout callback is called no earlier
than specied, but the actual execution of the timeout callback can be later than specied. But,
if the callbacks are programmed in a way that they do not spend much execution time, a timely,
but not real-time, execution of the callbacks is guaranteed.
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5.2 Implementation
Phoenix is based on the UDP communication infrastructure. Under the UNIX operating system,
the BSD socket interface (cf. [Leer 89]) is used by the socket interface layer. A socket is the
structure making the bridge between the user application and the operating system and the
network.
Handle
Kernel
space
User
space
Network
Interface
Socket / Port
open sendto/
recvfrom
Figure 5.1: BSD Socket Interface
Once a socket has been opened it is possible to use it for sending messages. The socket system
call sendto takes as parameters a set of contiguous bytes, called a message, and a destination to
send to. This sendto system call does not block
1
. On the other hand, the recvfrom system also
takes a socket as a parameter. This recvfrom call blocks unless there is a message available. As
the loop also has to handle timeouts, the select system call has to be used. The select system call
terminates if either (1) a message is available on a specied socket or (2) a timeout has expired.
The loop can exploit the information returned by the select call in the following way:
 message available on the socket (sockready, line 11 in Figure 5.2): the loop calls the
recvfrom system call, which does not block as there is a message ready to be received, and
delivers the message using the corresponding message delivery callback. Once the callback
has terminated, the time spent in the callback is subtracted from the timeouts installed.
 a timeout occurred (timeout, line 15 in Figure 5.2): the loop takes the rst entry in the
list (the list is ordered by increasing timeouts) and calls back the associated procedure.
After termination of the callback, as in the message receive case, the remaining timeouts
are adjusted.
Here is the implementation of the loop and the send primitive provided to upper layers. The
variable L is global to this layer and contains the list of events installed from upper layers.
1
The network interface actually tries to avoid collisions, but if there is some free bandwidth, the message will
be sent.
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1
var L : pointer to event; /* global event list */
2
3
procedure SOCK loop();
4
var event : event = record f time; timeout callback g end;
5
UPPER message callback: pointer to procedure;
6
buffer : array [0::MAX] of bytes;
7
begin
8
entrytime := gettime();
9
event := getfirstevent(L);
10
case select(socket; timeout) of
11
sockready:
12
recvfrom(socket; buffer);
13
UPPER message callback(buffer);
14
/* callback installed by SOCK set message callback */
15
timeout:
16
event:timeout callback();
17
/* callback installed by SOCK set timeout callback */
18
endcase
19
adjustlist(L; entrytime; gettime());
20
endproc
21
22
procedure SOCK send(dest;m);
23
sendto(socket;m; dest);
24
endproc
25
26
procedure SOCK set timeout callback(proc; time);
27
insert in list(L; compose(proc; time));
28
/* compose combine a procedure and a timeout to a structure
29
to insert in the the list L */
30
endproc
31
32
procedure SOCK set message callback(proc);
33
UPPERmessagecallback := proc;
34
endproc
Figure 5.2: Primitives Provided by the Socket Interface Layer
Note that UPPER message callback and timeout callback are pointers to procedures previously
installed by the upper layer in the socket interface layer. Note further that a callback (message
or timeout), during its execution, can install new timeout callbacks and send or retransmit
messages.
As only the loop procedure dispatches events, and there is only one process control ow, mutual
exclusion through all layers of the daemon and their protocols is guaranteed. Typically, an
installed timeout callback, whose timeout has expired during the processing of another callback,
is only dispatched, once the loop procedure gets the control back.
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5.3 Conclusions
The socket interface layer is the lowest layer in the Phoenix architecture. The loop procedure
of this layer builds the heart of the Phoenix system and from there all upcoming events are
dispatched to higher layers through callbacks. This could seem too restrictive, but for the pro-
gramming of the Phoenix daemon and Phoenix applications, this is sucient. The daemon can
be seen as a server: upon reception of a message, the associated callbacks execute the corre-
sponding steps and terminate. Explicit control can be obtained by specifying timeout callbacks,
which can be used to do periodical tasks (e.g. retransmissions in the reliable communication
layer). This basic layer combined with the callback concept, allows all overlying layers to be
programmed in an event-driven way, i.e. they (1) start with some initialization task, (2) install
their callbacks in the next lower layer, and nally (3) call the loop in the next lower layer. At
this point, every action is managed by callbacks. This concept is pulled throughout all layers of
the daemon, which means there is only one execution ow
2
.
2
We will see in Chapter 10 that this can be to constraining for programming applications, based on additional
events such as keyboard inputs, and also for more complex synchronization needs.
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Dynamic Routing Layer
6.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 4, the dynamic routing layer increases the reliability of interprocess
communication in a system which is subject to link failures or link congestions. Link failures
might separate two processes one from the other, until the link gets repaired. In the context of
a distributed system, where there are usually more than two processes, it is possible for a link
failure to split the system into completely distinct subsystems, but it is also possible that these
subsystems are not disconnected. Figure 6.1 illustrates the cases where the system is completely
cut into two distinct parts, and Figure 6.2 the case where the link failure does not really cut the
system into two distinct parts.
p1 p2
p3
p1 p2
p3
Figure 6.1: Distinct Subsystems Figure 6.2: Not Distinct Subsystems
In Figure 6.2, process p
1
is still able to communicate with process p
2
, but not with process
p
3
, whereas in Figure 6.1 process p
1
cannot communicate with either of them. Section 6.2
explains why this situation can occur with IP routing. Further, process p
2
can, in both gures,
communicate with p
3
. If process p
2
were able to forward messages from p
1
to p
3
and vice versa,
the link failure between p
1
and p
3
in Figure 6.2 would be masked. To accomplish this rerouting
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it is necessary to have a routing table at each process of the distributed application and update
it accordingly to link failures, process failures and their repair. How these routing tables are
calculated and exploited is the main theme of this chapter, but rst, a brief overview of the
communication subsystem UDP/IP [Comer 88] and its relevance to the dynamic routing layer
is given.
6.2 Communication Subsystem
The Phoenix communication subsystem uses the socket interface layer (Chapter 5) which is
itself based on UDP [Comer 88]. The best-known large scale network using UDP as one of
its basic communication protocols is the Internet [Leiner 93, Krol 93], a network composed of
millions of sites, routers, and gateways. The interesting thing in Internet is, that it is built up
of a large set of local area networks, but the interconnection of the networks is not hierarchical,
although the addressing scheme of networks, routers and machines (the IP addresses) gives the
illusion of a hierarchical organization. In other words, there is no central administration node
in the Internet which all communication goes through: the Internet can be seen as a connected
network where nodes represent local area networks. Due to the large number of parts involved
in such a network, the failure of one component can occur with high probability and the failure
of one or more components can cut a network in one or several partitions. First, let us consider
Figure 6.3 presenting a typical distributed application with three processes p
1
; p
2
; p
3
mapped on
the Internet.
Such a network can be seen as a graph, where the sites, routers and gateways are vertices, and
the communication links are edges. In Figure 6.3 processes represent the sites they are running
on
1
and are denoted p
1
, p
2
, p
3
. Routers and gateways are denoted r and communication links are
denoted l. The set of links which connects two vertices (i.e. processes, routers and gateways) is
called a path. For example, the path between p
1
and p
3
is composed of the links l
0
; l
1
; l
3
; l
4
; l
5
; l
14
.
Figure 6.3 also shows that there are dierent paths from one process to another, and even between
the same two local area networks there is often more than one path. For example, p
2
can be
reached from p
1
by the following sets of links: l
0
; l
1
; l
3
; l
4
; l
6
; l
7
; l
8
; l
15
or l
0
; l
1
; l
2
; l
12
; l
14
; l
15
or
l
0
; l
1
; l
2
; l
11
; l
10
; l
9
; l
8
; l
15
, etc.. A local area network can be seen as the communication link from
a site to a gateway. Therefore, it can be supposed that the process represents the site it is
running on, and this site is connected to the gateway through a link.
As routers and gateways can be attached to more than two links, they have routing tables,
telling them, for every message received, on which link it should be forwarded. A message for
1
We shall see later that our routing is only possible if the Phoenix daemon process is present on some site as
only the daemon part of Phoenix contains the routing layer (see Figure 4.3 of Chapter 4 page 35) and all Phoenix
applications use this daemon for communication with other sites.
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Figure 6.3: Wide Area Network
process p
3
, i.e. the site on which p
3
is running, received by the gateway r
1
has to be forwarded
on link l
3
, whereas a message for p
2
has to be forwarded on link l
2
. The task of the IP routing
protocol is to keep the corresponding routing tables at all routers and gateways. These tables
are more or less static, i.e. they are programmed once and not modied thereafter anymore.
However, they could contain redundant routes, e.g. there are two or more links on paths with
a lot of trac
2
. Routing on the IP layer is exploiting this possible redundancy in case of link
failure or link congestion, but it is limited to a small set of possible routes. In case of a serious
link failure, as Figure 6.4 shows, IP is no longer able to route a message to some destinations.
The link failures illustrated in Figure 6.4 (links l
4
and l
9
have failed), have the consequence
that p
1
can no longer communicate with p
3
and vice-versa. However, it is possible to pass
through process p
2
in order to reach the process p
3
from p
1
. To provide such a functionality,
each router and gateway in the Internet would have to keep track of every other gateway and
router, and store routing information about them. In a large scale network, such as the Internet,
with millions of sites interconnected by tens of thousands of routers and gateways, it would be
impossible to store routing information for all routers and gateways at each destination, as this
would use huge amounts of memory at each router, gateway and site. This means, for example,
that the router r
1
is actually unable to forward a message on another link than l
3
, as this is the
only route to process p
3
.
2
A typical example is the links across the Atlantic where several links in parallel connect Europe and the USA.
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Figure 6.4: Wide Area Network with some Link Failures
This is the point where the dynamic routing of Phoenix plays an important role. One distributed
Phoenix application runs on only a small subsystem of the whole Internet, typically 5 to 100
processes in distinct local area networks. In such a subsystem, considering the involved processes
as high-level routers, it becomes possible to store all available routing information. Considering
Figure 6.4 again, it is possible that the process p
1
stores a piece of information that p
3
is not
directly accessible, but is accessible through process p
2
. So for sending messages from p
1
to p
3
,
p
1
sends them to p
2
, which will forward them to p
3
. In order that the processes are able to
do this forwarding, they periodically have to exchange reachability information with all other
processes. On the basis of the local and the received reachability information, a routing table
can be generated which masks cases of failure like the one described above.
As already introduced in Chapter 2, the only way to know whether a process p
j
is directly
reachable from some process p
i
, is to send a message to p
j
and to wait for an acknowledgement. In
this way each process builds up its local reachability information. This is the information which
is exchanged with other processes and allows one to make \unreachable" processes reachable
thanks to routing.
The rest of this chapter is dedicated to the protocol used to exchange and calculate the routing
information, and a discussion about advantages and disadvantages of the routing layer.
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6.3 Protocol Overview
6.3.1 Introduction
The routing protocol is inspired by [Dolev 93], which gives a self-stabilizing algorithm in a
dynamic, distributed system, where dynamic means that communication links and processors
may fail and recover. For the Phoenix routing protocol, the self-stabilization structures are
the routing tables, telling whether there is a route from one process to another, and through
which process. The algorithm given by Dolev is based on a shared memory architecture with
read/write registers. The Phoenix implementation has to suit an asynchronous, distributed
message-passing system where messages can be lost. The dierences will be discussed in detail
in Section 6.6, but rst, the modied protocol is described.
The key idea of the routing protocol is to obtain a copy of each other process' routing table in the
system. For this purpose each process sends its routing table to all other processes periodically.
In this way each process should periodically receive a routing table from each other process. If
a process p
i
receives no table from a process p
j
for some time, it will suspect either that the
process or the link has failed. Tables are sent using the send primitive of the socket interface
layer, and received through a callback procedure, installed in the socket interface layer. Each
time a process receives a routing table it compares it with its own routing table and changes its
own routing table, if there is a better route to the process from which the table was received.
What better means is described in Section 6.5.
The protocol proceeds in asynchronous rounds. In each round, every process p
i
sends its rout-
ing table to all other processes which are concerned by the routing. Then process p
i
waits for
a specic timeout  . During the period waiting for the timeout, process p
i
receives routing
tables from other processes and inspects their contents. After the timeout expires, new rout-
ing information is calculated, higher layers are eventually informed about changes, and a new
round is launched. A process p
j
from which no routing information is received for more than
 rounds is suspected
3
. The rounds are asynchronous and local to each process, i.e. there is
no synchronization between processes. The only assumption is that the period between succes-
sive rounds should allow the reception of routing tables from the other processes (i.e. greater
than the average round-trip-time to the slowest destination). This is not a necessary condition,
but signicantly increases the accuracy of the information contained in the routing table. The
impact of the asynchrony of the rounds is further discussed in Section 6.6.
3
As messages can get lost, it is a good idea to choose  6= 1; the bigger  the greater the probability is that
the destination has failed or is unreachable, but the longer the time that will go by until an overlying layer will
be informed. We shall see in the next chapter about reliable communication, that  can be chosen equal to half
the number of retransmissions before the reliable communication layer informs its own overlying layer; this gives
time to the routing layer to recompute its routing information.
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6.3.2 Data Structures
Each process manages a routing table. Figure 6.5 shows the routing table in a system with three
processes:
p1 p2
p3
p1  p1   0    0
p2  p2   1    0
p3  p2   2    5
D R δ λ
λsusp = 3
λ
λ
p1  p1   1    0
p2  p2   0    0
p3  p3   1    0 
D R δ
p1  p2   2    6
p2  p2   1    0
p3  p3   0    0
D R δ
Figure 6.5: Routing Tables
The entries in the tables can be summarized in the following way. For each destination process
p
j
the routing table at process p
i
contains an entry with the following elds:
 D: destination process p
j
: key of the entry
 R: routing process p
r
: this is the process to which the message for p
j
has to be sent; in
the normal situation p
j
and p
r
are equal.
 : distance d: this eld contains the value 1 if p
j
is unreachable. Otherwise it contains
a value expressing the minimum distance between p
i
and p
j
over all possible routes (see
Section 6.5).
 : timeout counter: this value is increased each time a round expires without having
received a table from p
j
.
6.4 Implementation of the Routing Protocol
A summarized description of the protocol is given here; the complete protocol can be found in
Appendix A.1. The routing protocol is composed of the three blocks:
 initialization part: initializes the data structures;
 table reception part: consults received messages and changes the local routing table ac-
cordingly;
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 timeout part: responsible for generating suspicions and for sending the routing tables of a
new round.
6.4.1 Initialization
The initialization part is executed when a process starts up. Initially no process is suspected and
accessible directly, i.e. the routing process is set equal to the destination process. The distance
is set to an initial distance, which could vary from destination to destination (see Section 6.5).
Then, the rst round is launched; the process sends its routing table to all other processes.
6.4.2 Table Reception
The table reception part is executed during the delivery of a routing table received from another
process. First, the timeout counter eld is reset to zero. Secondly, each entry for a process p
x
in
the routing table received from p
j
is compared to the same entry p
x
of the local routing table.
There are two cases to consider:
1.) If process p
x
is inaccessible from p
j
(distance 1), and p
i
uses p
j
to route messages to p
x
,
p
x
becomes inaccessible from p
i
too.
2.) If process p
x
is accessible through p
j
with a shorter distance than the one in the current
table, p
j
becomes the new router for a message sent to p
x
(the additional distance between
p
i
and p
j
has to be added before comparing the current distance with the one obtained by
using p
j
as a router to p
x
).
6.4.3 Timeout
The timeout part is executed periodically by a timeout callback installed in the socket interface
layer. Each time the callback is called at p
i
, it executes the following steps for each entry p
x
of
the routing table:
1.) Increments the timeout counter.
2.) If the timeout counter exceeds an initially specied value 
0
(e.g. 
0
= =2 and messages
are not already routed to another process, i.e. dest process equals routing process for
this destination, the distance is set to a high value 
p
i
[p
x
] = n where n is the number
of participating processes; in the following rounds this will allow the choice of another
routing through another process (one with distance < n for the considered destination, if
it exists) before generating a suspicion of the destination after  rounds.
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3.) If the timeout counter exceeds an initially specied value  and messages are not routed to
another process, i.e. dest process equals routing process for this destination, the destination
is suspected and its distance set to 1. With the suspicion of the destination p
x
, all
destinations using p
x
as a router also become suspect.
4.) If there is a change in the reachability of processes since the last round, the new reachability
set CommSet and the new unreachability set SuspSet are delivered to the upper layer.
5.) The next round is launched by sending to all processes (including those suspected) the
routing table.
Note that in steps 2 and 3, a modied distance is not a reason to generate new reachability
information. The distance has to change to or from 1, which indicates that a process has
become (un)reachable.
6.5 Shortest Route
In order to be able to calculate the shortest route from a process p
i
to p
j
, a weight has to be
attached to every link. The shortest path problem is well studied in the literature. One of the
simple methods [Ford 62] is considered here. Consider for each edge (actually a link) a weight.
In Figure 6.6 the trivial case is illustrated, where every edge has the same weight.
p1
p2
p3
p4
p51
1
1 1
1
1
1
Figure 6.6: Shortest Path with Uniform Weights
The case of equal weights is the most common case, and is used for example in the Internet rout-
ing protocol. There are many reasons not to use equal weights on the edges. One reason is that
the link is actually composed of several links in the underlying communication infrastructure.
The elements composing the underlying communication infrastructure can vary in reliability,
throughput and performance.
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Figure 6.7: Shortest Path with Non-Uniform Weights
Figure 6.7 shows for example a case where the link between p
1
and p
2
is very slow, whereas p
1
and p
2
have a high speed link to p
3
. Such cases are common on the Internet. Using link speeds
as the weights on the links can improve performance, still having the advantage that, in case of
the failure of the high speed link, the routing protocol will switch automatically to the slower
link until the faster link is available again. Another interesting way to model link weights is to
dene them depending on some variable parameter depending on the actual state of a link, for
example the actual link load, the actual throughput, the message loss rate, etc.
The modication to the protocol is only minor and concerns only the part where the protocol
has to decide to change the router or not. The protocol in Appendix A.1 includes this feature.
6.6 Self-Stabilization
One interesting thing about the routing protocol is its self-stabilizing property. Self-stabilization
can be dened as follows:
\Self-stabilization is the fact that a distributed system
can tolerate any number and any type of faults in its history,
but after the last fault occurs, the system starts
to converge to a legitimate behavior [Dolev 93]".
Self-stabilizing, respectively legitimate behavior, means in the Phoenix context that routing
tables become stable after some time, if there are no further changes in the state of processes
and links. The self-stabilizing character of this protocol is similar to the one described in
[Dolev 93]. One of the dierences between the algorithm described in [Dolev 93] and the one
here is that the communication model in [Dolev 93] is based on synchronized processes, clocks
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and rounds, or in other words transmission delays are bounded and xed. This fact allows Dolev
to give an upper boundary for the time after which the system becomes stable when no further
failure occurs. In the Phoenix system, based on asynchronous communication, transmission
delays are not bounded, but a timeout mechanism is used to suspect processes. A process which
has not replied after the timeout, is suspected. This could be a false suspicion, but even if a
false suspicion holds for a long enough time the routing tables become stable.
Due to asynchrony of communication, a process p
i
may not receive any routing table from p
j
in
round r, and two tables in round r + 1. In this case process p
i
considers only the table from p
j
with the highest round number. This corresponds to the most recent table, and former tables
of the same process are discarded.
6.7 Discussion
6.7.1 Increased Reliability of Delivered Information
The benets of using the routing layer are two-fold:
 it increases the probability that a message is delivered at its destination, and
 the reachability information delivered to upper layers is more accurate than the one deliv-
ered without routing.
The reliable communication layer (see Chapter 7) benets from the increased reliability in mes-
sage transmission, whereas the view synchronous communication layer (see Chapter 8) benets
from the more accurate reachability information. The protocol used to implement the heart of
the view synchronous communication layer requires a failure detector, and the routing layer is
actually implementing a failure detector, thanks to the two sets CommSet and SuspSet. Another
important point is, that the routing layer leads to a reduced number of conguration changes
since link failures do not necessarily lead to partitions. This makes the system more stable.
6.7.2 Performance Aspect
Pipelining Eect
One of the features of the routing layer is its complete transparency to the overlying layers in
the absence of failures. The cost of rerouting a message only has to be paid if there is a link
failure which can be masked by rerouting the messages. Rerouting is costly, as each message
has to be handled by additional processes, but if reliability is an important issue rerouting is an
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eective mechanism to attain reliability. Rerouting also implies increased latency of messages,
and increases round-trip-times for a message-acknowledgement pair. However, the pipelining
eect created by sending several consecutive messages considerably attenuates these increased
values.
source
router1
router2
dest
m1m2m3m4
a1 a2 a3 a4
Figure 6.8: Pipelining Eect
Consider Figure 6.8, where a process source sends four messages to process dest. Actually the
process source does not have to wait for the acknowledgement a
1
from process dest and can send
the other three messages as soon as the call of the rst send has terminated. Thus, the transfer
of the four messages does not take four times longer. The time for the reception of the rst
acknowledgement a
1
is increased due to routing, but the delays of the other acknowledgements
a
2;3;4
are as small as if routing were not present.
Common Path Feature
In a distributed system it is often the case that a process wants to broadcast a message to every
process in the system. Consider Figure 6.9 where some link failures have occurred.
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Figure 6.9: Common Paths
Suppose that process p
1
wants to broadcast a message. Suppose that the routing layer oers
a primitive which allows a higher layer to specify a set of destinations for a message. When
this primitive is called, one way to execute the send, is to send a copy of the message to each
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destination. In the case of Figure 6.9 all messages from p
1
to any other process are routed
through p
2
and p
3
. The other way to do the send is to analyze the set of destinations and
identify destinations which use a common initial link: there will be only one send of the message
for each common link. Additional information in the header indicates the set of destinations
for some particular message and link. At the next router this information is extracted and
interpreted. Consider the two messages sent to the processes p
7
and p
8
. They take the same
path up to process p
6
. So, only one message is sent to p
6
, and will be split up at p
6
, where one
copy is for the process itself, and there are two further copies, one for p
7
and the other for p
8
.
This common path algorithm avoids sending several copies of the same message over the same
link, and thus decreases the communication trac on a particular link.
Another feature of the common path routing shows up, when a slow communication end-point
wants to broadcast a message. Consider Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Common Path Feature
A process p
1
is attached to a high speed network through a slow link, e.g. a modem to an
Ethernet or an Ethernet to an ATM network. The distributed system is composed of the
processes p
1
; :::; p
8
. If p
1
sends a message to all processes, it has to send seven messages. If the
common path feature is active, there is only one message sent on the slow link between p
1
and
p
2
, and from p
2
to p
3
. At p
3
the message is copied, and sent accordingly to the destinations
in the header and the information in the local routing table. Thus, the common path routing
allows process p
1
to send seven times more messages than without using this scheme, which is
considerable, especially when an initial link is slow.
Assuming that from each slow network there is only one link to a fast network, e.g. the link p
1
to p
2
in Figure 6.10 is the only link from p
1
which has a weight other than 1 (compare with
Figure 6.9), and the weights of the edges are assigned dependent on their throughput, then the
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presented algorithm automatically discovers the feature described above.
Note that the reliability of communication is increased using common path routing. As there are
fewer messages to send, there are smaller risks to be confronted concerning congestion, message
corruption or loss. This is especially important for slow links.
6.7.3 IP Multicast
The weakness of the routing in the IP layer has already been mentioned in Section 6.2. More
interesting is the comparison with the IP multicast [Deering 88, Deering 89, Deering 90] which
provides similar facilities to those of the routing layer described, but on a more static and
non-fault-tolerant base.
The IP multicast [Deering 89, Deering 90] was designed to transmit data from one process to
a set of other processes, not necessarily in the same local area network
4
. The particularity of
the IP multicast is that the set of destination processes is not initially known, but they share a
particular IP address, called the multicast address. A destination can receive messages multicast
to a particular IP multicast address, by subscribing to thismulticast address. This subscription is
distributed to all local area networks, containing processes which have subscribed to this address.
This subscription itself can be seen as a multicast to a special multicast address, to which all
processes intending to multicast messages have subscribed. The IP multicast is implemented on
top of IP and uses a daemon in each participating local area network. The failure of this daemon
implies, that multicasts are no longer forwarded to other destinations nor are multicasts coming
from another network distributed in the local area network. In the Phoenix system, the routing
is part of the Phoenix daemon and is up as long as the daemon is running.
Another weakness of the IP multicast is that the actual set of communicating processes is
not known, but there is only some approximation as subscriptions to a multicast address are
multicast themselves to all considered processes. Again, the presented solution goes further
by having a complete, but still dynamic view of the system. Further, the Phoenix routing
does not uselessly increase trac by multicasting messages to branches where no processes have
subscribed to the considered multicast address. The routing layer, completed with the common
path feature, can be seen as a specialized implementation of IP multicast on top of IP. The
dierence is that the routing layer knows a priori the set of processes involved in the system,
and uses only these processes to route messages. IP multicast benets from upcoming support
in operating system kernels, routers and gateways, but only a few systems and networks, e.g.
the MBone [Eriksson 94], provide the IP multicast outside of local area networks.
One advantage of the IP multicast, not considered here, is the ability to send one single IP
4
Only the routing aspect of the IP multicast is considered here.
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multicast received by several processes in the same local area network. The routing layer does
not consider this situation, as it is aimed at large scale applications, where the number of
processes per local area network is small (often 1), but there are a lot of local area networks.
6.8 Conclusions
This chapter has shown how to improve the reliability of communication thanks to routing. An
algorithm has been proposed which is not only able to mask link failures, but also increases
the throughput of communication. The criterion for choosing the best communication path has
been identied. The interesting thing about the criterion is its genericity, which makes it simple
to replace a shortest path method by another suiting the needs of other applications. Using
the common path algorithm when sending messages, trac can be signicantly reduced on the
network in many situations when rerouting is necessary due to a link failure. This algorithm
also has been shown to be useful for increasing the throughput of multicasts when slow links are
involved. However, these arguments only apply if large scale use is considered.
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Reliable Communication Layer
7.1 Introduction
Reliable communication between processes is important for building distributed, fault-tolerant
applications. Usual denitions and implementations of reliable communication layers consider
only point-to-point communication, whereas the following denitions consider in addition re-
liability in a group communication context. In this context usually more than two processes
communicate with each other. Chapter 6 has showed that the Phoenix routing layer increases
the reliability of communication in such a group communication context. However, the Phoenix
routing layer does not give guarantees on the delivery of the messages. The reliable communi-
cation layer, presented here, provides reliable communication on top of this routing layer.
The use of reliable semantics requires a precise denition. The aim of this chapter is to dene
dierent types of reliability (see Section 7.2) for dierent contexts, in order to give specic im-
plementations afterwards (see Section 7.3). Each implementation provides dierent reliability
semantics needed by the dierent overlying communication layers. For instance the view syn-
chronous communication inside a group described in Chapter 8 needs another form of reliability
than communication between a client and a group.
7.2 Denitions
7.2.1 Reliability in the Absence of Link Failures
A reliable communication can be dened as follows:
\If the sender and the destination do not fail,
then the message will eventually be delivered at the destination."
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Consider for the moment that the sender and the destination do not fail. It is possible that a
message does not arrive the rst time it is sent. Message retransmission is necessary to ensure
that the message eventually arrives at the destination.
7.2.2 Reliability with Link Failures
A message can also be lost because of link failures. By considering the failure of the transport
media, the denition of reliable communication above is not correct anymore. An extended
version could be:
\If the sender and the destination do not fail,
and the link between the two is eventually operational,
the message will eventually be delivered at the destination."
Chapter 6 has introduced the reachability sets CommSet and SuspSet (see Section 6.4.3), which
are delivered by the dynamic routing layer through the reachability callback. These sets contain
information about reachable and unreachable processes, and based on this information, the
above denition can be even rened:
\If the sender and the destination do not fail,
and the destination is eventually in the CommSet of the sender,
then a message will eventually be delivered at the destination."
This denition gives a much more precise denition of reliability considering more than two
communicating processes and link failures.
7.2.3 Message Cancelling
Consider a process p sending messages to q, and q having crashed. The problem with the
reliability denition is that it assumes innite memory. As it is not possible to distinguish a
failed process from one that is only slow [Fischer 85], p has to buer all unacknowledged messages
for q. As q has crashed, sooner or later the memory of p becomes full, if the sender p continues
generating new messages for process q. To avoid this problem, the reliable communication
provides a primitive to cancel a message:
\If p sends a message m to q, and later cancels m,
then q might not receive message m."
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This leads to violation of the reliability property in case process q has not failed, but was only
partitioned or slow. However, we will see in Chapter 8 that in group communication systems
message cancelling makes sense and reliability can be reestablished by dening a new context
1
.
The idea is to resynchronize the sender and destination, as soon as they can communicate
again. The resynchronization consists of informing the destination about the cancelled messages
without transmitting them (see Chapter 8 for details).
To summarize, the reliable communication layer provides at-most-once delivery semantics, rather
than reliable communication semantics. The two dierent implementations are discussed in the
following section.
7.3 Implementation of At-Most-Once Delivery
Reliable communication over unreliable channels is achieved by sending a message and waiting
for the acknowledgement from the destination. If this acknowledgement is not received, the
message is retransmitted. When and how messages are sent and retransmitted is discussed in
Section 7.4 together with ow and congestion control. This section presents the main aspects
on how to deal with multiple receptions of the same message due to retransmission.
The reliability denition states that a message sent once, must be delivered eventually once. We
have seen in Section 7.2.3, that this assumes innite memory. In order to limit this memory
consumption the once guarantee has to be loosen to an at-most-once guarantee.
The reliable communication layer proposes two dierent implementations of the at-most-once
guarantee. The rst implementation is used to send messages to processes inside a group and is
called group-at-most-once implementation. The second implementation is used for the commu-
nication outside a group, e.g. a process and a group member, and is called simply at-most-once
implementation.
The dierence between the at-most-once and the group-at-most-once consists in the fact, that in
the at-most-once case, time stamps will be used in order to avoid innite memory consumption,
whereas in the group-at-most-once case, explicit resynchronization will allow limiting the memory
consumption.
Common to the two semantics is the need to detect multiple received messages using unique
message identiers. Before giving the algorithms for the two delivery implementations, a simple
method for generating these unique message identiers is presented.
1
This context is actually a new view, which is discussed in Chapter 8.
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7.3.1 Message Identiers
In Phoenix, each message to be sent is tagged with a unique identier. This identier is composed
of the following elds:
 IP number of the sending host
 process identier
 sequence number
Process Identier
To each process on a site is associated a process identier local to the site
2
. This number is
unique for each process and a process that recovers after a crash gets a new process identier
3
.
Sequence Numbers
The message identier is completed with a sequence number local to each process, beginning at
zero and incremented each time a new message is sent by the reliable communication layer. These
numbers are bounded in an interval [0::I   1], but under reasonable assumptions corresponding
techniques allow them to seem unbounded (for an implementation see [Tomlinson 75]).
7.3.2 Implementation of Group-At-Most-Once Delivery
Inside a group every correct
4
process should have delivered all messages multicast to the group
in some view
5
. To each view will be associated a unique view number (see Section 8.3) which
is incremented each time the view changes. Messages from old views will be detected using
this view number and discarded. As a process has to deliver all messages for some view, the
set of sequence numbers for one view has to be contiguous and may not contain any missing
sequence number in contrast to the at-most-once implementation in Section 7.3.3, where the set
of sequence numbers must not be contiguous and there is no notion of view numbers.
2
In particular the daemon and the dierent Phoenix applications using the daemon (see Figure 7.3) have
dierent process identiers as each one includes a reliable communication layer.
3
Process identiers are actually bounded to some interval, but a stably stored counter, which is incremented
each time the identier resets to zero (e.g. after the crash of the site), guarantees the uniqueness and monotone
incrementation of this counter.
4
A denition of correct process will be given Chapter 8.
5
We will see in Chapter 8, that the multicast to a group will be implemented by sending a copy of the message
to each member of the group.
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In the group-at-most-once implementation, a process keeps the last received message sequence
number lc
src
from every process in the group
6
. However, there is also a need for a list of sequence
numbers, whose messages are delivered out of sequence. This is necessary as messages are not
necessarily received in the order in which they are sent. For each source src of messages, there
is such a list L
src
, containing the set of messages delivered out of sequence. Further the function
seq(m) allows one to get the sequence number of a message m. The protocol which is executed
when a message m from source src is received, can be summarized by the following algorithm:
1
var L : array of sequence nbr sets
2
3
procedure message delivery callback (m)
4
begin
5
if seq(m) > lc
src
+ 1 ^ seq(m) 62 L
src
then
6
deliver(m);
7
L
src
:= L
src
[ fseq(m)g;
8
elsif seq(m) = lc
src
+ 1 then
9
deliver(m);
10
lc
src
:= lc
src
+ 1;
11
while lc
src
2 L
src
do
12
L
src
:= L
src
  flc
src
g;
13
lc
src
:= lc
src
+ 1;
14
end while
15
else
16
discard(m);
17
end if
18
send acknowledgement
19
end
Figure 7.1: Group-At-Most-Once Delivery Algorithm
Line 5 tests whether the received message is out of sequence. Before delivering m (line 6) and
adding the sequencer number of m to L
src
(line 7), the algorithm veries that the message is
not already in the list L
src
. Lines 8 to 15 are executed, if the sequence number of the received
message corresponds to the next, expected number lc
src
+ 1. After delivering the message (line
9), the sequence number counter lc
src
is incremented, and lines 11 to 14 check for messages
delivered out of sequence. Line 16 discards messages whose sequence number is smaller than
lc
src
, or already included in the set L
src
.
7.3.3 Implementation of At-Most-Once Delivery
This subsection describes the key ideas of the at-most-once delivery implementation. In contrast
to the implementation of the same at-most-once guarantee inside a group, there are no views and
6
Note that a process which crashes and recovers will have a new incarnation number and is thus a new process
with new message identiers.
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sequence numbers alone are not sucient. The reason is simple: at-most-once delivery implies
that a message does not necessarily have to be received and delivered. To illustrate this, imagine
that every second message is lost
7
. Applying the algorithm of Figure 7.1, the list L
src
(list of
sequence numbers of messages delivered out of sequence) would increase indenitely, because
lines 8 to 15 of Figure 7.1 would never have been executed. Further, there are no view numbers
(see Section 7.3.2) outside the group context which means that the view number mechanism
cannot be used to discard old messages.
[Liskov 91] describes a solution to overcome this problem by introducing time stamps on mes-
sages. The described implementation is based on loosely synchronized clocks [Liskov 93]. The
Phoenix implementation, described below, is based on the ideas in [Liskov 91], but instead of
synchronized clocks, it is based on remote clock approximation. Section 7.3.4 describes how
remote clocks are approximated.
For the description of the algorithm it is sucient to assume that the remote clock approximation
algorithm described later ensures that the dierence 
p
(q) between a local and remote clock of
two processes p and q can be calculated
8
, at any moment in time. If a process p adds the
value 
p
(q) (
p
(q) can be negative) to the time stamp of a message m from p to q makes q
think that p's clock is synchronized with that of q. This allows q to compute an approximation
of the time t
trans
(m) during which the message m was in transit between p and q. It can be
further assumed that the maximum error of this approximation is never greater than 
9
. We
will see later that this  in the actual implementation is equal to the average round-trip-time of
a message exchange.
Idea
The idea consists of distinguishing between recent and old messages, and only recent messages
are considered for replica recognition
10
. The distinction between old and recent is based on the
time stamps of the messages and the approximation of the transit time t
trans
of the messages.
A message m is considered as recent if t
trans
(m) <  . Similarly, a message m is considered old
if t
trans
(m)   .
The algorithm can be outlined as follows:
 only recent messages are subject to duplicate recognition, whereas old messages are dis-
carded immediately;
7
This scenario is possible as a Phoenix client is allowed to cancel the send of a message to a member at any
time, and at a later point to issue another message to the same member.
8
This approximation would allow synchronization of the clocks between two processes at any time, but an
explicit synchronization is not necessary for the protocol presented here.
9
[Liskov 91] states that this skew  can be held as small as 100 ms, even in wide area networks.
10
Comparing with Section 7.3.2, there is a view of recent messages; this view changes with time.
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 sequence numbers of recent messages
11
are checked against a list of sequence numbers of
recently received messages in order to detect replicas and discard them;
 sequence numbers of messages which have become old, are removed from the list, as re-
ceived replicas with old time stamps are discarded anyway.
This algorithm is safe regarding at-most-once delivery, but the probability that a message is
rejected, although it was received for the rst time is not zero. However, by choosing  equal
to some reasonable upper bound for the maximum time in transit of a message, this probability
can be reduced to a very small percentage; the greater  , the smaller the percentage. This is
not the only parameter inuencing the choice of  .
Rejecting a messagem whose t
trans
(m)   allows the elimination of all sequence numbers in the
list of sequence numbers of messages which have been sent beforem. This can also be interpreted
in the following way: a sequence number of a message received more than  time units before,
can be discarded. Anyway, the innite growth of the sequence number list is avoided. Thus, the
choice of  is a trade-o between the probability of rejecting new messages, i.e. messages never
received before, and memory consumption for the list of sequence numbers.
Algorithm
Figure 7.2 gives the algorithm for at-most-once delivery guarantee. For this purpose, each
message m sent by p to q is time stamped with the value t
s
+ 
p
(q), where t
s
is the local clock
value to p when the message is sent for the rst time. This value makes q think that the clock
of p is synchronized with the clock of q and makes the computation of t
trans
(m) simple. A
message is time stamped when it is sent for the rst time (further retransmissions do not modify
this value). Time t
r
in Figure 7.2 is the clock value at the destination each time a message
is received. This reception time t
r
is compared with the time stamp t
s
+ 
p
(q) contained in
message m. If m is not an old message, the sequence number of m is matched to the list M
src
of sequence numbers of recently received messages from process src in order to detect doubly
received messages.
In Figure 7.2 line 5 computes t
trans
(m), the time the message has been in transit. Line 6 checks
this transmission time against  in order to determine whether it is an old or a recent message.
In the case of a recent message, lines 7 to 14 are executed where line 8 checks if the message has
already been received and delivered once. This is done by looking for the sequence number of the
message in the list of received sequence numbers M
src
. If not present, the message is delivered
and its sequence number, as well as the time at which the sequence number has to be deleted
11
The time stamp could have been used as a sequence number, but as sequence numbers are already generated
for the group-at-most-once delivery, the algorithm is based on sequence numbers. Further, a time stamp does not
indicate, through an incarnation number, the failure of the sending process.
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1
var M : array of sequence nbr sets
2
3
procedure message delivery callback (m)
4
begin
5
t
s
:= timestamp(m); t
r
:= gettime(); t
trans
= t
r
  t
s
;
6
if t
trans
<  then
7
/* check if the message ID is already in the received list */
8
if seq(m) 62M
src
then
9
element:num := seq(m);
10
element:time := t
s
+  + 2 ;
11
M
src
:=M
src
[ felementg;
12
deliver(m);
13
end if
14
send positive acknowledgement();
15
else
16
discard(m);
17
send negative acknowledgement();
18
end if
19
20
forall element 2M
src
do
21
if t
r
> element:time then
22
M
src
:=M
src
  felementg;
23
end if
24
end for
25
end
Figure 7.2: At-Most-Once Delivery Algorithm
from the M
src
are inserted the list. Note that 2  is added (remember that  is the maximum
error of the remote clock approximation) to ensure that the error of the approximation of 
p
(q)
does not inuence the correctness of the algorithm. Line 14 sends a positive acknowledgement
to the sender in order for the sender to stop retransmission. In lines 16 and 17, messages which
have taken longer than  are discarded and a negative acknowledgement is sent back, telling the
sender to stop retransmission
12
. The acknowledgement is negative, because the message was not
delivered
13
. Finally, lines 20 to 24, executed at each reception of a message, delete all sequence
numbers in the list M
src
whose messages would anyway be discarded due to the condition in
line 6.
Correctness
The algorithm for at-most-once delivery guarantees for any positive values  and , that a
message is delivered at most once. The proof is obvious since the algorithm discards messages
12
Note that the negative acknowledgement is not necessary, but it avoids useless retransmissions of messages
which are discarded.
13
It is possible that a discarded message has already been delivered at an earlier point in time, but due to lost
acknowledgements, the message was still retransmitted by the sender.
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before discarding their sequence numbers in the list if any.
The Parameter 
As seen above,  is the maximum time a message may be in transit in order to be considered for
replica recognition. The choice of  depends on the trade-o between probability of discarding of
a message received for the rst time, and the memory consumption of the sequence number list.
If  is chosen small, at-most-once delivery is still guaranteed, but the probability of discarding
messages, received for the rst time, is increased. If  is chosen great, the probability of rst
message discarding becomes very small, but the sequence number list can become very large.
In the actual implementation, the value of  has been chosen for each pair of processes p and q
independently (thus an extended notation might be 
p
(q)) and proportionally to , which as we
will see in the next section, is set equal to the mean average round-trip-time rtt(p; q) between p
and q (thus an extended notation might be 
p
(q))
14
. In this way, sequence numbers from slower
destinations are kept longer as their transit time is also greater. To summarize, the shorter the
round-trip-time is, the smaller is the probability that a message is received late, and the earlier
the sequence number of a message can be discarded. This also is important, as in local area
networks it is easy to generate a lot of trac per second and thus memory should be freed more
quickly.
7.3.4 Remote Clock Approximation
The remote clock approximation for reliable communication is based on ideas developed for
clock synchronization. However, we will see that for the reliable communication layer, clock
synchronization is not required, and that it is sucient to have an approximation of the remote
clocks. For completeness a short overview of clock synchronization is given and afterwards the
protocol for remote clock approximation is developed.
Clock Synchronization
Clock synchronization has been extensively studied in the literature. Among the large number
of protocols, some are particularly interesting, as they provide clock synchronization in large
scale networks, e.g. in the Internet. The network time protocol NTP [Mills 91, Mills 92] is
one among several protocols providing loosely synchronized clocks. Loosely synchronized in the
context of NTP means that clocks can dier from host to host, but an upper bound  can be
given on the maximum dierence between the clocks. NTP is based on master time servers
14
In the actual implementation 100 has been taken as the factor between  and  . The following example should
illustrate the choice: if the average round-trip-time is equal to 0:5 seconds (this value is reasonable for many large
scale destinations, whereas [Liskov 91] gives an even lower value of 0:1 seconds),  equals to 50 seconds. These 50
seconds correspond to the maximum value observed for rst message reception during tests with dierent hosts
on the Internet. The tests consisted of sending a message using the service ping and waiting for the answer.
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basing the local clocks on hardware means as atomic clocks [Allan 74], radio clocks [Blair 74],
GPS [Ananda 88], etc.. Other time servers are clients of these master servers and organized in
a hierarchical scheme in order to be scalable.
Remote Clock Approximation
The remote clock approximation protocol is based on the general ideas of NTP, but the pre-
sented ad-hoc implementation is much simplier and less restrictive. For the at-most-once delivery
implementation, described in Section 7.3.3, it is not necessary that all clocks are synchronized
throughout all processes, but pair-wise approximated between communicating processes
15
. Thus
for each destination q a process p computes an approximation of q's clock and thus an approx-
imation 
p
(q) of the dierence between these clocks. This pair-wise approximation makes the
remote clock approximation protocol independent of a master time server, eliminating a com-
ponent of NTP which has only very small support for fault-tolerance. Moreover, this makes
the reliable communication layer independent of the availability of specialized hardware and
the operation of NTP. The value 
p
(q) will be added to every time stamp of p generated on a
message for q before it is sent, and makes q think that p's clock is synchronized with that of q.
The Protocol
In order to calculate the value 
p
(q), p and q have to exchange at least one message pair.
This approximation will be improved with each subsequent message exchange. To be able to
have a consistent approximation, the protocol assumes further, similar to NTP, that clocks are
monotonously increasing and that the dierence in frequency is small
16
.
The notation t
s
p;i
represents the local time of p at which process p has sent (s for send) message
m
i
(see Figure 7.3). Process p tags a message m
i
with its local clock t
s
p;i
= 2 and sends it to q.
When q receives the message on t
r
q;i
= 27 (r for receive) it sends a message m
j
back
17
containing
the time stamp t
s
p;i
= 2 of message m
i
and its current local clock t
r
q;i
= t
s
q;j
= 27 when message
m
j
is sent. When p receives the message m
j
, it stores the current local clock in t
r
p;j
= 7 and can
make the following deductions:
 p knows the round-trip-time rtt(p; q) between p and q (= 5 in Figure 7.3);
 p knows the time t
s
q;j
on process q when m
j
was sent (= 27 in Figure 7.3).
This allows p to compute the approximation of the dierence 
p
(q) between the clock of p and
15
NTP was developed for distributed applications exploiting synchronized clocks. [Liskov 93] gives a good
overview of such types of applications, e.g. timed authentication tickets in Kerberos [Steiner 88], cache consis-
tency [Gray 89].
16
Typical skew is no more than 1 second/day.
17
Message m
j
could be considered as the acknowledgement for message m
i
, but any message back to p could
be used if its send is immediately following the reception of m
i
.
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q at p
18
.

p
(q) = t
s
q;j
  (t
s
p;i
+
t
r
p;j
  t
s
p;i
2
) = t
s
q;j
  (t
s
p;i
+
rtt(p; q)
2
)
assuming that m
i
and m
j
have the same transit time
19
. With the values of Figure 7.3:

p
(q) = 27  (2 +
7  2
2
) = 22:5
This approximation 
p
(q) is based on round-trip-times of messages and as these round trip times
vary, especially in large scale networks, the protocol has to take into account this variance in
the round-trip-time. Thus, the values rtt(p; q) and 
p
(q) are not xed but weighted averages on
the set of the last x successful message exchanges and piggy-backed on successive messages.
7.4 Flow and Congestion Control
One important issue in reliable communication is ow and congestion control. Flow and con-
gestion control inuence how messages are sent and retransmitted. The particularity of ow
control is that only the load at the destination is controlled. The aim of ow control is not
to send messages to some destination, if there are already enough messages in transit. What
18
Note as each process does its approximation independently 
p
(q) is not necessarily equal to 
q
(p).
19
In Figure 7.2 2  has been added to the transit time making the algorithm correct even if t
trans
(m
i
) 
t
trans
(m
j
) or vice-versa.
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enough means and how it is quantied and controlled is discussed in Section 7.4.1. Congestion
control also takes the load of the network into account. Varying network loads lead to vary-
ing delays on messages. The aim of congestion control is to avoid retransmitting a message,
before an acknowledgement could have arrived, and to avoid transmitting additional messages
on an already loaded network. Section 7.4.2 explains in detail how congestion is measured and
(re)transmissions controlled.
This is not an exhaustive analysis of these two aspects in controlling the sending of messages,
but it shows two important points in order to implement ecient reliable communication.
7.4.1 Flow Control
Flow control is applied to the sender and consists of limiting the trac to some destination.
The implemented protocol, called simple window protocol, veries that there is never more trac
ongoing to some destination than there is space in the window. Upon reception of acknowledge-
ments, which means that the destination has delivered the acknowledged messages, the window
is lled up again, if there are messages waiting to be sent
20
. This protocol can be compared with
the sliding window protocol of TCP/IP [Comer 88], but the protocol presented here diers from
TCP/IP in that it does not guarantee rst-in-rst-out order on messages as in TCP/IP. The
sliding window protocol of TCP/IP retransmits all messages starting from the one that was not
acknowledged, independently of whether there are later messages in the window, which have al-
ready been acknowledged. The reliable communication layer only retransmits lost messages and
delivers all messages received immediately (except if rst-in-rst-out order has been specied).
One interesting eect of this simple window protocol is that it helps to keep sequence number lists
small at the destination (see Section 7.3.2). As the sender is not transmitting more messages
than there is space in the window, the destination only keeps track of a limited number of
sequence numbers.
7.4.2 Congestion Control
Congestion occurs if there is too much trac on some communication link. This congestion
is not only due to the sender and the destination, but also due to other processes having in
common some of the communication links between the considered sender and destination. At
the sender, congestion can be noticed by considering the percentage of messages lost and the
increase of round-trip-times for a send-acknowledgement pair. If a network or destination is
loaded, messages are lost more often and the transfer time for a message increases. Congestion
20
The space available in a window can be quantied e.g. the maximum number of messages or the maximum
number of bytes in transit.
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control tries to exploit the available bandwidth at a maximum, and to be as resilient as possible
when congestion occurs, by not overloading an already loaded network.
There are two parameters which determine the trac generated by a sender:
 frequency of retransmission of messages
 window size of the simple window protocol
Retransmission Strategy
A rst rule for retransmissions is not to retransmit a message before its acknowledgement could
have arrived. For this purpose the retransmission algorithm takes into account round-trip-times
for a send/acknowledgement pair, averaged over the last couple of messages.
Retransmission is necessary when a message or its acknowledgement have gotten lost. If a re-
transmitted message also gets lost, the network or destination could be overloaded. Thus, in
order not to add additional trac to an already overloaded destination, the period between
retransmissions of the same message is increased after each retransmission. In the actual im-
plementation, an exponential back-o has been choosen, i.e. for the rst retransmission of a
message, the sender waits only once the round-trip-time, whereas for the second, it waits two
times the round-trip-time, then four, eight and so on.
Window Size Handling
Concerning the window size in the simple window protocol, an averaged and weighted percentage
of message loss is used to increase or to reduce the window size. As long as no message is lost,
the window is growing by some amount, e.g. one message more each time an acknowledgement
is received. If one message gets lost, the window size is halved. This loss can be due to the
current load of the network, and/or a load at the destination independent of the load generated
by the sender. If more than half of the messages get lost, the window size is reset to 1.
These two simple algorithms allow an ecient control of congestion, where in the normal case,
exploitation of maximum bandwidth is tried with large window sizes and rare retransmissions.
In case of congestion, and thus increased message loss, window size is small and in case of serious
congestion window size is one message and retransmissions are delayed with exponential back-
o. Therefore, the trac generated due to retransmissions to a failed process becomes very
small.
Finally, averaged values on round-trip-times (already used in Section 7.3.4 for remote clock
approximation) of messages and message loss allow the congestion control to react in a timely
manner to changing loads on the network and at the destination.
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[Comer 88], [Hickey 95], [Jacobson 88] describe more sophisticated ow and congestion control
mechanisms.
7.5 Message Fragmentation
The message size of UDP is limited to the size of the send buer. This limit is inherited by the
socket interface and the routing layer. Further, on the Ethernet, the size of packets is even more
limited to a size called the MTU (maximum transmission unit) which is system dependent, but
usually smaller than 8 kB. As the UDP buer can be greater than the MTU, UDP fragments
messages in smaller parts in order to suit the MTU. The limit of the UDP message size (typically
64 kB) is insucient for some applications, and there is a need for greater message sizes, e.g. for
a le or state transfer. For this reason the reliable communication layer allows the sending of
messages of any length. The possible fragmentation of a message is hidden and an overlying layer
does not see any dierence between the sending of fragmented and non-fragmented messages.
Outgoing messages are fragmented transparently by the reliable communication layer, if neces-
sary. These fragments are sent to the destination process using the same primitive as the initial
send, so each message fragment is managed for retransmission as is any other message. The
destination recognizes incoming, fragmented messages. Using fragment numbers, contained in
the header of the received messages, the receiver is able to reassemble the fragments back into
complete messages. Once all fragments have been received, and only then, the complete message
is delivered as a whole.
Each fragment is acknowledged independently by the destination, whereas the sender collects
the acknowledgements until it has received acknowledgements for all fragments. Then, one
acknowledgement is delivered to the upper layer, at the sender.
One problem occurs due to the at-most-once delivery guarantee. As the sequence of messages
received can have holes, it is possible that not all fragments have been received by the desti-
nation. As the remaining fragments are not retransmitted, the fragments, already present in
the destination buer, will never be delivered. Similar to UDP fragmentation, non-delivered
message fragments are deleted after some timeout.
For fragmented messages, it is necessary to introduce a higher level acknowledgement for the
delivery of the whole message. Although all fragments could have been acknowledged correctly
by the destination, it is possible that fragments would have been discarded before the message
was complete at the receiver. Thus, upon the delivery of a message that was fragmented, a high
level acknowledgement is sent to the source. At the source, this is the only acknowledgement
that will be delivered to overlying layers.
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For the implementation of the at-most-once guarantee, the discarding of message fragments is
based on a timeout, which has been chosen equal to the value  of Section 7.3.3. In the normal
case this value gives all fragments enough time to arrive at the destination, before the rst
fragments get discarded (see Section 7.3). For the implementation of the group-at-most-once
guarantee, message fragments are discarded through the cancel primitives when a view change
occurs.
7.6 Reliable Communication Layer Programming Paradigm
In contrast to other reliable communication layers, the reliable communication layer of the
Phoenix system provides new semantics in case of communication problems. In other commu-
nication layers, the programmer receives an error code when the send of the message did not
succeed. Moreover, the programmer has to specify a timeout after which the send should be dis-
carded. Failure of the destination is handled either by an error code in blocking send calls, or in
interrupt handlers, signalling problems in communication. The Phoenix reliable communication
layer all failure and non-failure cases are handled by the same mechanism, namely callbacks.
First, the two non-blocking send primitives are specied:
 group reliable send (dst, msg): this primitive is used to send message inside a group with
group-at-most-once delivery guarantee;
 reliable send (dst, msg): a message sent with this primitive is delivered with at-most-once
guarantee.
The two send semantics are distinguished only in the way they ensure at-most-once delivery.
For message cancelling there are two primitives:
 cancel send (msg): cancels the send and retransmission of a message msg.
 cancel sends to dest (dst): this call cancels the send and retransmission of all messages to
the specied destination dst.
These cancel primitives can be used on any message sent with the reliable send primitive, whereas
for a group reliable send, the call of one of these primitives implies not communicating anymore
with this destination
21
. Chapter 8 shows how this function is exploited.
21
In the Phoenix system there exists a resynchronization primitive, which allows a process of group, which has
been excluded from a group and to whom messages have been cancelled, to join a group again without changing
its process identier.
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In order to receive messages and feed-back on the success or the failure of sends, an overlying
layer has to provide, upon initialization of the reliable communication layer, dierent callbacks
(these procedures will be called by the reliable communication layer):
 message delivery callback (proc): this callback, installed in the reliable communication
layer, is called when a message is received; the received message is passed as a param-
eter to the callback.
 message acknowledgement callback (proc): this callback is called when an acknowledgement
for a message is received.
 undelivered message callback (proc): this callback is called when a message is not acknowl-
edged by some destination after several retries. The not successfully transmitted message
is passed as a parameter to the callback. Message retransmission is not stopped.
When an overlying layer or application sends a message to a destination, using the two provided
reliable send primitives, either the message acknowledgement callback or the undelivered message
callback will be called telling that there is a communication problem.
There are two interesting things to mention: as the reliable communication layer fully takes
care of ow and congestion control, the programmer does not have to worry about timeouts:
the system will automatically adapt an appropriate timeout, guaranteeing an adequate delivery
quality depending on the current system load and the responsiveness of the destination.
Note that if no acknowledgement is received, this does not mean that the message has not been
delivered at the destination, but that either the message or the acknowledgement got lost.
The undelivered message callback is used for both send semantics (inside a group and outside).
To stop the retransmission of a message which is not acknowledged, the cancel send primitive is
used
22
. For reliable sends outside the group context, the cancel send primitive is implicitly called
during the execution of the undelivered message callback. For group reliable sends, messages
have to be cancelled explicitly by an overlying layer or the application (see Chapter 8 for further
details).
22
This also makes sense for messages, sent outside a group, for example to cancel a request to some slow site,
because a faster site has already responded.
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7.7 Discussion
7.7.1 Why a New Communication Layer
The research on reliable communication is not new, and there are many dierent implementa-
tions. Chapter 3 already gave an overview of reliable communication layers. The most similar
protocol to the reliable communication layer is TCP/IP [Comer 88]. Although, TCP/IP provides
reliable point-to-point communication, its interface is not well suited for the needs of Phoenix.
Here is a comparison between TCP/IP and the reliable communication layer (RCL):
protocol TCP/IP RCL
connection stream-oriented message oriented (keeps mes-
sage bounds)
# of simultaneous connections limited by available descriptors unlimited
connection establishment explicit negotiation no connection required
send primitive blocking non-blocking
FIFO only optional
ow control yes yes
innite retransmission no yes
congestion control yes yes
failure signal handling event
Figure 7.4: Comparison of TCP/IP and RCL
There are other reliable communication protocols, e.g. RDP [Velten 84], AFDP [Cooperstock 95],
and RMP [Whetten 94], which are discussed in Chapter 3, but all these protocols are specialized
for some particular context or task, often unsuitable for the concerns of reliability in large scale
and of fault-tolerance required for the Phoenix system. Thus, Phoenix has its own reliable com-
munication layer, providing a simple interface, including non-blocking primitive calls, an event
driven programming model based on callbacks, and the integration of failure management in the
programming paradigm.
7.8 Summary
This chapter gives the specication of a reliable communication layer, well suited for imple-
menting fault-tolerant protocols on top of it. Dierent sending strategy and delivery guarantees
provide a exible interface for all overlying communication layers. The implementation part
of this chapter shows the problems, trade-os and drawbacks of the dierent send and deliv-
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ery strategies, and a section about ow and congestion control ensures a reasonable use of the
destination and network resources.
In Chapter 8, we will see how the view synchronous communication layer makes use of the
group reliable send primitive and its at-most-once delivery guarantee. On the other side, the
at-most-once delivery guarantee, as well as the undelivered message callback of this layer are
exploited in Chapter 10, where the application programming interface is described.
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Chapter 8
View Synchronous Communication
Layer
8.1 Introduction
The view synchronous communication layer provides a reliable multicast primitive to members
of a group. The current members of a group build together the current view of the group, and
as long as this view does not change, there is no diculty in providing the reliability of the
multicast. However, if processes fail, a message multicast by the crashed process might not
be received by all the surviving processes: the simple reliability denition of Chapter 7 is not
sucient anymore. This chapter introduces a paradigm which allows a denition of reliability
in the context of process groups and in case of process failures. This paradigm is called the view
synchronous communication paradigm, rst introduced in [Birman 87]. The paradigm allows
the smooth integration of leaves and joins of processes.
The view synchronous communication layer provides a view synchronous multicast primitive
satisfying the view synchronous communication paradigm. Furthermore, it manages the views
and the messages for each group. For each group, the layer can be either in normal mode or
in view change mode. In normal mode the view synchronous multicast is executed using the
primitive described in Section 8.3; in view change mode the layer does not multicast messages
anymore, but tries to guarantee the view synchronous communication paradigm, by forwarding
messages and dening a new view accordingly; this is discussed in Section 8.4.5.
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8.2 Denitions
8.2.1 The VSC Paradigm
The view synchronous communication paradigm was rst introduced in [Birman 87] and is sum-
marized by the following informal denition:
\Given two consecutive views V
i
and V
i+1
,
all processes in view V
i
T
V
i+1
have delivered
the same set of messages during view V
i
."
For a formal denition let us consider the view change from view V
i
to V
i+1
. Consider two
processes p
x
and p
y
members of view V
i
. Further, during view V
i
process p
x
delivers the set of
messages M
i;x
and p
y
the set of messages M
i;y
.
View synchronous communication can be dened by the two agreement properties:
(A1) Agreement on the next view: if p
x
and p
y
both deliver the next view V
i+1
,
then they agree on this view:
V
i+1;x
= V
i+1;y
= V
i+1
(A2) Agreement on the set of messages: If p
x
and p
y
both deliver the next
view V
i+1
, then they agree on the set of messages delivered in view V
i
:
M
i;x
=M
i;y
=M
i
In order to avoid the trivial solution where the new view is always the empty set, the following
non-triviality condition is needed:
(NT) Non-triviality: crashed, suspected or leaving processes are eventually re-
moved from a view, and new and not suspected processes that want to join are
eventually included in a view.
These two agreement conditions, together with the assumption that processes of the initial view
V
0
agree on V
0
, lead the processes to agree on a sequence of views, and on the set of messages
delivered in each view.
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This denition of view synchronous communication represents the primary partition implemen-
tation of the view synchronous communication paradigm as only one unique sequence of views
is considered, whereas other possible denitions are discussed in Section 8.7.1. Section 8.4.5
presents a protocol implementing view synchronous communication providing the primary par-
tition property.
8.2.2 Events
The denition of the view synchronous communication paradigm, makes reference to message
delivery. In order to be able to dene the delivery of a message, events are introduced.
Consider two events e
p
i
and e
p
j
occurring on the same process p. If event e
p
i
occurs before e
p
j
, we
note:
e
p
i
! e
p
j
Having this happened-before relation, the formula before considering two events e
p
i
and e
p
j
can
be dened.
Denition
The formula
before(e
p
i
; e
p
j
)
holds if the two events have occurred, and e
p
i
! e
p
j
.
8.2.3 Message Multicast, Reception and Delivery
The multicast, the reception and the delivery of a message can be seen as events. For a layer
L, each message is sent by calling the corresponding primitive of layer L   1, is received from
the underlying layer L  1 and delivered to the overlying layer L+ 1 during some view V
i
. The
multicast, the reception and the delivery of a message m during view V
i
are associated with
their corresponding events:
mcast
p
i
(m) rcv
p
i
(m) dlv
p
i
(m)
Denitions
Formula mcast holds as soon as message m is multicast by p in view V
i
:
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mcast
p
i
(m)
holds when the corresponding event mcast
p
i
(m) has occurred. Formula rcv holds as soon as the
message reception event has occurred. Thus, if a process p receives message m during view V
i
,
the formula:
rcv
p
i
(m)
holds. Similarly, formula dlv holds as soon as the delivery event has occurred. Thus, if a process
p delivers message m during view V
i
, the formula:
dlv
p
i
(m)
holds. The installation of a view V
i
can be seen as the delivery of a special message m
V
i
in view
V
i 1
. This allows one to dene the ordering of messages by views in which they are delivered:
8m : dlv
p
i
(m)) before(dlv
p
i 1
(m
V
i
); dlv
p
i
(m)) ^ before(dlv
p
i
(m); dlv
p
i
(m
V
i+1
))
In other words, every message m delivered in some view V
i
is delivered after the delivery of view
V
i
and before the delivery of view V
i+1
.
8.2.4 Correct and Incorrect Processes
The denitions of what is a correct and what is an incorrect process are based on the denition
of the message delivery, and the fact that the view installation is also considered as the delivery
of a special message.
Denition
A process p member of a view V
i
is correct during view V
i
, if
dlv
p
i 1
(m
V
i
) ^ dlv
p
i
(m
V
i+1
)
holds.
The set C(V
i
) of correct processes during a view V
i
is dened as follows:
C(V
i
)
def:
= fp j dlv
p
i 1
(m
V
i
) ^ dlv
p
i
(m
V
i+1
)g
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Note that in order to be a correct process of view V
i
, it is not sucient to be a member of view
V
i+1
, but also necessary to have delivered view V
i+1
. Further a correct process in view V
i
must
also have delivered view V
i
, which excludes processes that joined the group during view V
i
, i.e.
are only members of view V
i+1
. Finally, as incorrect processes are not members of view V
i+1
,
they never deliver view V
i+1
.
The view synchronous communication layer cannot guarantee that a process, which is a member
of a view V
i+1
, really delivers that view, because a process can fail before delivering a new view.
Illustration
p1
p2
p3
p4 crashVi
Vi+1
crash
Figure 8.1: Correctness of Processes
Considering Figure 8.1, process p
4
is not a correct process in view V
i
since it fails during view
V
i
. Process p
3
is not considered as correct either, although it is a member of the view V
i+1
as it
fails before delivering view V
i+1
. For the processes p
1
and p
2
, however, it is impossible to decide
whether process p
3
failed before delivering the new view V
i+1
or immediately after.
8.2.5 View Synchronous Multicast
Having dened C(V
i
), the denition of the view synchronous multicast is as follows:
Denition
For a message m multicast in view V
i
using the view synchronous multicast primitive, the
following property is guaranteed:
9p 2 C(V
i
) : dlv
p
i
(m)) 8q 2 C(V
i
) : dlv
q
i
(m)
or in other words, if one correct process in view V
i
has delivered m while in view V
i
, then all
correct processes in view V
i
have delivered message m in V
i
before delivering V
i+1
. There are no
guarantees about the messages delivered by incorrect processes.
In order to avoid the trivial case where no message is ever delivered in any view V
i
, the following
liveness property is satised:
9p 2 V
i
: mcast
p
i
(m)) dlv
p
i
(m)
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If p is a correct process, then every correct process will deliver the message in V
i
.
8.2.6 Message Stability
Processes members of a view V
i
of a group g communicate by sending multicasts to all the
processes in view V
i
. We will see below that it is important for a sender s 2 V
i
of a message m
to know whether all other members of V
i
have received message m. A message received by all
processes of some view V
i
is called a stable message.
Denition
A message m is stable in view V
i
, if
8q 2 V
i
: rcv
q
i
(m)
is satised, where formula rcv
q
i
(m) holds, if process q has received message m in view V
i
by
the view synchronous communication layer. Note that in order to be stable, it is sucient that
message m has been received by all processes; this does not necessarily mean that the message
has been delivered to the overlying layer
1
.
The view synchronous property is trivially satised for stable messages. Therefore, to ensure
view synchrony, the view synchronous communication layer only has to keep track of non-stable
messages.
8.3 Implementation of the View Synchronous Multicast
Primitive in Normal Mode
8.3.1 Overview
The multicast of a message to the current view of a group is implemented by sending a copy
of the message to each of the processes of the current view. This is implemented by using
the group reliable send primitive, provided by the reliable communication layer. The multicast
primitive adds the following information to the message:
 current view number: this allows a receiver to distinguish between messages for past,
current and future views
2
;
1
This will be exploited in Chapter 9, where two messages have to be received in order to deliver one.
2
A receiver can receive a multicast for a view, which is not yet installed at the receiver.
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 group identier: this allows a receiver to distinguish between multicasts for dierent
groups;
 multicast sequence number and source id: this information allows the recognition of dupli-
cate messages.
These three elds attache a system-wide unique identier to each multicast. A process receiving
a multicast m has to keep a copy of the message until m is stable. The view change protocol
(see Section 8.4.5) will stabilize unstable messages when necessary. As the view change protocol
is only launched when necessary, the accumulated messages multicast during a view can occupy
a lot of memory. Further, the more messages are unstable, the more trac will be generated
during the view change protocol in order to stabilize these messages. Thus messages are also
stabilized during the normal mode of execution in order to limit this memory consumption. The
next subsection presents a protocol for message stabilization.
The view number, included in a message, is exploited at the reception of the message. The
receiver of a multicast compares the view number with the current view number and acts ac-
cordingly: messages for past views are discarded, messages for the current view are delivered,
and messages for future views are buered until the corresponding view is installed. Upon view
installation a process checks if there are buered messages for this view and delivers them.
8.3.2 Message Stabilization Protocol
The denition of the stable property of a message in Section 8.2.6 is valid only for a global
observer of a system. For the local detection of this property, two points of view have to be
considered:
 Sender: a sender s knows that a multicast m has been received by all members of a view,
when it has received an acknowledgement
3
for this message from each member;
 Receiver: a receiver r cannot know when a multicast m has been received by all members
of a view V
i
, as the acknowledgement is only sent to the sender s of the multicast.
The aim of the stabilization protocol is to provide the knowledge of when a message m is received
by all destinations, to the sender and the receivers of m.
Stabilization Protocol
The protocol has three steps:
3
Remember that the group reliable send primitive of the reliable communication layer generates an acknowl-
edgement at the sender, when the message has been successfully received.
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1.) a process p multicasts a message m to the members of a view V
i
;
2.) each member of view V
i
sends back an acknowledgement to p;
3.) as soon as p has received an acknowledgement from every member in V
i
, it multicasts a
message stable(m) to the members of V
i
, and discards message m.
Note that the acknowledgements of step 2.) are not explicit calls to the send primitive, but
automatically generated by the reliable communication layer. Further, it is possible to piggy-
back stability information about one or several messages on future multicasts; thus no additional
messages are necessarily issued.
8.4 Implementation of the View Change Protocol
8.4.1 Overview
As seen in the introduction to this chapter, the view synchronous communication layer is either
in normal mode or in view change mode. During normal mode messages are multicast and
stabilized by this layer. In case of a process failure or a communication failure the dynamic
routing layer will suspect some processes and generate a new reachability set. Upon delivery of
a new reachability set the view synchronous communication layer changes to the view change
mode and launches the view change protocol, which stabilizes all remaining non-stable messages,
and denes a new view. Upon termination of the view change protocol, the new view will be
installed with the guarantee that all remaining non-stable messages have been stabilized at the
members of this new view. With the installation of the new view the layer changes back to
normal mode.
The view change protocol is based on a consensus protocol. Section 8.4.2 shows how a consensus
problem can be dened and how the view synchronous communication \problem" can be seen
as a variation of the consensus problem. The view change protocol is based on the consensus
protocol of Chandra and Toueg [Chandra 95]. The particularity of this protocol is that it solves
consensus in an asynchronous system using the failure detector 3S (read \eventually strong
failure detector", see Section 8.4.3). The properties of this failure detector 3S are given in
Section 8.4.3, followed by Section 8.4.4, where a rough description of the consensus protocol of
Chandra and Toueg based on the failure detector 3S is given. Section 8.4.5 shows how the view
change protocol has been implemented using the consensus protocol.
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8.4.2 From Consensus to VSC
In order to satisfy the view synchronous communication paradigm, processes have to agree on
the set of messages not yet stabilized and the set of processes dening the new view. As this is
an agreement or better a consensus problem, it is shown how the consensus can be dened and
how view synchronous communication can be interpreted as a consensus problem.
Consensus
The consensus problem is dened on a set of processes each having an initial value, and these
processes have to decide on a common value that has to be the initial value of one of the
processes.
More specically, a protocol which solves the consensus problem has to fulll the following
properties:
Termination: each correct process eventually takes a decision.
Agreement: if two correct processes take a decision, they will take the same
decision.
Validity: if a process decides on d, then d was proposed by some process.
Considering the termination property, a protocol solving consensus ensures that some decision
is eventually taken.
VSC as a Consensus Problem
Having the basics of the consensus problem, it is now possible to interpret the view synchronous
communication problem as a consensus problem. In the view synchronous communication prob-
lem, the decision value is not a single value, chosen out of a set of initial values, but
 a set of messages to deliver in the current view,
 a set of processes dening the next view
4
.
Figure 8.2 gives a typical example for the consensus value.
Reconsider the three properties that a protocol has to fulll in order to solve consensus. Con-
sidering the view synchronous communication problem these properties can be expressed in the
following way:
4
Note that the next view is dened as a set of processes, but that a process, member of the next view, can fail
just before delivering the messages and installing the new view. This case will lead to another view change.
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p1
p2
p3
p4
crash
vi+1
vi
m2m1
M i =  { m1, m2 }
Vi+1 =  { p2, p3, p4 }{d =
Figure 8.2: Decision Value
Termination: each correct process eventually delivers a set of messages M
i
in view
V
i
and installs a new view V
i+1
.
Agreement: if two processes p
x
; p
y
deliver each a set of messages M
i;x
;M
i;y
in
view V
i
and install new views V
i+1;x
and V
i+1;y
, then M
i;x
= M
i;y
and V
i+1;x
= V
i+1;y
.
Validity: a process p in view V
i
, which is not suspected by any process in V
i
,
is a member of the view V
i+1
.
The action of taking a decision reects in the view synchronous communication problem the
delivery of the agreed set of messages and the installation of the new view.
8.4.3 Failure Detector 3S
Properties
The view change protocol is based on the consensus protocol of Chandra and Toueg described
in [Chandra 95] based on a failure detector called 3S. This failure detector ensures strong
completeness and eventually weak accuracy.
The strong completeness property is dened as follows:
\Eventually every process that crashes,
is permanently suspected by all correct processes",
whereas the eventually weak accuracy is dened as follows:
\There is a time after which some correct process
is never suspected by any correct process".
[Guerraoui 96] shows that there exists another eventually weak accuracy property called even-
tually weak ,-accuracy, dened as follows:
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\There is a time after which some correct process
is never suspected by any process in ,".
The second accuracy property can be seen as weaker than the initial one, as only a majority
is never suspected after some time. In [Guerraoui 96], the failure detector 3S(,) is dened by
the strong completeness and the weak ,-accuracy properties. The authors show that the two
failure detectors 3S and 3S(,) are equivalent, i.e. both failure detectors are sucient to solve
consensus.
Neither the 3S nor the 3S(,) failure detector can be built in an asynchronous system (if it
were possible, one could solve consensus, which is in contradiction with [Fischer 85]). However,
the next paragraph shows that the Phoenix routing layer will implement the failure detector
3S(,) with high probability.
Ensuring 3S(,) with High Probability
Let , be any majority of the current view. While the system is unstable the properties of S or
S(,) are not ensured. This is however not in contradiction with 3S(,). As soon as the system
becomes stable for long enough with a majority , of connected processes, and the assumption is
that this eventually happens, the completeness and weak ,-accuracy properties will be satised.
Consider rst the completeness property. Remember that the routing layer is periodically ex-
changing routing tables with other processes, especially with those processes members of the
same groups. If one of the processes fails or gets partitioned, this implies sooner or later a change
in the reachability sets of the routing layer (safety guarantee of the routing layer). Thus, the
routing layer satises the completeness property, stated above, by delivering reachability sets,
where the crashed or partitioned processes are eventually unreachable.
Consider then the weak ,-accuracy property. If the system is stable and there is a majority , of
connected processes, then it can be assumed that the reachability sets, delivered by the routing
layer, are such that there is a correct process that is not suspected by any process in ,.
8.4.4 Consensus Protocol of Chandra and Toueg
A description of only the most important elements in the consensus protocol of Chandra and
Toueg is given here. A detailed description and proofs can be found in [Chandra 95]. The
algorithm itself can be found in Appendix A.2. The consensus protocol of Chandra and Toueg
is based on the failure detector 3S, but [Guerraoui 96] shows its correctness and liveness with
failure detector 3S(,), where , is a majority set.
The consensus protocol is based on the rotating coordinator paradigm [Reischuck 82, Chandra 90].
Computation proceeds in asynchronous rounds, where in each round another process is the co-
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ordinator. The coordinator of round r is the process with rank c = (r mod n) + 1, where n
is the number of processes participating to the protocol. Each coordinator tries to come to an
agreement on a value and to decide. If agreement is not possible, the processes move to the next
round. A round can be roughly outlined by the following four phases:
Phase 1.) the participants send their estimates to the coordinator
5
;
Phase 2.) the coordinator gathers a majority of estimates and proposes a value out of
the estimates based on the criteria described below;
Phase 3.) either (1) a participant receives the proposition of the coordinator, accepts it
as its new estimate for future rounds, and sends an acknowledgement to the coordinator,
or (2) the participant suspects the coordinator
6
and sends a negative acknowledgement to
the coordinator. In both cases, the participant moves to the next round.
Phase 4.) the coordinator gathers a majority of responses; if there is a majority of positive
acknowledgements, the coordinator decides, and sends the decision to the participants.
Otherwise the coordinator moves to the next round.
Figure 8.3 gives a rst overview of one round of the consensus protocol.
p1
p2
p3
p4
estimates acksproposition decision
coordinator ->
Figure 8.3: Consensus Protocol with No Failure
Choosing the Proposition Value
All messages are time stamped with the round number in which they are issued. The round
number r is used to order messages at a process in respect to the current round number; a
message with a smaller round number than the current in which the process is, is discarded, a
message with a greater round number is buered until the process is itself in this round. The
estimates, sent by the participants, contain additional information:
 the round number t
s
in which the latest proposition has been accepted and acknowledged;
5
The coordinator is not sending its own estimate to itself, but it takes it into account in phase 2.).
6
A process p is suspected when the routing layer delivers a reachability set not including p.
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 the estimate itself.
The proposition and the decision message contain the proposition value, or the decision value.
The stamp t
s
in the estimates is used in phase 2.) by the coordinator to choose one estimate
out of the received estimates. The estimate is chosen by the coordinator in the following way:
a.) search among the estimates the one with the largest t
s
;
b.) if there is more than one estimate satisfying condition a.) select one of them arbitrarily.
A participant, receiving a proposition, adopts it as its new estimate for future rounds and
updates its t
s
. Figure 8.4 shows a situation where the round number r and the stamp t
s
are
used.
p1
p2
p3
p4 estimates
actual estimate value
proposition
est.
proposition
acksacks
decision
decision
round 1 round 2
1,0,7 2,1,8
2,1,8 2,8
2,8
1,8 8
8
8
8
1,8
1,8 2
21,0,4
1,0,5
r    ts    e
1,0,8
1
1
1
7
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8
8
8
8
8
x
5
partition
Figure 8.4: Partitioned Coordinator
The coordinator p
1
receives the estimates 8, 4 and 7; the coordinator's estimate is 5. All these
estimates are sent in round number 1 and the round of the last update of this estimate t
s
is
0. The coordinator proposes 8 as the decision value; each participant receives this proposition,
adopts it as its new estimate and updates t
s
to 1. All participants send back a positive ac-
knowledgement which the coordinator successfully receives and decides 8. Assume that at this
point, the coordinator gets partitioned, before it can send the decision. The participants move
to round 2, and send their estimate to the new coordinator p
2
. All estimates are equal to 8,
with t
s
= 1. Process p
2
receives a majority of estimates, and proposes again 8.
Note that, if a majority of processes accepts a proposition from a coordinator, this proposition
is locked, i.e. in future rounds it does not change anymore and the protocol will eventually
decide on this value. Thus, the protocol goes through three epochs, each of which may be
composed of several asynchronous rounds. In the rst epoch, any estimate can become the
proposition/decision value. In the second epoch, the decision is locked, and in the third epoch,
the processes decide on the locked value.
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Decision
At any moment in the protocol, a participant can receive a decision from a coordinator. If a
decision is received, the participant decides and terminates. In the protocol of Chandra and
Toueg, the decision value is sent to the participants using a particular primitive, called reliable
broadcast. This primitive ensures that eventually every participant receives the decision or fails.
The implementation of this reliable broadcast consists in sending the decision to all participants,
and every participant receiving the decision for the rst time sends it to all other participants
and then decides. We will see that the view change protocol does not need this reliable broadcast,
as the system continues execution after having taken a decision (see Section 8.4.5).
8.4.5 View Change Protocol
In contrast to the consensus protocol, where all processes start the protocol and terminate with a
decision, the Phoenix system is already running when the need for the execution of the protocol
arises. The event that triggers the launch of the protocol is either a changed reachability set
received from the routing layer, or, as shown in Section 8.5, the joining of new processes or the
leaving of members. In any case, it is necessary to inform all the processes that a view change
is necessary. For this purpose the actual view change protocol is prexed by a phase where
a process sends a multicast to all members of the current view, inviting them to launch the
protocol. Multiple receptions of this launch request are discarded.
The view change protocol is based on the consensus protocol described in the previous section
using the same failure detector 3S or 3S(,). The view change protocol goes through the same
four phases of the consensus protocol. The principal dierences consist in the following points:
Initial estimate: in phase 1.) a participant p does not send a single estimate value to
the coordinator, but the set of non-stable messages at p and the current reachability set;
Generation of a proposition: in phase 2.) the coordinator does not wait for a majority
of estimates but for an estimate from all processes not suspected by the failure detector;
the way the proposition is generated out of the estimates received is described later;
Decision: a process receiving a decision, delivers those messages contained in the decision,
which are not yet delivered to the overlying layer, and then installs the new view.
The next paragraphs explain the dierences in detail. Appendix A.3 gives the algorithm.
Initial Estimate
Upon launch of the view change protocol, each process denes its initial estimate. This estimate
is composed of the set of messages not yet stable at this process and the set of processes that
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should dene the new view. The initial value of this new view estimate is the current set of
reachable processes when the protocol is launched (remember that the routing layer delivers this
information). This set can be dierent for each process, as can the set of unstable messages.
Generation of a Proposition
During the execution of the view change protocol, a coordinator receives estimates from the
participants of the current round. The generation of the proposition is done by the coordinator.
A coordinator receives estimates, containing sets of messages and sets of processes. It is up to
the coordinator to generate a proposition based on the estimates received. In contrast to the
consensus protocol, the coordinator in the view change protocol, waits not only for a majority
of estimates, but for an estimate from every process not suspected. Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6
explain the reason for this modication.
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5 crash
m2
m1
M i =  { m1 }
Vi+1 =  { p1, p2, p3 }{proposition =
?
ep1= {m1/p1,p2,p3,p4}
ep2= {m1/p1,p2,p3,p4}
ep3= {m1/p1,p2,p3,p4}
view change protocol launched
Figure 8.5: Waiting Only for a Majority
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
ep1= {m1/p1,p2,p3,p4}
ep2= {m1/p1,p2,p3,p4}
ep3= {m1/p1,p2,p3,p4}
ep4= {m1,m2/p1,p2,p3,p4}
crash
m2
m1
M i =  { m1, m2 }
Vi+1 =  { p1, p2, p3, p4 }{proposition =
view change protocol launched
Figure 8.6: Waiting for All Processes not Suspected
The coordinator of Figure 8.5 only waits for a majority of estimates. Thus, it does not wait
for the estimate of process p
4
. Thus it cannot include p
4
in the new view, because p
4
could
have (and actually has in the gure) delivered a message m
2
not delivered by the other pro-
cesses. Thus, the proposition (m
1
=p
1
; p
2
; p
3
; p
4
) would violate the view synchronous commu-
nication property, whereas the proposition (m
1
=p
1
; p
2
; p
3
) would satisfy the view synchronous
communication property. Waiting for a majority would lead to a new view with d
jV
i
j
2
e processes,
independent of whether the others are suspected or not. In order to avoid this problem the
coordinator waits for an estimate from all processes not suspected (see Figure 8.6). This slight
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modication does not change the liveness or safety property of the protocol. Liveness can be
shown in the following way: by the completeness property of the failure detector, the estimate
of a participant will arrive or the coordinator eventually suspects the participant.
Although the coordinator waits for the estimates from all processes not suspected, there is
still more than one possibility to generate a proposition satisfying the view synchronous com-
munication property. A valid but not suggested proposition is shown in Figure 8.5, where the
coordinator could propose the sets (m
1
=p
1
; p
2
; p
3
); this proposition satises the view synchronous
communication property, but process p
4
has to be excluded. Thus, the choice of the proposition
has to be done in a way to keep the system as stable as possible.
Consider rst the set of messages to propose, as this inuences the choice of the new view (as seen
above). Out of the spectrum of valid sets of messages, the following two cases are interesting:
 Intersection of all sets of unstable messages received in the estimates
This proposition has the advantage that every process has at least seen these messages
and no further messages. Unfortunately, this choice can lead to a quick degradation of
the system, as any process, having delivered more than this intersection set, cannot be
included in the new view; otherwise the view synchronous property is not satised.
 Union of all message sets received in the estimates
This proposition has the advantage that all processes which have sent an estimate will be
considered for being in the next view.
The second solution implies that messages not delivered by some processes have to be forwarded
to them. As the coordinator has received all unstable messages it can include them in the
proposition which is sent to all the participants; thus the union of all unstable messages has
been adopted in the actual implementation.
Until now, only the message part of the proposition has been considered. The next paragraph
discusses the proposition for the new view.
New View Proposition
The coordinator proposes as the new view the set of processes from which it has received an
estimate, i.e. all processes not suspected by the coordinator. The new view proposed by the
coordinator is not necessarily equal to the reachability set of processes in the proposed view. It is
possible that a process q suspects process p due to a link failure between p and q. If the new view
proposed by the coordinator contains p and q, q will suspect p again and launch another view
change protocol. This is where the routing layer becomes important. The routing guarantees
eventually transitivity between processes p and q. In this typical situation the coordinator
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can and will play the role of the router, as it can communicate with p and q (it received the
estimates). Further view changes are avoided.
Decision
In a similar way to the consensus protocol, a process receiving a decision during the view change
protocol decides. The action of deciding in the view change protocol consists of delivering the
set of messages before installing the new view. As it is possible that a process receives a decision
but it is not a member of the new view a process has to check whether it is a member of the
new view.
The consensus protocol of Chandra and Toueg needs a reliable broadcast primitive (described
in Section 8.4.4) to send the decision to all participants. This primitive ensures that every
process eventually receives the decision or fails. The implementation of such a reliable broadcast
generates a lot of trac (a system with n processes generates O(n
2
) messages). The actual
implementation benets from the fact that the system continues execution after having decided.
By considering the decision message dening view V
i+1
as the rst view synchronous multicast in
the new view V
i+1
, then, by denition of the view synchronous property, every process member
of view V
i+2
eventually delivers this decision message dening view V
i+1
, or fails. As the decision
message is multicast to the members of V
i+1
, it has to be sent separately to processes excluded
from this view V
i+1
using the reliable send primitive, to inform excluded processes of their
exclusion.
Cleanup of Unstable Messages
When a process p decides on the set of messages M
i
and the view V
i+1
, all messages of view
V
i
are stable at the members of view V
i+1
. Thus, process p can discard all messages multicast
in view V
i
. As the multicast is implemented using group reliable sends, it is possible that re-
transmission to failed or partitioned processes is still ongoing. They can be discarded using the
cancel sends to dest primitive of the reliable communication layer (see Section 7.6).
8.4.6 View Synchronous Multicast during View Change
Message Sending
View synchronous multicasts issued by overlying layers during the execution of the view change
protocol are buered in the view synchronous communication layer and delayed until the next
view is installed.
Message Delivery
A view synchronous multicastm of view V
i
, received after the launch of the view change protocol,
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is discarded
7
; the receiver has already sent its estimate, not including this message, to the
coordinator and is not allowed to change its mind. If the message is part of the view, it will be
included in the proposition of the coordinator, and can then be safely delivered.
8.5 Implementation of Dynamic Group Composition
Primitives
The next two subsections describe the implementation of the join and leave primitives. These
primitives allow a group to grow and shrink dynamically, as new processes join and leave the
group.
8.5.1 Join
In order for a process p
new
to join a group, it has to issue a join-request to at least one member
p
i
of the group. The reception of the join-request at p
i
will trigger the view change protocol at
this process and as a consequence a launch-request is multicast to the group by p
i
. In contrast to
a usual view change protocol, p
i
includes in its estimate an additional piece of information that
there is a new process p
new
to include in the new view. The proposition from the coordinator
will include all the joining processes, and upon installation of the new view, the new processes
are members of the group. Remember that the decision is the rst multicast in the new view
and thus the joining processes will eventually receive this message or crash.
Similarly to a regular multicast, a join-request received during the view change mode, is delayed
until the currently executing protocol has terminated with the installation of a new view.
In order to complete the description the occurence of failures during joins has to be considered.
The case of the failure of the joining process is handled as the failure of a member. If the
members install a view containing the failed, joining process, they will suspect it after having
installed the new view. Yet another view change protocol will be launched and another new
view will be installed, excluding the failed process.
If the process p
i
, which is responsible for launching the view change protocol, fails before it has
sent its estimate to the coordinator the join-request is lost. This can be handled by the joining
process p
new
using a timeout.
7
This is possible as not all processes launch the view change protocol at the same time.
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8.5.2 Leave
A process, member of a group, has three ways to leave a group:
1.) it simply stops its execution, will be suspected and excluded from a future view, or
2.) it multicasts a leave-request to the group and stops its execution, or
3.) it multicasts a leave-request to the group and waits for the new view change, from which
it is excluded.
Each of the three ways to leave a group is valid, and they all have their drawbacks and advantages.
In order to understand these three leaving solutions, it is important to bear in mind that the
application process is actually separated from the daemon (see Figure 4.3 of Chapter 4), i.e. the
leave or failure of an application does not mean the failure or termination of the daemon.
With solution 1.) a process leaves the group in the same way, as if it had failed. For the
leaving process, this is the fastest way to leave a group, but on the group side, things are much
slower. The daemon responsible for the application has to detect the failure or the leave of the
application, and has to launch the view change protocol. Solution 2.) is more resilient as the
member is informing the daemon that it is leaving, and the daemon can immediately launch the
view change protocol. Solution 3.) is important if a process has to leave a group having delivered
all the messages up to and including those of the view where leave-request was multicast.
For all three solutions, and similarly to the handling of join-requests, the same additional in-
formation is included in the estimate, in order to build a proposition not including the leaving
member. As the decision is again the rst multicast of the new view, the coordinator sends a
separate message to the excluded member.
8.6 View Synchronous Communication Layer Programming
Paradigm
For an overlying layer, the view synchronous communication layer provides a view synchronous
multicast primitive, as well as the primitives for joining and leaving groups. The view syn-
chronous communication layers deliver multicasts and views, where multicasts are ordered with
respect to views. Processes delivering a new view have the guarantee that all other processes
in the intersection of the previous and the new view have delivered the same set of messages in
the previous view.
We have seen in the introduction to this chapter that the VSC layer is either in normal mode
or is executing the view change protocol. The execution of the protocol can be due to failures,
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joins or leaves of processes. The overlying layers might be interested to learn when a view
change protocol is launched. For this purpose an overlying layer has the possibility to install an
intermediate view callback (described in Chapter 4) which is called each time the reachability set
of processes changes. The rst call to this callback coincides with the launch of the view change
protocol. As it is possible that for some time no agreement can be found, all the successive
reachability sets before the denition of the new view are delivered, and the overlying layer can
act accordingly. Figure 8.7 shows a typical example and the dierent modes of the VSC layer.
normal mode normal modeview change mode
deliver
message
deliver
message
deliver
message
view
change
interm.
view
interm.
view
Ordered multicast
communication layer
View synchronous
communication layer
Figure 8.7: Flow of Information through VSC Layer
The contents of the intermediate view callback are the set of reachable processes delivered by the
routing layer. Note that the intermediate view callbacks allow an application to make progress
while the view change protocol executes. This is discussed further in Section 8.7.2.
8.7 Discussion
8.7.1 Unique View Sequence vs. Concurrent Views
The view synchronous communication paradigm leaves open many implementation issues. Con-
sider Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9, which both satisfy the denition of view synchronous commu-
nication.
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
v1
v2
v21
v22
v0
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
v1
v0
v2
v3
Figure 8.8: Concurrent Views Figure 8.9: Unique View Sequence
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Figure 8.8 shows concurrent views. In such a system it is possible to identify the view represent-
ing the state of the group, by considering the views containing a majority of processes out of the
initial set of processes V
0
(views V
0
; V
2
in Figure 8.8 are view containing a majority of processes).
As soon as there is no view containing a majority, the state of the group is lost (views V
1
, V
21
and V
22
in Figure 8.8). At a later point a view V
3
could be found again containing a majority
of processes. The problem is that the minority views V
1
, V
21
and V
22
could have divergent state
information and merging would be necessary. This merge may not be simple and may even be
impossible. Further, if more than a majority of the processes of view V
0
fail, the majority is lost
forever.
The denition of the majority in the concurrent views approach can be compared to the static
voting technique for handling replicated data described in [Giord 79]. In this technique the
way by which a majority is designated is static, i.e. there is an initial set of processes (view V
0
)
and the majority is always dependent on this view.
In Figure 8.9 the majority is dened with respect to the most recent view and not with respect
to the initial view. In such a context the state can be maintained even if a majority of processes
fails (V
3
contains only 2 members), under the condition that at each view change less than a
majority of the processes in the current view fails. This leads to a unique sequence of views
and the ability always to dene a primary partition composed of a majority of processes. The
drawback of the primary partition model is discussed in the next section.
The unique sequence of views approach can be compared to the dynamic voting technique for
handling replicated data described in [Davcec 85]. In this technique the majority is designated
dynamically out of the most recent view.
8.7.2 Primary Partition and the Blocking Problem
Section 8.7.1 showed two dierent possibilities to implement view synchronous communication.
The implementation with concurrent views lacks the guaranteed existence of a primary partition.
Figure 8.10 is a typical situation where the primary partition is lost, when concurrent views are
allowed.
This situation is not uncommon in large scale networks. In such a situation, concurrent views
are installed and the primary partition is lost. Platforms, like Horus [van Renesse 92b] or
Transis [Amir 92b], have taken the approach of implementing concurrent views, because the
more restrictive primary partition implementation, as in Isis, would block. Horus and Transis
do not block.
In the case of the Isis view change protocol [Ricciardi 91], which is based on the stable suspicion
model, the situation of Figure 8.10 leads to the permanent blocking of the whole system; as in
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Group G
Figure 8.10: Conguration with Only-Minority Partitions
every partition there is only a minority of processes, no primary partition can be dened and
because of the stable suspicion model, once a process is suspected it is suspected forever.
Phoenix is intermediate between Horus and Isis, in that it always provides a primary partition
and the absence of a permanent blocking in situations like the one depicted in Figure 8.10. The
view change protocol blocks only as long as a primary partition cannot be dened. As soon as
enough link failures are repaired and a primary partition can be dened, the view change pro-
tocol terminates. As mentioned earlier, only the view change protocol blocks during the period
where no primary partition can be dened, but not the application which is informed about the
situation through the intermediate view callback. Thus, nothing prevents the application from
dening a new group containing the set of processes delivered by the intermediate view callback.
In other words it is possible to have concurrent views in Phoenix, but they have to be explicitly
handled at the application level.
8.7.3 Process Membership vs. Site Membership
The Phoenix system architecture, presented in Chapter 4, distinguishes between the daemon
and the application processes. On each site a daemon is running and applications are connected
to the local daemon. In Phoenix the group membership is implemented at the application level,
i.e. the daemon is member of only those groups which the applications using this daemon have
actually joined. This is important for the scalability and the liveness of the system. Figure 8.11
illustrates this situation.
If the membership is managed at the site level, the partition leads to two partitions S
1
=
fs
0
; s
1
; s
2
g and S
2
= fs
3
; s
4
; s
5
; s
6
g. As S
2
is the majority partition, the following new views for
the groups can be dened: for the group g
1
the new view consists of a
3
; a
4
; a
5
; a
6
and for the
group g
2
the new view consists of b
3
. The new view for group g
1
is not a problem, but for group
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Figure 8.11: Process Membership vs. Site Membership
g
2
, the new view consists of a minority of processes of the previous view. If further process b
3
crashes, consistent state information for group g
2
is lost forever even though b
0
, b
1
and b
2
are
alive and could even dene a majority of group g
2
.
With the membership managed at the application level, this situation does not occur, i.e. for
group g
1
the view will be dened as stated above, however for group g
2
the dened new view
consists of processes b
0
; b
1
; b
2
.
This way of managing group membership does not only lead to a better exploitation of fault-
tolerance, but also to scalability of the system. In the site membership approach all sites receive a
multicast and have to lter the message depending whether a corresponding member is running
on this site or not. In the process membership approach only sites which have members of
the group receive the multicast. This is not only interesting in the case of regular multicasts,
but especially for the execution of the view change protocol, as only a subset of these sites is
concerned by the protocol.
Note that here only site failures and partitions between sites are considered, because application
process failures are managed by the daemon and partition between two processes on the same
site does not occur. The failure of a local process is simulated by its daemon as an explicit leave
of the failing process which allows the termination of the view change protocol as in the case of
a regular leave (see Section 8.5).
8.8 Summary
The view synchronous communication layer provides a new implementation of the view syn-
chronous communication paradigm, which is particularly suitable for large scale systems, where
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link failures are not uncommon, but consistent state among group members is necessary. The
implementation guarantees that there is always a primary partition; in case of serious communi-
cation problems, the system blocks until it is again possible to dene a primary partition. The
view synchronous communication layer provides all necessary primitives for group communica-
tion, including primitives for dynamic group membership. At this layer the multicasts to the
group are ordered only by views, but they are not ordered among themselves.
Ordering of application messages is done by the ordered multicast communication layer (see
Chapter 9), on top of the view synchronous communication layer.
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Ordered Multicast Communication
Layer
9.1 Introduction
View synchronous communication provides ordering of messages with respect to views. For
many applications this kind of ordering is not sucient to guarantee consistent state information
throughout the group despite failures, joins or leaves of processes. Chapter 2 has already intro-
duced applications that require stronger ordering guarantees than view synchronous multicasts.
These stronger communication primitives are provided by the ordered multicast communication
layer. The implementation of these stronger primitives are all based on the view synchronous
multicast primitive (noted vsc-mcast in the following) provided by the view synchronous com-
munication layer.
Section 9.2 gives the formal denitions of several higher level multicast primitives, and illustrates
their use. Section 9.3 gives a description of the implementation of the primitives. A more detailed
description of some of them can be found in [Birman 91], [Schiper 93] and [Wilhelm 95].
9.2 Denitions
The denitions are based on the denitions of events and their ordering (see Section 8.2.2),
the reception and delivery of messages (see Section 8.2.3), the correctness of process (see Sec-
tion 8.2.4) and the view synchronous multicast (see Section 8.2.5).
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9.2.1 FIFO Multicast
Denition
For two messages m
1
and m
2
that are FIFO-multicast to view V
i
, by one single process p in
the order m
1
before m
2
, using the FIFO multicast primitive fo-mcast, the following condition
holds:
If there is a correct process p which FIFO-multicasts message m
1
before m
2
,
then all correct processes q deliver message m
1
before m
2
.
Formally, this can be written:
9p 2 C(V
i
) : mcast
p
i
(m
1
) ^ mcast
p
i
(m
2
)
V
before(mcast
p
i
(m
1
);mcast
p
i
(m
2
)) )
8q 2 C(V
i
) : dlv
q
i
(m
1
) ^ dlv
q
i
(m
2
)
V
before(dlv
q
i
(m
1
); dlv
q
i
(m
2
))
For the denition of the events mcast, rcv and dlv, the properties mcast, rcv, dlv and before,
and the denition of correct processes C(V ) refer to Section 8.2.
Note that the regular view synchronous multicasts are not ordered among each other and that
a process, not a member of the new view, can deliver the messages in an arbitrary order.
9.2.2 Weak Totally Ordered Multicast
Denition
For any two messages m
i
and m
j
, multicast in view V
i
using the weak total ordered multicast
primitive wto-mcast, the following condition holds:
If there is a correct process p which delivers m
i
and m
j
in the order m
i
before m
j
, then every correct process
delivers m
i
and m
j
and in the same order as p.
Formally, the following condition is satised:
9p 2 C(V
i
) : dlv
p
i
(m
i
) ^ dlv
p
i
(m
j
)
V
before(dlv
p
i
(m
i
); dlv
p
i
(m
j
)) )
8q 2 C(V
i
) : dlv
q
i
(m
i
) ^ dlv
q
i
(m
j
)
V
before(dlv
q
i
(m
i
); dlv
q
i
(m
j
))
Note that an incorrect process can deliver the messages in any order as in this denition only
correct processes are considered.
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Illustration
Figure 9.1 illustrates a typical execution with weak totally ordered multicasts. In this example
messages m
1
to m
6
are multicast using the weak total order multicast primitive wto-mcast.
p1
p2
p3
p4
m1 m4
m2
m5
m6
m3
deliver message
m2 m1
m1
m1
m1
m3
m3
m3
m3
m5
m5
m5
m4
m4
m4
m4m6m5
m2
m2
m2
crash
Vi Vi+1
Figure 9.1: Weak Totally Ordered Multicast
Process p
1
fails and is thus allowed to deliver messages m
4
and m
5
in a dierent order than
the other processes and m
6
is delivered only by p
1
. This does not violate the weak total order
denition, which states that correct processes have to deliver messages in the same order. As
p
1
is incorrect, it can deliver them in any order. If this mis-ordering of m
4
and m
5
and the
non-uniform delivery (see next subsection) of m
6
at p
1
is not desired, the strong totally ordered
multicast has to be used.
9.2.3 Uniform Multicast
Denition
For a message m multicast in view V
i
, using the uniform multicast primitive uni-mcast, the
following condition is satised:
If any process, whether correct or not, delivers message m,
then every correct process delivers message m.
Formally:
9p 2 V
i
: dlv
p
i
(m) ) 8q 2 C(V
i
) : dlv
q
i
(m)
Illustration
The uniform multicast is a typical all-or-nothing primitive. It ensures that if any process of
view V
i
(whether correct or not) has delivered message m, all correct processes will eventually
deliver this message m in the same view.
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m
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m
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Figure 9.2: Non-Uniform Multicast Figure 9.3: Uniform Multicast
Figures 9.2 and 9.3 compare a non-uniform multicast with a uniform multicast. In both exam-
ples, process p
1
fails while multicasting m, and only process p
2
receives the message. Process p
2
gets partitioned from the other process and is thus not included in the new view V
i+1
(p
2
is an
incorrect process). In Figure 9.2, the message is delivered by processes p
1
and p
2
(i.e. rcv
p
1
i
(m),
rcv
p
2
i
(m), dlv
p
1
i
(m) and dlv
p
2
i
(m) hold), but not by p
3
, p
4
, and p
5
(i.e. uniformity is violated),
whereas in Figure 9.3 the message is not delivered (i.e. rcv
p
1
i
(m), rcv
p
2
i
(m) still hold, but not
dlv
p
1
i
(m) and dlv
p
2
i
(m)) by any process (correct or not).
The uniformmulticast is the adequate primitive to implement atomic commitment [Bernstein 87,
Schiper 93] of transactions. Suppose that p
1
is the coordinator for an atomic commitment. If
process p
1
sends the commit message C with the uniform multicast primitive uni-mcast, there
are two cases: (1) if any process delivers C in view V
i
, then every correct process also delivers
C in view V
i
, or (2) no process will ever deliver C in any view. In case (1), the delivery of the
message C leads to commit the transaction, whereas in case (2), a new coordinator has to be
dened which tries to commit the transaction in view V
i+1
.
9.2.4 Strong Totally Ordered Multicast
Denition
For any two messages m
i
and m
j
multicast in view V
i
using the strong total ordered multicast
primitive sto-mcast, the following condition is satised:
If there is any process of view V
i
(whether correct or not) which delivers m
i
and m
j
in the order m
i
before m
j
, then every correct process of view V
i
delivers m
i
and m
j
in the order m
i
before m
j
.
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In contrast to the weak totally ordered multicast, the strong totally ordered multicast considers
all processes and thus does not allow an incorrect process to deliver the message in another
order than the delivery order of the correct processes. By comparing the formula of the strong
totally ordered multicast with the one for weak totally ordered multicast, the reader can note
in the rst part of the formula, that the strong total order considers any process p, where the
weak total order only considers any correct process p.
Illustration
The strong totally ordered multicast extends the weak one with the uniformity guarantee. Typ-
ically in Figure 9.1 messages m
4
and m
5
are delivered in the wrong order. For a weak total
order multicast this is not wrong, as the denition considers only correct processes and process
p
1
is not correct and can thus deliver the message in any order. Using the strong totally or-
dered multicast, the messages would not have been delivered in another order, even at incorrect
processes. Furthermore m
6
would not have been delivered at all, as it has not been received by
all processes. An execution with m
1
to m
6
, multicast using the strong totally ordered multicast
primitive sto-mcast, is depicted in Figure 9.4.
p1
p2
p3
p4
m1 m4
m2
m5
m6
m3
deliver message
m2 m1
m1
m1
m1
m3
m3
m3
m3
m5
m5
m5
m4
m4
m4
m2
m2
m2
crash
Vi+1
Vi
Figure 9.4: Strong Totally Ordered Multicast
Note that the denition would allow p
1
to deliver only m
5
without delivering m
4
, but the
implementation is even stronger not allowing this delivery order.
9.2.5 Hybrid Total Order
The two primitives that impose an order on the delivery of messages (within a view) are the weak
and the strong totally ordered multicast. However, since weak total order and strong total order
are basically two dierent primitives, the order of two messagesm
i
andm
j
, wherem
i
is multicast
using a wto-mcast and m
j
using a sto-mcast, is not dened. Hybrid total order incorporates the
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strong and the weak totally ordered multicasts and denes the ordering of messages issued with
dierent total order primitives. There are several possibilities to incorporate these two total
orders [Wilhelm 95], but only the denition that has been implemented in the Phoenix system
is considered here.
Denition
For two multicasts m
s
and m
w
, where m
s
is issued using a weak totally ordered multicast
primitive and m
w
is issued using a weak totally ordered multicast primitive in view V
i
, the
following condition is satised:
For any two processes p and q (whether correct or not),
where process p has delivered messages m
s
and m
w
in the order m
s
before m
w
,
process q has also delivered m
s
and m
w
in the order m
s
before m
w
.
Formally:
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The incorporation of the two total order multicasts allows a meaningful use of both primitives,
the weak and the strong totally ordered multicast primitives, in applications. In the absence of
this hybrid order it would only be possible to use these primitives separately.
9.2.6 Global Order Multicast
A global multicast partitions the entire set of multicasts delivered into two disjoint subsets: the
multicasts delivered before and those after the global order multicast.
Denition
For two messages m and m
G
, where m is multicast with any multicast primitive and m
G
is
multicast using the global multicast message m
G
sent using the global multicast primitive glo-
mcast, sent by the same process in the order m before m
G
, in view V
i
, the following condition
is satised:
For every two correct processes q and r, which both deliver
the global multicast m
G
, the sets of messages delivered before
the delivery of m
G
are identical and include message m.
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The global order multicast can be seen as a simulation of a view change, where the delivery of
the new view is replaced by the delivery of the global order multicast; every process that has
delivered m
G
has delivered the same set of messages before delivering m
G
.
9.3 Implementation
Only the main ideas for the implementation of the above primitives are given here. Further
information and proofs can be found in the references given below.
All these implementations rely on the view synchronous property ensured by the view syn-
chronous communication layer. Common to all implementations is the key idea to delay the
delivery of a received message until some condition is satised. The next section gives a general
overview of this principle.
9.3.1 Message Buering and Delivery Delaying
Considering the Phoenix architecture (see Figure 9.1), the ordered multicast communication
layer receives messages from the view synchronous communication layer and delivers them to
the application layer. Figure 9.5 shows a typical example where a message m
1
is received by the
ordered multicast communication layer and then delivered to the application layer
1
. Message
m
2
is received, but its delivery is delayed until the message delv(m
2
) is received.
In the next subsections describing the implementation of dierent ordered multicast primitives,
the delivery of received messages is often dependent on the reception of other messages, view
changes and/or local state information in the layer. Received messages, whose delivery has to
be delayed are buered in the layer until their delivery condition is satised. In the regular case
the delivery of message m is dependent on the reception of another message associated to m or
to some local counter, where in the case of failure the associated message is the reception of a
new view from the view synchronous communication layer.
1
The application programming interface is not considered as a complete layer, since it only provides an interface
to the procedures provided by the underlying layers.
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Application layer
Ordered multicast
communication layer
View synchronous
communication layer m1
m1
rcv(m1) rcv(m2) rcv(delv(m2))dlv(m1) dlv(m2)
m2
m2
buf(m2)
delv(m2)
Figure 9.5: Message Reception and Delivery
In the following the term received means received from the view synchronous communication
layer by the ordered multicast communication layer and the term delivered means the delivery
from the ordered multicast communication layer to the application layer.
9.3.2 FIFO Multicast
The FIFO multicast primitive fo-mcast is implemented adding a sequence number, local to
each sender, to each multicast sent with this primitive. On the receiver side the ordered mul-
ticast communication layer recognizes these FIFO multicasts and orders them according to the
sequencer numbers. A message, received out of the FIFO order, is buered and delayed.
Note that for two messages m
1
and m
2
multicast using the FIFO multicast primitive fo-mcast,
it is possible that a process p
j
receives the message m
2
, but does not receive the preceding
message m
1
. Suppose that p
j
fails after having received m
2
, thus p
j
is not a correct process.
In this situation p
j
will never deliver m
2
, although because p
j
is incorrect, the denition could
allow p
j
to deliver m
2
, but not m
1
.
9.3.3 Uniform Multicast
A process receiving a uniform multicast m does not deliver it immediately, but buers it until
it receives information (in form of a message delv(m)) that all the processes have received m.
Then the message m is delivered.
The implementation is similar to the stabilization protocol presented in Section 8.3.2. Consider
a message m multicast by p to a group, using the uni-mcast primitive. Process p multicasts the
message m using a view synchronous multicast, including additional information for the ordered
multicast communication layer of the destinations, not to deliver the message immediately. The
destination processes which receives the message, buer it and send back an acknowledgement
to p
2
. As the current view V
i
is known, process p can determine when it has received an
2
This acknowledgement does not have to be explicitly sent, as the view synchronous multicast uses the reliable
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acknowledgement from each destination. p then multicasts, again using a view synchronous
multicast, a second message delv(m) indicating that the buered message m can be delivered.
p1
p2
p3
p4
mnot-deliver delv(m)
message delivery
ack(m)
m
m
m
m
Figure 9.6: Implementation of the Uniform Multicast
This algorithm is correct as long as no failures occur. In case of a failure, the ordered communi-
cation layer sooner or later receives a new view. Before this new view is delivered, a termination
protocol is executed. The termination protocol does not require any additional communication
and consists of the following action: upon reception of the new view from the view synchronous
communication layer, all correct processes of the new view deliver all buered uniform multi-
casts before delivering the new view to the application
3
. A process that has not failed, but is
excluded from the new view discards all buered uniform multicasts. For a detailed description
and the proof refer to [Schiper 93].
9.3.4 Weak Totally Ordered Multicast
The implementation of the weak totally ordered multicast corresponds to the Isis ABCAST
implementation described in [Birman 91]. Suppose a process p issues a message m using the
wto-mcast primitive. The message is multicast with a view synchronous multicast vsc-mcast.
At the destination this multicast is recognized as a weak totally ordered multicast and buered
until the reception of a sequence number associated with the multicast. A sequencer process,
for example the process with the smallest rank number, is responsible for generating a sequence
number for each weak totally ordered multicast it receives. This sequence number is multicast
using the view synchronous multicast primitive vsc-mcast. Thus the condition to deliver a
message multicast with the weak totally ordered multicast primitive wto-mcast is the reception
of the message and the reception of the sequence number from the sequencer process.
Upon reception of the sequence number for message m, a process can deliver the message m,
provided that it has already delivered all weak totally ordered messages preceding m
4
.
In case of a failure, an arbitrary but deterministic order on the remaining, undelivered messages
communication layer for multicasting messages; the reliable communication layer automatically generates an
acknowledgement for each message, which can be exploited in the ordered multicast communication layer.
3
This is correct, as every process in the new view has delivered or received the same set of messages and thus
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Figure 9.7: Implementation of the Weak Total Order
is constructed and the messages are delivered in this order. This a priori order is based solely on
data contained in the messages without any further message exchanges. It is based rst on the
rank number of the sender, and then on the sequence number included in the message identier.
Because of the view synchronous property, all correct processes deliver the same set of messages
and the set of messages to order is the same at each process. For the detailed description of the
algorithm and its proof see [Birman 91].
9.3.5 Strong Totally Ordered Multicast
The key idea of the implementation is to add control information to strong totally ordered
multicasts; this is used to dene the total order. In contrast to the weak totally ordered multicast,
this order is independent of the order in which the strong totally ordered multicasts are received.
A coordinator observes the order in which the messages have to be delivered.
Each process keeps a round counter which is incremented each time it issues a strong totally
ordered multicast, which is tagged with this round number. Upon reception of such a strong
totally ordered multicast, which is issued using the view synchronous multicast primitive vsc-
mcast, the receiver recognizes the message as a strong totally ordered message, buers it and
issues an acknowledgement to the coordinator using the reliable send primitive of the reliable
communication layer. This acknowledgement contains the information whether the receiver has
previously issued a strong totally ordered multicast into the same round as the one of the received
message.
On the other side, the coordinator waits for the acknowledgements of all processes before mul-
ticasting the observed order to the processes using the view synchronous multicast primitive. A
process orders the received messages in the following way: (1) two messages of dierent rounds
are ordered by the round number in which they were issued; (2) two messages issued in the same
also all uniform multicasts.
4
As the multicast of the view synchronous communication layer is not ordered, it is possible that the sequencing
information arrives before the actual message; in the absence of failures a process waits for both messages before
being able to deliver a message.
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round are ordered using the rank number of the sender of the message. At the processes, the
condition for delivering a strong totally ordered multicast depends on the reception of the mes-
sage and the reception of the delivery information from the coordinator. Figure 9.8 illustrates
the algorithm; the failure cases are discussed below.
p1
p2
p3
p4 <¶ ,p4,m1>
<• ,p2,m3>
<• ,p4,m2>
message deliveryack msg ack msg and sent
concurrent msg.
m1
m1
m1
m1
m3
m3
m3
m3
m2 
m2
m2
m2
•
‚
¶
round:
Figure 9.8: Implementation of the Strong Total Order
As the coordinator waits for the acknowledgements of all processes, before issuing the delivery
messages
5
, the uniform property of the message delivery is guaranteed (see Section 9.2.3 for
the denition of the uniform multicast). For each round, the coordinator receives from each
process at least one acknowledgement per round
6
, indicating whether the process has issued
a concurrent multicast in that round or not. As a process can only send at most one strong
totally ordered multicast or an acknowledgement for each message issued to a given round, the
coordinator receives from each process either a message or an acknowledgement. Thus the order
is dened as follows: a message from round n is delivered before a message from round n + 1,
and for messages issued in the same round n, they are ordered using the rank of the sender.
In the case of a failure, the uniformity is guaranteed in the same way as in the uniform multicast,
and the delivery order on messages which are not yet ordered can be determined locally by each
process, as the set of messages to deliver is known and guaranteed by the underlying view
synchronous communication layer. For a detailed description and the proof of the algorithm,
refer to [Wilhelm 95].
9.3.6 Implementation of Hybrid Order
Incorporation of the weak and the strong totally ordered multicast is implemented in the fol-
lowing way. Assume that the sequencer of the weak and the coordinator of the strong totally
ordered multicasts are the same process. All totally ordered multicasts (strong and weak) are is-
sued into rounds, i.e. weak totally ordered multicasts are tagged by the round counter for strong
5
These delivery messages are based on the observed order and not on an order assigned by the coordinator.
6
A message is considered to be an acknowledgement for itself.
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totally ordered multicasts described in Section 9.3.5, but this counter is only incremented when
a strong totally ordered multicast is issued. Thus, for a given round there can be more than
one weak totally ordered multicast, but only one strong totally ordered multicast per process
(property of the implementation of the strong totally ordered multicast). Thus, the coordinator
orders all the weak totally ordered multicasts of one single round in the order the coordinator
receives them and before the strong totally ordered multicasts of the same round. This order is
applied to the weak and strong totally ordered multicasts of all rounds.
Each process includes the number of weak totally ordered messages it has issued in a given round
in the acknowledgement for the strong totally ordered message. Therefore, the coordinator knows
exactly how many weak totally ordered messages have been issued in a round, and it can order
the messages appropriately.
In the case of failure, the view synchronous communication layer guarantees that every correct
process has delivered the same set of messages. This set of messages includes in particular
the weak and strong totally ordered message as well as the delivery order messages from the
coordinator. For messages to whom no delivery order message is received, all remaining total
order messages are ordered in the ways described above, i.e. rst by considering round numbers
of all messages, then weak totally ordered multicasts before strong totally ordered multicasts
and weak totally ordered multicast of the same round by using multicast sequence number and
for strong totally ordered multicasts (one per round) the rank number of the sender. A detailed
description with proofs is given in [Wilhelm 95].
9.3.7 Implementation of Global Order Multicast
The global order multicast of a message m
G
is implemented by launching the view change
protocol: the outcome is usually a new view where the composition has not changed. The
delivery of the new view is replaced by the delivery of the message m
G
and thus every process,
having delivered m
G
(in view synchronous communication this corresponds to the delivery of
the new view), has delivered the same set of messages before delivering m
G
. Note that similar
to view synchronous communication, messages for the new view are buered, similarly to the
case of multicasts during the execution of the view change protocol described in Chapter 8.4.6,
until the new view is delivered.
The proof is based on the correctness of the view change protocol.
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9.4 Conclusions
This chapter has given the denition of several powerful communication primitives that provide
various ordering properties.
The weak totally ordered multicast is similar to the Isis ABCAST [Birman 90], whereas the strong
totally ordered multicast is not present in Isis. The uniform multicast is not present either in
Isis. Other platforms, e.g. Totem [Agarwal 92], provide only strong total order, whereas Phoenix
provides at the same time the strong and the weak primitive and lets the application choose the
adequate primitive.
[Hadzilacos 93] gives some similar, but more exhaustive denitions for total order primitives.
A dierent implementation of the strong totally ordered multicast of Phoenix is described in
[Anceaume 93].
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Chapter 10
Application Programming Interface
10.1 Introduction
Section 4.8 has already described one of the interfaces provided to implement Phoenix applica-
tions. Section 10.2 shows the limits of this minimal interface. On top of this minimal interface,
Phoenix proposes a more powerful, object-oriented interface. The object-oriented Phoenix pro-
gramming interface provides fault-tolerance at the object level, and simplies the programming
of complex applications, where the single process control through the callback scheme is no
longer sucient.
This extended interface is based on themember, client and sink entities introduced in Section 2.6.
The object-oriented Phoenix interface provides a class for each of these Phoenix process types,
allowing one to create instances of them. These classes and their methods are described in
Section 10.3. For a detailed description of the object-oriented interface of these Phoenix process
types, refer to [Felber 95].
10.2 Limits of the Minimal Programming Infrastructure
The application programming interface described in Chapter 4 provides a minimal, but complete
programming infrastructure for group-oriented, fault-tolerant applications. This programming
interface is based on the callback mechanism, which can be constraining when programming
more complex applications. Consider a server process S
1
receiving requests from a client C. If
the server S
1
has to send a request to yet another server S
2
in order to reply to the client C, the
limitations of this interface become obvious. The limitation of the callback mechanism is that
a callback has to terminate each time it is called. Thus, it cannot block in between, waiting for
another request (see Chapter 5).
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void message callback (msg) f
do some handling with message and generate reply
reliable send (source(msg); reply);
g
Figure 10.1: Typical Message Delivery Callback Code
The program fragment of Figure 10.1 is a typical message callback, implementing a server S
1
.
Each time a message is received, the callback is called, the corresponding reply is computed and
sent back to the client C. Imagine that, in order to compute the reply, this message callback has
to invoke another server S
2
. As the callback always has to terminate in order to receive other
requests and replies, the answer from S
2
will also be delivered through the message delivery
callback at server S
1
. Thus, server S
1
has to keep track of the requests received and of its own
requests to other servers. Upon reception of a message m, server S
1
has to determine, if m is a
new request or an answer to one of its own requests (Figure 10.2).
void message callback (msg) f
if (source (msg) == S
2
) f /* answer from S
2
*/
look for corresponding client to send back reply
reliable send (client;msg);
g
else f
do some handling with message and generate request for another server
reliable send (S
2
; newrequest);
/* cannot wait here on response, because callback has to terminate here;
save somewhere that request has been sent to S
2
*/
g
g
Figure 10.2: Server Invoking Another Server
This solution is rather complicated, thus a simpler interface, described in the next section, is
provided. The object-orientation of this interface further helps to implement fault-tolerance not
only at the process level, but also at the object level.
10.2.1 Implementation of the Concurrent Threaded Callback Mechanism
Integrated in the object-oriented Phoenix interface is a threading system, allowing greater ex-
ibility when programming applications. It is possible to have callbacks which do not have to
terminate as is the case in the minimal interface. In the object-oriented interface each message
received by the Phoenix system creates a new thread and the message is passed as a parameter
to the created thread. The code executed by the thread is the corresponding delivery callback
(e.g. the view change callback or the message delivery callback).
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Usually threads are executing concurrently within a process. This is not desired in the callback
scheme, where only one callback can be executing at one instant. The Phoenix system controls
this concurrency by serializing message delivery. A lock, global to all objects, has to be acquired
before a new message is delivered in a newly created thread. A terminating thread at the end
of the callback frees this lock. This guarantees the mutual exclusion of the delivery of the
message and a FIFO management for the acquisition of the lock guarantees that the messages
are delivered in the same order as they are received from the daemon.
As the threaded callback mechanism can at any point in its execution block or wait for the
synchronization with another thread, it has to inform the Phoenix system when this blocking
occurs in order to release the lock. For this purpose the object-oriented Phoenix interface
provides two procedures, allow concurrency and deny concurrency, global to all objects, which
control this lock
1
. Upon reception of a message the Phoenix system automatically waits until
it acquires the lock and releases it upon termination of the thread. If the application wants to
allow the delivery of other messages, e.g. just before waiting for the answer to a request (see
below), it has to explicitly call the allow concurrency procedure which frees the lock. A thread
can acquire the lock, in order to guarantee that no other message is delivered, by calling the
deny concurrency procedure; this is typically performed when the answer has been received and
should be treated.
Besides this global lock for the control of concurrent message delivery each threading package
provides dierent primitives for the synchronization of the threads. As an example consider
Figure 10.3, which is an extension of the server message callback in Figure 10.2, rewritten using
the threading feature.
The message delivery callback method corresponds to lines 6 to 20. At the reception of a
message, the concurrency lock is acquired and a new thread is created. The thread executes the
message delivery callback method. At line 7, the server object determines if the message is a
request from a client (lines 8 to 14) or an answer from another server (lines 15 to 19).
In the rst case, the server forwards the request to otherserver (line 9), releases the concurrency
lock (line 10) and blocks on the call P (answer) (line 11). At that point, the Phoenix system is
able to again acquire the lock and to deliver new messages.
In the second case the server has received the answer from otherserver and it safes the answer in
the variable reply (line 17), before unblocking the other thread by calling V (answer) (line 18).
This second thread terminates immediately, i.e. the Phoenix system releases the concurrency
lock upon termination of the thread. At this point the thread, created for the reception of the
1
The freeing of this concurrency lock does not necessarily have to be done just before a blocking operation,
but when the current thread is safe to execute concurrently with another; applications are free to exploit this to
execute callbacks concurrently.
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1
...
2
Semaphore answer (0);
3
Message reply;
4
...
5
6
void message callback (msg) f
7
Determine from where the message comes
8
if (source(msg) == client) f
9
reliable send (otherserver; othermsg);
10
allow concurrency ();
11
P (answer);
12
deny concurrency ();
13
reliable send (client; reply);
14
g
15
else f
16
/* received answer from 'otherserver' */
17
reply = msg;
18
V (answer);
19
g
20
g
Figure 10.3: Sample Code for a Not-Terminating Callback
client request, is unblocked and sends the reply back to the client (line 13). Before doing that
it may acquire the concurrency lock in order to guarantee that no other message is delivered
during the rest of the execution of the thread (not needed in the example in Figure 10.3). It is
clear that in this way this server can only manage one request at a time, but it is possible to
rewrite a message callback, which allows the management of multiple requests.
10.3 Object Oriented Programming Interface
10.3.1 Description
Besides the rather primitive and restrictive minimal interface, Phoenix provides an object-
oriented programming interface. This interface provides classes for the three Phoenix process
types: members, clients and sinks. To complete this hierarchy, a basic class team is dened for
Phoenix processes which are not even sinks. For a description of the dierent Phoenix process
types refer to Section 2.6; only the class descriptions are given here. The class hierarchy is
depicted in Figure 10.4.
In this hierarchy classes have access to the methods of all classes from which they inherit, i.e.
the member class inherit all methods from the client, sink and team class. On the other side
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Team
Sink
Client
Member
Figure 10.4: Phoenix Class Hierarchy
the client class has no access to the methods of the member class. Further, the access to the
inherited classes allows an object of the member class to be client and sink of other processes in
the system as well.
Teams
The class team is the most primitive class. The term team was chosen, besides the fact that a
team proposes the minimal interface to be able to communicate in Phoenix, as a team object is
the context where a set of threads is ensuring the execution of its methods. This set of threads is
called a team as they are collaborating in the same context, namely the object. An object of the
team class can send and receive messages, as well as receiving acknowledgements, or information
about the inability to deliver some message.
class Team f
// callable methods
void SendMsg (Dest dest, Message msg);
// methods called by Phoenix (callbacks)
void MessageDeliveryCB (Message msg);
void AcknowledgeDeliveryCB (Message msg);
void UndeliveredDeliveryCB (Message msg);
g
Figure 10.5: Class Team
Team Interface Description
SendMsg (dest, msg): this method allows a team to send the message msg to any process
dest in the system.
MessageDeliverCB (msg): this method is called each time a message is received for this
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team.
AcknowledgeDeliveryCB (msg): this method is called each time a message sent, using the
SendMsg method, is successfully delivered at its destination.
UndeliveredDeliveryCB (msg): if a message sent using the SendMsg method is not ac-
knowledged after some time, this method is called.
The team class also gives access to the underlying threading system. The threading system
is independent of the interface description and is thus not included here. The implementation
issues are described and discussed in Section 10.2.1.
The callback methods in the team class (and for all further classes below) are typical candidates
to be overwritten by the inheriting class. The methods of the inheriting class will actually deal
with the information delivered by the callbacks.
Sinks
The class sink inherits from the team class the methods for simple communication. The sink
class provides the most primitive Phoenix process type, by proposing a method to become a
sink of a group. The following class description shows the most important methods:
class Sink : public Team f
// callable methods
void SinkSubscribe (char *groupname);
void SinkUnsubscribe (char *groupname);
// methods called by Phoenix (callbacks)
// no called methods in this class
g
Figure 10.6: Class Sink
Sink Interface Description
SinkSubscribe (groupname): this method allows a sink to become sink of a group group-
name.
SinkUnsubscribe (groupname): this method allows a sink to leave the group groupname
from which it is a sink.
Clients
The class client inherits all methods from the sink class and adds its own methods. An object
can be both sink and client of a group g, or sink of a group g and client of a group g
0
. To
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become client and leave a group, the client class provides corresponding methods described in
Figure 10.7:
class Client : public Sink f
// callable methods
void ClientSubscribe (char *groupname);
void ClientUnsubscribe (char *groupname);
// methods called by Phoenix (callbacks)
void ViewChangeDeliveryCB (View view);
g
Figure 10.7: Class Client
Client Interface Description
ClientSubscribe (groupname): this method allows an object to become a client of the group
groupname.
ClientUnsubscribe (groupname): this method allows an object to leave the group group-
name of which it is a client.
ViewChangeDeliveryCB (view): as soon as the client is registered at the group, this method
is invoked each time the view of the group changes. The parameter view contains the new
membership of the group.
Members
The member class inherits all methods from both client and sink classes. A member object of
group g can be client and/or sink of other groups. However, a member object can be member of
only one group. Figure 10.8 shows the additional methods to enable an object to join, to leave
and to multicast in a group.
class Member : public Client f
// callable methods
void Join (char *groupname);
void Leave ();
void Multicast (Message msg, Order ord);
// methods called by Phoenix (callbacks)
void IntermediateViewDeliveryCB (View view);
void PutState (Message msg);
Msg * GetState ();
g
Figure 10.8: Class Member
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Member Interface Description
Join (groupname): allows an object to join the group groupname.
Leave (): allows an object to leave the group of which it is currently a member.
Multicast (msg, ord): this method allows an object to multicast a message msg with an
optional parameter of type order, specifying FIFO, uniform, weak total, strong total order
or global order.
IntermediateViewDeliveryCB (view): at the beginning and during the execution of view
change protocol, this method is invoked each time a dierent intermediate view is delivered
by the Phoenix system.
PutState (Message msg): a new process joining a group receives through this callback the
state of the group in the form of a message msg. This callback is called after the delivery
of a new view, but before the delivery of any message for this view.
Msg * GetState (): this callback is called at a current member, when state transfer to a
new member is necessary. In this case the callback is called after the delivery of a new
view but before the delivery of any messages for this view. The callback has to return a
message containing all the state information in aggregate form which will be sent to the
new member and delivered through the PutState callback.
Views are delivered through the view change delivery callback inherited from the client class.
Messages are delivered through the message delivery callback inherited from the team class.
Building a fault-tolerant system, including members, clients and sinks, is as simple as dening
new classes inheriting from the basic classes, and overriding their methods with the ones corre-
sponding to the specication of the system. Appendix C gives some examples of how to program
with this object-oriented programming interface.
10.4 Summary
The Phoenix system provides a powerful, object-oriented programming interface. The object-
orientation allows the implementation of fault-tolerance at the object level and easy denition
of new classes for enhancing and specializing the application interface. Besides the basic classes
for teams, sinks, clients and members, more sophisticated, higher level classes have been imple-
mented providing adequate support for client/service interaction.
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An underlying threading system allows more than one fault-tolerant object per process, and
independent objects may execute concurrently within the same process context. The lightweight
character of threads allows many objects, members of dierent groups, in one single process.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions and Future Work
Large scale systems are becoming important today. Although upcoming large scale networks,
such as the Internet, use basically the same protocols as simple local area networks, existing
communication libraries and platforms are often unsuitable for a use in large scale. Whereas site
and process failures are the most common type of failure in local area networks, link failures are
new types of failure in large scale systems. The availability and coherency of a service running
on such a system depend greatly on how the underlying infrastructure deals with these new
types of failure.
This thesis has described the Phoenix toolkit, which allows the building of fault-tolerant, dis-
tributed applications in large scale networks. Phoenix provides fault-tolerance not only at site
and process level, but on a large scale by considering and handling link failures. This fault-
tolerance is not limited to the detection of these link failures, but tries actively to mask them
as much as possible.
As it is not always possible to mask link failures, a large system can easily partition into smaller
subsystems. Consistency in a partitioned environment can be achieved by dening a primary
partition. In the absence of such a primary partition there are two ways to deal with the
situation: either the platform blocks or the primary partition is lost. Using existing fault-tolerant
programming platforms, Isis has taken the primary partition approach with the disadvantage
that blocking in the absence of the primary partition is permanent. Horus, or Transis, aware
of the problem with primary partitions, have taken the concurrent views approach, with the
risk of loosing the primary partition. On a large scale, where partition is not uncommon, the
probability of loosing the primary partition is considerable.
Phoenix is in between Isis and Horus, by always providing a primary partition, but blocking
is not permanent. An unstable suspicion model, which allows a falsely suspected process to be
considered alive again, and the transient character of the partitions, allows the continuation of
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the execution with high probability after the repair of a critical partition situation.
A modied consensus protocol, together with eventually reliable channels implemented by the
reliable communication layer, is the basic building block for guaranteeing view synchrony of
communication. This protocol is based on the unstable suspicion model and allows termination
as soon as a majority of processes can communicate. This provides a solid base for the main
building block of the Phoenix system.
The object-oriented programming interface of the Phoenix toolkit gives adequate support for
programming fault-tolerant applications at the object level. This interface provides further ab-
stract objects for the dierent Phoenix process types, allowing numerically scalable applications
to be built.
During the writing of this thesis a prototype has been developed, composed of the dierent
layers described in this document. This prototype has shown the validity, the usefulness and
the eectiveness of the approach.
Future Work
The Phoenix toolkit is currently in a prototype state. The algorithms and protocols are im-
plemented, but the current system is not yet ready for wider distribution. The main point
remaining is the completion of the functionality of the interface: only the main functionality has
been implemented and it has to be completed by an adequate and exhaustive error management.
The current lack of corresponding users and programmers documentation is currently lled out
by [Doudou 96].
Performance tests on the current Phoenix platform still have to be done, although in large scale
networks this is less important than consistency and reliability. The layered architecture of
the Phoenix toolkit allows the independent improvement of the performance of each layer. For
instance, the use of the IP multicast in the socket interface layer, allows the performance of
the reliable communication layer to be improved, especially when Phoenix is used in local area
networks. Using the IP multicast and a more optimistic retransmission technique (e.g. negative
acknowledgements) would allow a great improvement of communication performance.
A bottleneck in the Phoenix architecture is the daemon. In Isis, by-pass communication allows
avoidance of the indirection through a daemon, and thus improves performance, but implies
problems of scalability. In Phoenix the daemon is actually an active element needed for scala-
bility of the system, as it can represent several groups in one single unit. In case of site failures,
this would allow several view change protocol messages to be combined together and the gen-
eration of less trac. Another way to exploit this daemon would be to execute a daemon on a
stable machine, whereas applications are connecting to it from unstable machines. To resume,
the user should have the choice between the by-pass communication or the indirection through
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the daemon, depending on the communication, performance and scalability requirements of the
application considered.
Finally, thorough testing of all the functionalities of the interface and feedback from users of the
platform would make the Phoenix toolkit an attractive, but not competing, alternative when
fault-tolerance, consistent state of and suitability to large scale systems is required.
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Appendix A
Protocols
A.1 Dynamic Routing Protocol
This section gives the pseudo code of the dynamic routing protocol described in Chapter 6. Lines
1 to 11 are responsible for initializing the local data structures. Lines 13 to 28 are executed
upon reception of a table, and lines 30 to 54 are executed when timeout occurs, i.e. a round is
nished.
The pseudo code is based on the primitives introduced in Section 4.4 and Section 4.3. All
primitives are prexed by the layer which exports them: the routing primitives and the callbacks
called are prexed by the word ROUTE and the procedures called in the socket interface layer
are prexed by SOCK. The handlers installed from the reliable communication layer in the
routing layer are generically prexed by UPPER.
In the initialization phase (lines 1 to 11) rst the local routing table is initialized (lines 3 to 5).
Then, the routing layer installs its callback procedures for messages in the socket interface layer
(line 6), and sends out its routing table to all processes (lines 7 to 8). The procedure compose
attens the structures passed as parameters in order to generate a message which can be sent to
the other destinations. Finally, a timeout callback procedure is installed in the socket interface
layer (line 9), which will be called after the specied timeout  . Line 10 initializes the rst
CommSet, which allows later testing (in line 46) whether the CommSet has changed.
The procedure ROUTE message callback (lines 13 to 28), installed in the socket interface layer,
is called at each message reception. First, the procedure veries if the message has reached its
destination by extracting some header information using the procedure extract. If the message
has to be rerouted (lines 15 to 16) the routing layer calls its own send message, which will route
and send the message accordingly. If the message has reached its destination the callback has
to distinguish two cases: (1) it is a routing table or (2) a regular message. In case of a regular
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message, the routing layer delivers the message through the callback installed from the overlying
layer (line 27). Otherwise, the routing layer has received a routing table from another process
and has to inspect the routing tables received (lines 18 to 25). The procedure extract in line 18
rebuilds the data structures attened using the procedure compose. Line 19 resets the timeout
counter as the process has just received information from the process. In lines 20 to 25, every
entry in the routing received is matched against the local routing table in order to detect an
unreachability of a process (lines 21 to 23) or a shorter path through the process from which
the table was received (lines 24 to 25).
The procedure ROUTE timeout callback (lines 30 to 54), installed in the socket interface layer
with a timeout value  , is called after the specied period; one round of the routing protocol is
over. For every process the procedure increments the timeout counter (line 32). If the destination
is suspected and messages are not rerouted through another process to this destination, the
process is suspected (expressed here by setting its distance to1 in line 34). Further, all processes
which have been reachable through the newly suspected process also becomes unreachable (lines
35 to 37). Lines 38 to 42 are responsible for detecting any communication problems with
some destination without suspecting it immediately; this will be done after =2 rounds and the
protocol looks for another route before suspecting. A new route will be detected by assigning
to the current route a distance longer than any other route (line 39)
1
. Like the suspecting case
above, all destinations which are reachable from the problem destination, are also subject to the
search for another route (lines 40 to 42). Once the new routing table has been computed the
routing layer determines which processes are reachable (lines 44 to 45). If there is a change in
the reachability of one or more processes the reachability callback installed from the overlying
layer is called (line 46 to 47) with the new reachability sets. Finally, the next round of the
routing protocol is launched (lines 50 to 53); the steps are identical to the those in lines 7 to 9.
1
procedure ROUTE initialize routing()
2
/* installation of the message callback in the socket interface layer */
3
R[1::n] := h1; 2; :::; ni;
4
[1::n] := h1; :::; ni; [myindex] := 0;
5
[1::n] := h0; :::;0i; [myindex] :=  1;
6
SOCK set message callback (ROUTE message callback);
7
for i 2 P   fmyindexg do
8
SOCK send(i; compose(i;myindex; TABLE;R; ));
9
SOCK set timeout callback (ROUTE timeout callback; );
10
PrevCommSet := f8i j [i] <1g;
11
endproc
12
13
procedure ROUTE message callback(m)
14
extract(m; to; from; type);
15
if to 6= myindex then
16
ROUTE routed send(to; from; type;m);
1
Note that for the case of suspicion (line 34) the distance becomes 1, whereas for the case of looking for a
new route (line 39) the distance becomes n.
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17
elsif type = TABLE then
18
extract(m; to; from; type; r; d);
19
[from] :=  1;
20
for i 2 P   fmyindexg do
21
if d[i] = 1 then
22
if R[i] = from then
23
R[j] := j; [j] :=1;
24
else if d[i] + [from] < [i] then
25
R[i] := r[i]; [i] := d[i] + [from];
26
else
27
UPPER message callback(m);
28
endproc
29
30
procedure ROUTE timeout callback()
31
for i := 1 to n do
32
[i] := [i] + 1;
33
if [i]   and R[i] = i then
34
R[i] := i; [i] :=1;
35
for j := 1 to n do
36
if R[j] = i then
37
R[j] := j; [j] :=1;
38
else if [i]  =2 and R[i] = i then
39
R[i] := i; [i] := n;
40
for j := 1 to n do
41
if R[j] = i then
42
R[j] := j; [j] := n;
43
/* test if routing tables has changed */
44
CommSet := f8i j [i] <1g;
45
SuspSet := f8i j [i] =1g;
46
if CommSet 6= PrevCommSet then
47
UPPER reachability callback(CommSet; SuspSet);
48
PrevCommSet = CommSet;
49
/* launch next round */
50
[myindex] :=  1;
51
for i 2 P   fmyindexg do
52
SOCK send (i; compose(i;myindex; TABLE;R; ));
53
SOCK set timeout callback(ROUTE timeout callback; );
54
endproc
Figure A.1: Routing Protocol
A.2 Consensus Protocol of Chandra and Toueg
Figure A.2 gives the pseudo code for the consensus algorithm described in [Chandra 95]. It
allows one to compare it with the view synchronous communication protocol in Section A.3.
Each process p of the set P of participating processes starts with estimate value estimate
p
and
round 0 (lines 1 to 5). Then each process executes either phases 1 and 3 or phases 2 and 4,
depending whether the process is participant or coordinator. In phase 1 (lines 12 and 13), a
participant sends its estimate to the coordinator. In phase 2 (lines 15 to 21), the coordinator
waits for a majority of estimates and generates a proposition as described Section 8.4.4. In phase
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3 (lines 23 to 30) the participants receive the proposition of the coordinator or suspect it (line 25).
When a participant adopts a proposition, it sends an acknowledgement to the coordinator (lines
26 to 29); otherwise it sends a negative acknowledgement (line 30). The coordinator, in phase
4 (lines 32 to 36), collects the positive and negative acknowledgements (line 34) and broadcasts
the decision value (line 36), after having received a majority of positive acknowledgements (line
35). Lines 39 to 43 describe the action taken upon reception of the decision.
1
procedure propose(v
p
)
2
estimate
p
:= v
p
;
3
state
p
:= undecided;
4
r
p
:= 0;
5
ts
p
:= 0;
6
7
f Rotate through coordinators until decision is reached g
8
while state
p
= undecided do
9
r
p
:= r
p
+ 1;
10
c
p
:= (r
p
mod n) + 1;
11
12
Phase 1: f All processes p send estimate
p
to the coordinator g
13
send (p; r
p
; estimate
p
; ts
p
) to c
p
;
14
15
Phase 2: f The current coordinator gathers a majority of estimates g
16
if p = c
p
then
17
wait until [for d
(n+1)
2
e processes q: received (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) from q];
18
msgs
p
[r
p
] := f(q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) j p received (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) from qg;
19
t := largest ts
q
such that (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) 2 msgs
p
[r
p
];
20
estimate
p
:= select one estimate
q
such that (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; t) 2 msgs
p
[r
p
];
21
send (p; r
p
; estimate
p
) to all;
22
23
Phase 3: f All processes wait for the new estimate proposed by the current
24
coordinator or suspect coordinator g
25
wait until [received (c
p
; r
p
; estimate
c
p
) from c
p
or c
p
2 3S
p
];
26
if [received (c
p
; r
p
; estimate
c
p
) from c
p
] then
27
estimate
p
:= estimate
c
p
;
28
ts
p
:= r
p
;
29
send (p; r
p
; ack) to c
p
;
30
else send (p; r
p
; nack) to c
p
;
31
32
Phase 4: f The current coordinator waits for a majority of replies of all members g
33
if p = c
p
then
34
wait until [for d
(n+1)
2
e processes q: received (q; r
p
; ack) or received (q; r
p
; nack)];
35
if [for d
(n+1)
2
e processes q: received (q; r
p
; ack)] then
36
Rbroadcast (p; r
p
; estimate
p
; decide);
37
38
39
f When p receives a decide message, it decides g
40
when Rdeliver (q; r
q
; estimate
q
; decide)
41
if state
p
= undecided then
42
decide(estimate
q
);
43
state
p
:= decided;
Figure A.2: Consensus Protocol
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A.3 View Synchronous Communication Protocol
Figure A.3 gives the protocol executed during a view change of a group.
Before giving the pseudo code some of the major dierences between the two protocols are
explained. As in the consensus protocol, each process p in the current view
2
V
i
starts with an
estimate (line 2). The estimate consists of (1) the set V scMsgSet
p
including all messages not
stable when the protocol is launched, and (2) CommSet
p
giving a current view of the processes
reachable from p. The protocol has the same phases as the original protocol. In phase 1 (lines
12 and 13) the participant sends its estimate (the two sets) to the coordinator. In phase 2 the
dierences are important: in contrast to the original protocol, the coordinator waits not only
for majority of estimates, but also for the suspicions of all processes in view V
i
from which the
coordinator has not yet received an estimate (line 18 to 20). Once the condition is satised, the
coordinator distinguishes the case where it can build a new proposition (lines 22 to 27) from the
case where there already exists a proposition (lines 29 to 30); for a detailed description refer to
Section 8.4.5. In both cases, a proposition is sent to the participants (line 31). Phase 3 as well
as phase 4 of both protocols are identical. A last dierence is the way a decision is taken (lines
49 to 57). A process receiving a decision (line 50), checks if it is still part of the decided, new
view (line 54). If it is excluded (line 55) it has to act accordingly, for instance join the group
again. Otherwise the new view is saved and delivered (line 57).
1
procedure propose(v
p
)
2
estimate
p
:= fCommSet
p
; V scMsgSet
p
g;
3
state
p
:= undecided;
4
r
p
:= 0;
5
ts
p
:= 0;
6
7
f Rotate through coordinators until decision is reached g
8
while state
p
= undecided do
9
r
p
:= r
p
+ 1;
10
c
p
:= (r
p
mod n) + 1;
11
12
Phase 1: f All processes p 2 V
i
send estimate
p
to the coordinator g
13
send (p; r
p
; estimate
p
; ts
p
) to c
p
;
14
15
Phase 2: f The current coordinator gathers a majority of estimates
16
and a minority of failure suspicions in view V
i
g
17
if p = c
p
then
18
wait until [for at least d
(n+1)
2
e processes q:
19
received (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) from q or q 2 3S
p
(,)];
20
f will never reach this point if not received at least a majority of estimates g
21
msgs
p
[r
p
] := f(q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) j p received (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) from qg;
22
if ts
p
= 0 then
23
f There has not yet been a successful round with a proposition;
24
generate a proposition g
2
The current view is the decided CommSet
p
of the previous execution of the protocol.
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25
estimate
p
:CommSet := V
i
  fq j q 2 3S
p
(,)g; f V
i
is the current view g
26
estimate
p
:V scMsgSet :=
S
q
(estimate
q
:V scMsgSet) j
27
(q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) 2 msgs
p
[r
p
];
28
else
29
t := largest ts
q
such that (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; ts
q
) 2 msgs
p
[r
p
];
30
estimate
p
:= select one estimate
q
of (q; r
p
; estimate
q
; t) 2 msgs
p
[r
p
];
31
send (p; r
p
; estimate
p
) to all;
32
33
Phase 3: f All processes wait for the new estimate
34
proposed by the current coordinator g
35
wait until [received (c
p
; r
p
; estimate
c
p
) from c
p
or c
p
2 3S
p
(,)];
36
if [received (c
p
; r
p
; estimate
c
p
) from c
p
] then
37
estimate
p
:= estimate
c
p
;
38
ts
p
:= r
p
;
39
send (p; r
p
; ack) to c
p
;
40
else send (p; r
p
; nack) to c
p
;
41
42
Phase 4: f The current coordinator waits for a majority of replies of all processes of V
i
g
43
if p = c
p
then
44
wait until [for d
(n+1)
2
e processes q: received (q; r
p
; ack) or received (q; r
p
; nack)];
45
if [for d
(n+1)
2
e processes q: received (q; r
p
; ack)] then
46
Rbroadcast (p; r
p
; estimate
p
; decide);
47
48
49
f When p receives a decide message, it decides g
50
when Rdeliver (q; r
q
; estimate
q
; decide)
51
if state
p
= undecided then
52
decide(estimate
q
);
53
state
p
:= decided;
54
if p =2 estimate
q
:CommSet then
55
f was excluded, join the group again g
56
else
57
newview := estimate
q
:CommSet;
Figure A.3: View Change Protocol
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The Phoenix Name Service
B.1 Introduction
In several chapters of this thesis, a name server has been mentioned, but never presented. This
section gives the description of the name server.
A name server allows the mapping of group names to a set of sites on which members of the
group are present. Group names have to be system wide unique identiers. Further, the name
server allows the information to be modied when the composition of the group changes, when
a new group is created, or when a group has ceased to exist.
One particular problem of a name service is the creation of a group. Suppose some group g does
not yet exist, and two processes p and q want to create it at the same time. This problem is
solved using a lookup-and-register operation in the name server, which looks up the composition
of the group and if the group does not exist it is created and the requesting process becomes
the rst member of the group. Finally, the name server returns the looked up composition to
the requesting process. The name server is updated by the group members, each time the view
changes.
B.2 Implementation
B.2.1 Light Weight Name Server
The Phoenix name server is at the moment based on the light weight name server described
in [Lugeon 94]. The major lack of this name server is the absence of fault-tolerance (the name
server is not replicated).
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B.2.2 A Fault-Tolerant Name Server
One way to render the name service for Phoenix fault-tolerant is to write it as a Phoenix
application. However, this leads to a boot-strapping problem. An exhaustive description of the
solution to this problem is out of the scope of this thesis.
The simple solution consists of designating a static group whose members and their localization
are known by all applications requiring access to the name server.
B.2.3 Accessing the Name Server
The methods Join and ViewChangeDeliveryCB of a member, or the methods SinkSubscribe or
ClientSubscribe interact with the name server group either to register or to obtain the desired
information about a group. The ViewChangeDeliveryCB method of a member updates the
information of the name service (new membership for a group). The name server group can be
seen as an implicit sink of all existing groups.
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Examples of Phoenix Applications
C.1 Small Phoenix Application
The following section of code shows a very small Phoenix application. The application creates
an object of class CSmallProcess which joins a group given as a parameter on the command line.
Then the object multicasts a message to the group and waits for a user input. The user input
determines either to multicast another message, or to leave the group.
A class CSmallProcess inheriting of the class PHX Member is dened (lines 11 to 29). Besides
the constructor and the destructor, the following methods are overridden: ViewChange, Body,
and Receive.
The constructor (lines 42 to 46) does nothing else than print a message, conrming that the
object has been created.
The ViewChange method (lines 48 to 53) receives as parameter a group object. This group object
has a Dump method allowing the group members to be listed.
The Body method (lines 55 to 88) is executed as soon as the object is instantiated. The rst
action for the object to do is to join the desired group (line 61); the group name is dened as a
command line argument and passed to the object through the global variable gname at line 36.
Then, the object allows Phoenix to deliver new messages (line 67) and enters a loop where it
multicasts a message to the joined group with the total order primitive (line 73). At this point
the user can enter either any character except 'q' to continue the multicasts, or the character 'q'
to leave the loop. Once the loop has been left, exclusive execution is requested at line 80 and
the group is left. Finally, the call to PHOENIX::ExitMainLoop (line 87) terminates the main
loop launched at line 113.
The Receive method (lines 90 to 94) prints a message on the standard output each time a message
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is received.
The main procedure (lines 96 to 121) receives the group name to join as a parameter and
stores this name in the global variable gname (see above). Then the Phoenix library is ini-
tialized (line 107), the main procedure creates an object of class CSmallProcess (line 110)
and executes the main loop (line 113) which can be terminated with a call to the procedure
PHOENIX::ExitMainLoop (see above). Once the main loop has been left the created object is
destroyed and the Phoenix library is advised to terminate.
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small.cc
1
#include \phoenix.h"
2
#include \debug.h"
3
4
////////////////////////////////////////
5
// Type denitions
6
////////////////////////////////////////
7
8
// Smallest Phoenix process sending and receiving
9
// multicasts and view changes having an active body
10
11
class CSmallProcess : public PHX Member f
12
13
public:
14
// Constructor & Destructor
15
CSmallProcess ();
16
~CSmallProcess () fg
17
18
protected:
19
// Event handling
20
// Called upon viewchange
21
void ViewChange (PHX Group& grp); // Override
22
// Thread associated with the object (active object)
23
void Body (); // Override
24
25
private:
26
// Receive a request from a client
27
void Receive (PHX Msg& msg, PHX Id& srcid,
28
ULONG msgid);
29
g ;
30
31
////////////////////////////////////////
32
// Local Scope Variables
33
////////////////////////////////////////
34
35
// Name of the joined group
36
char gName;
37
38
////////////////////////////////////////
39
// Class Methods
40
////////////////////////////////////////
41
42
CSmallProcess::CSmallProcess () :
43
PHX Member (ACTIVE)
44
f
45
printf (\Process launchednn");
46
g
47
48
void CSmallProcess::ViewChange (PHX Group& grp)
49
f
50
printf (\nnnnReceived ViewChange:nn");
51
// Dump the new group composition to the screen
52
grp.Dump (stdout);
53
g
54
55
void CSmallProcess::Body ()
56
f
57
PHX Msg  mcastmsg;
58
59
// Join the specied group
60
printf (\Joining groupnn");
61
this >Join (gName);
62
63
// Since performing a blocking operation (reading a
64
// character from the keyboard), detach thread
65
// from the Phoenix scheduling. That way thread
66
// does not block other operations.
67
PHOENIX::AllowConcurrency ();
68
char c;
69
do f
70
// multicast a message
71
mcastmsg = new PHX Msg (14);
72
mcastmsg >Put (\Hello, World!", 14);
73
Mcast (mcastmsg, 0, TOTALORDER);
74
75
printf (\nn(Q)uitnn");
76
cin>> c;
77
g while (toupper (c) != 'Q');
78
// Before calling a Phoenix function
79
// reenter the Phoenix scheduling
80
PHOENIX::DenyConcurrency ();
81
82
// Leave the previously joined group
83
printf (\Leaving groupnn");
84
this >Leave ();
85
86
// Exit Phoenix main loop
87
PHOENIX::ExitMainLoop ();
88
g
89
90
void CSmallProcess::Receive (PHX Msg& msg,
91
PHX Id& srcid, ULONG msgid)
92
f
93
printf (\Received a messagenn");
94
g
95
96
int main (int argc, char argv)
97
f
98
if (argc != 2) f
99
printf (\Usage: %s groupnamenn", argv[0]);
100
exit (1);
101
g
102
103
// Store the group name
104
gName = argv[1];
105
106
// Initialize Phoenix
107
PHOENIX::Init ();
108
109
// Create an \small process" object
110
CSmallProcess process = new CSmallProcess;
111
112
// Call Phoenix main loop
113
PHOENIX::MainLoop ();
114
115
delete process;
116
// Leave Phoenix cleanly
117
PHOENIX::Exit ();
118
119
printf (\End of programnn");
120
return (0);
121
g
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C.2 Mini News System
This section shows the implementation of a fault-tolerant mini news system using the Phoenix
toolkit. The system allows articles to be posted to a fault-tolerant server and allows one to have
sinks getting these articles. There are the three distinct applications:
news base: the news base service application implements the fault-tolerant service. A
news client (described below) can post articles which are sequentially numbered by the
news base service application. Further a news client can request an article with a given
number. In order to be fault-tolerant, there is more than one news base server in the same
group. All new articles are multicast to the group of the news base servers.
news client: the news client application allows a user to post articles to the news base
service. For this purpose it is sucient to send the article to one member of the group,
which will then multicast the article to the group. As the news client application becomes
client of the news base service, it is informed about view changes in the news base service
and consequently has access as always to at least one of the current members of the service.
A news client can also request articles from the news base service by indicating the number
of the desired article.
news sink: the news sink is an application which becomes a sink of the news base service.
Each time the news base is updated the whole article base is sent to all the news sinks. In
this way lost updates and new sinks are all updated in the same way.
In the following subsections the reader will nd a short description of the implementation and the
complete code for the news client, news base and news sink applications. All these applications
take as a parameter the name of the group which is considered (news client becomes a client,
news base a member, and news sink a sink of the group). In order to keep the code section as
simple as possible, only a minimum of error checking is done.
C.2.1 News Client
The news client application denes a CPoster class (lines 12 to 37) inheriting from the Phoenix
PHX Client class. An object of the CPoster class subscribes to the group of news servers as
a Phoenix client. Besides the constructor and the destructor, this class overrides the methods
ViewChange, Receive and Body.
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The ViewChange method (lines 50 to 60) is called each time the group membership changes (see
Section 2.6). The method keeps track of the group (line 53) and determines one member (line
59) to whom requests will be sent.
The Receive method (lines 62 to 69) prints the messages received from the news base.
The Body method (lines 71 to 160) rst subscribes to the specied group as a client (lines 73
to 87), and then asks the user if he wants (1) to post a new article to the base (lines 102 to
125) or (2) to get an article from the base (lines 126 to 151). In both cases, the corresponding
parameters are asked of the user, and the request is sent to one member of news base (line 121
or line 146). If the user decides to quit the program, lines 152 to 159 are executed: the object
leaves the group and exits the Phoenix main loop.
The main procedure (lines 162 to 186), is similar to the example in Section C.1, i.e. Phoenix
is initialized, an object created and the Phoenix main loop launched. When this main loop is
terminated the object is destroyed and the application terminates.
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newsclient.cc
1
#include \phoenix.h"
2
#include \debug.h"
3
4
#include <ctype.h>
5
6
#dene MAXARTICLELEN 1000
7
8
////////////////////////////////////////
9
// Type denitions
10
////////////////////////////////////////
11
12
// A class for representing a post and read application
13
// (from where you can post and read articles)
14
15
class CPoster : public PHX Client f
16
17
public:
18
// Constructor & Destructor
19
CPoster () : PHX Client (ACTIVE) fg
20
~CPoster () fg
21
22
protected:
23
// Event handling
24
// Called upon viewchange
25
void ViewChange (PHX Group& grp); // Override
26
// Called when message received
27
void Receive (PHX Msg& msg, PHX Id& srcid,
28
ULONG msgid);
29
// Thread associated with the object (active object)
30
void Body (); // Override
31
32
private:
33
// current state of the group of article databases
34
PHX Group fGroup;
35
// one member to send requests to
36
PHX Id fOneMember;
37
g ;
38
39
////////////////////////////////////////
40
// Local Scope Variables
41
////////////////////////////////////////
42
43
// Name of the group of article databases
44
char gName;
45
46
////////////////////////////////////////
47
// Class Methods
48
////////////////////////////////////////
49
50
void CPoster::ViewChange (PHX Group& grp)
51
f
52
list<PHX Id>& members = fGroup.Members ();
53
fGroup = grp;
54
printf (\nnReceived ViewChange:nn");
55
// Dump the new group composition to the screen
56
grp.Dump (stdout);
57
// Choose one member to send requests to
58
list<PHX Id>::const iterator i = members.begin ();
59
fOneMember = (i);
60
g
61
62
void CPoster::Receive (PHX Msg& msg,
63
PHX Id& srcid, ULONG msgid)
64
f
65
char reply[MAXARTICLELEN];
66
67
msg.Get (reply, MAXARTICLELEN);
68
printf (\%snn", reply);
69
g
70
71
void CPoster::Body ()
72
f
73
// Prepare own ID for sends
74
int phxsize = this >Id ().XdrSize ();
75
char myphxid = (char ) malloc (phxsize);
76
this >Id ().XdrWrite (myphxid);
77
78
// Subscribe the specied group as a client
79
printf (\Subscribing groupnn");
80
this >ClientSubscribe (gName);
81
82
// Since performing a blocking operation (reading a
83
// character from the keyboard), detach thread
84
// from the Phoenix scheduling. That way thread
85
// does not block other operations.
86
PHOENIX::AllowConcurrency ();
87
printf (\nn(P)ostnn(R)eadnn(H)elpnn(Q)uitnnnn");
88
89
while (1) f
90
char command[50], c;
91
cin.getline (command,50);
92
93
c = command[0];
94
c = toupper (c);
95
96
if (c == 'Q')
97
break;
98
99
if (c == 'H')
100
printf (\nn(P)ostnn(R)eadnn(H)elpnn(Q)uitnnnn");
101
102
if (c == 'P') f
103
char text[MAXARTICLELEN];
104
int request = 0; // post an article
105
int length;
106
107
printf (\Article text (end with ';') : nn");
108
cin.getline (text, MAXARTICLELEN, ';');
109
110
length = strlen (text);
111
PHX Msg msg (2  sizeof (int) +
112
this >Id ().XdrSize () + length);
113
msg.Put (&request, sizeof (int));
114
msg.Put (myphxid, phxsize);
115
msg.Put (&length, sizeof (int));
116
msg.Put (text, length);
117
118
// Before calling a Phoenix function,
119
// reenter the Phoenix scheduling...
120
PHOENIX::DenyConcurrency ();
121
this >Send (fOneMember, msg);
122
123
// ...and exit it once more
124
PHOENIX::AllowConcurrency ();
125
g
126
if (c == 'R') f
127
int request = 1; // read an article
128
int nb;
129
130
printf (\Article number: ");
131
132
char command[50], c;
133
cin.getline (command,50);
134
135
nb = atoi (command);
136
137
PHX Msg msg (2  sizeof (int) +
138
this >Id ().XdrSize ());
139
msg.Put (&request, sizeof (int));
140
msg.Put (myphxid, phxsize);
141
msg.Put (&nb, sizeof (int));
142
143
// Before calling a Phoenix function,
144
// reenter the Phoenix scheduling...
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145
PHOENIX::DenyConcurrency ();
146
this >Send (fOneMember, msg);
147
148
// ...and exit it once more
149
PHOENIX::AllowConcurrency ();
150
g
151
g
152
PHOENIX::DenyConcurrency ();
153
154
// Leave the previously subscribed group
155
printf (\Unsubscribing groupnn");
156
this >ClientUnsubscribe (gName);
157
158
// Exit Phoenix main loop
159
PHOENIX::ExitMainLoop ();
160
g
161
162
int main (int argc, char argv)
163
f
164
if (argc != 2) f
165
printf (\Usage: %s groupnamenn", argv[0]);
166
exit (1);
167
g
168
169
// Store the group name
170
gName = argv[1];
171
172
// Initialize Phoenix
173
PHOENIX::Init ();
174
175
// Create a poster object
176
CPoster poster = new CPoster;
177
178
// Call Phoenix main loop
179
PHOENIX::MainLoop ();
180
181
delete poster;
182
// Leave Phoenix cleanly
183
PHOENIX::Exit ();
184
185
return (0);
186
g
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C.2.2 News Base
The news base application denes a class CArticle (lines 16 to 54) whose methods allow the
contents of an article to be read and two article numbers to be compared (this will be used
by the CArticleDB class, which manages articles in a list). Each instance of the CArticle class
contains one article. The class CArticleDB (DB for database) is the manager of the article
base, and thus inherits from the Phoenix PHX Member class (lines 58 to 96). In addition to the
previous examples, the CArticleDB class overrides the methods PutState and GetState (lines 70
and 71); these methods allow transfer of the article data base from the current member to a
new member (see below). Further, Read and Write methods are introduced for reading existing
and writing new articles (lines 81 and 83). The SendReply method (line 88) is used to send an
answer back to a news client. The method SendStateToSinks (line 91) is responsible for sending
the article data base to the sinks each time the data base changes.
The ViewChange method (lines 115 to 120) prints the current composition of the group on the
standard output.
The Body method (lines 122 to 148) is only for joining the group and for waiting for a user input
to leave the group.
The SendReply method (lines 150 to 157) is used to send back a message (either an acknowl-
edgement for a write request, or the article contents for a read request) to a news client.
The Write method (lines 159 to 190) is invoked at each member as new articles are multicast
to the group). It adds a new article to the article data base (lines 159 to 182), sends back a
reply to the news client using the SendReply method (line 183). If the member is the rst in the
group (line 185), it invokes the SendStateToSinks method described below.
The Read method (lines 192 to 224) is similar to the Write method, but there is no update
information to send to the sinks.
The Receive method (lines 226 to 254) is invoked at the reception of a message and dispatches the
call to the corresponding methods. As new articles are rst multicast to the group before they
are added to the data base, the Receive method has to distinguish between requests received from
a news client (lines 236 to 246) and the reception of the multicast. A write request from a news
client is multicast to the group (lines 236 to 242)
1
and a read request is handled immediately
(line 245). As the news client issues the request to only one member of the group, there is at
most once reply. Upon reception of the multicast corresponding to a write request, the Write
method is invoked.
1
Remember that a member receives itself the multicast that it has issued.
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The methods GetState (lines 258 to 284) and PutState (lines 286 to 309) are responsible for
putting the whole article data base in one message, or for extracting the whole data base from
a message and build the data base.
The SendStateToSinks method (lines 311 to 317) invokes the GetState method and sends the
generated message to all sinks using the SendToSinks method provided by the PHX Member
class.
The Dump method (lines 319 to 326) is used only for debugging purposes.
The main procedure is similar to all the former main procedures.
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newsbase.cc
1
#include <string.h>
2
3
#include \phoenix.h"
4
#include \debug.h"
5
6
#include <ctype.h>
7
8
#dene MAXARTICLELEN 1000
9
10
////////////////////////////////////////
11
// Type denitions
12
////////////////////////////////////////
13
14
// A simple class for representing the news database
15
16
class CArticle f
17
18
public:
19
// Constructor & Destructor
20
CArticle ()
21
f fNb = 0; g
22
CArticle (int nb)
23
f fNb = nb; g
24
CArticle (int nb, char text);
25
26
// Operators
27
// Compare 2 articles for equality
28
bool operator ==(const CArticle & a) const
29
f return (fNb == a.fNb); g
30
31
// Access
32
// Read contents of an article
33
char  Read () const f return (fText); g
34
// Return the article number
35
int Nb () const f return (fNb); g
36
// Return the length of an article
37
int Length () const f return (fLength); g
38
39
private:
40
// Article number
41
int fNb;
42
// Article length
43
int fLength;
44
// Article contents
45
char fText;
46
g ;
47
48
CArticle::CArticle (int nb, char text)
49
f
50
fNb = nb;
51
fLength = strlen (text);
52
fText = (char ) malloc (fLength);
53
strcpy (fText, text);
54
g
55
56
// A class for representing a database of articles
57
58
class CArticleDB : public PHX Member f
59
60
public:
61
// Constructor & Destructor
62
CArticleDB ();
63
~CArticleDB () fg
64
65
protected:
66
// Event handling
67
// Called upon viewchange
68
void ViewChange (PHX Group& grp); // Override
69
// Called upon state transfer
70
PHX Msg  GetState (); // Override
71
void PutState (PHX Msg& state); // Override
72
73
// Thread associated with the object (active object)
74
void Body (); // Override
75
76
// Dump the internal state of the objects (i.e. all articles)
77
void Dump (FILE f);
78
79
private:
80
// Write an article in the database
81
void Write (PHX Msg& msg);
82
// Read an article in the database
83
void Read (PHX Msg& msg);
84
// Receive a request from a client
85
void Receive (PHX Msg& msg, PHX Id& srcid,
86
ULONG msgid);
87
// Send a reply to a requester
88
void SendReply (PHX Id& srcid, char msg);
89
// Send the internal state (i.e. all articles)
90
// to the sink members
91
void SendStateToSinks ();
92
93
// List of all articles
94
list<CArticle> fArticles;
95
int fLastNumber;
96
g ;
97
98
////////////////////////////////////////
99
// Local Scope Variables
100
////////////////////////////////////////
101
102
char gName;
103
// Name of the group of article databases
104
105
////////////////////////////////////////
106
// Class Methods
107
////////////////////////////////////////
108
109
CArticleDB::CArticleDB () : PHX Member (ACTIVE)
110
f
111
printf (\Creating databasenn");
112
fLastNumber = 0;
113
g
114
115
void CArticleDB::ViewChange (PHX Group& grp)
116
f
117
printf (\nnReceived ViewChange:nn");
118
// Dump the new group composition to the screen
119
grp.Dump (stdout);
120
g
121
122
void CArticleDB::Body ()
123
f
124
// Subscribe to the specied group
125
printf (\Joining groupnn");
126
this >Join (gName);
127
128
// Since performing a blocking operation (reading a
129
// character from the keyboard), detach thread
130
// from the Phoenix scheduling. That way thread
131
// does not block other operations.
132
PHOENIX::AllowConcurrency ();
133
char c;
134
do f
135
printf (\nn(Q)uitnn");
136
cin>> c;
137
g while (toupper (c) != 'Q');
138
// Before calling a Phoenix function
139
// reenter the Phoenix scheduling
140
PHOENIX::DenyConcurrency ();
141
142
// Leave the previously joined group
143
printf (\Leaving groupnn");
144
this >Leave ();
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145
146
// Exit Phoenix main loop
147
PHOENIX::ExitMainLoop ();
148
g
149
150
void CArticleDB::SendReply (PHX Id& srcid, char msg)
151
f
152
// Put string in a Phoenix message and send reply
153
int len = strlen (msg) + 1;
154
PHX Msg rply (len);
155
rply.Put (msg, len);
156
this >Send (srcid, rply);
157
g
158
159
void CArticleDB::Write (PHX Msg& msg)
160
f
161
int length;
162
char articletext[MAXARTICLELEN];
163
PHX Id srcid;
164
int phxsize = srcid.XdrSize ();
165
char placeholder = (char ) malloc (phxsize);
166
167
// Read in the source of the request
168
msg.Get (placeholder, phxsize);
169
srcid.XdrRead (placeholder);
170
// Read in the article length
171
msg.Get (&length, sizeof (int));
172
// Read in the article text
173
msg.Get (articletext, length);
174
articletext[length] = 0;
175
++fLastNumber;
176
177
printf (\Write article %d (%d bytes)nn",
178
fLastNumber, length);
179
180
// Create the new article in the database
181
CArticle a (fLastNumber, articletext);
182
fArticles.push back (a);
183
this >SendReply (srcid, \Article accepted");
184
185
if (this >FirstInGroup ()) f
186
// The rst member of the group sends
187
// the new state to the sinks
188
SendStateToSinks ();
189
g
190
g
191
192
void CArticleDB::Read (PHX Msg& msg)
193
f
194
int nb;
195
char articletext[MAXARTICLELEN];
196
char res;
197
PHX Id srcid;
198
int phxsize = srcid.XdrSize ();
199
char placeholder = (char ) malloc (phxsize);
200
201
// Read in the source of the request
202
msg.Get (placeholder, phxsize);
203
srcid.XdrRead (placeholder);
204
// Read the article number from the incoming message
205
msg.Get (&nb, sizeof (int));
206
207
printf (\Read article %dnn", nb);
208
209
// Look for the article in the database
210
list<CArticle>::iterator i = fArticles.begin ();
211
for ( ; i != fArticles.end (); ++i) f
212
if ((i).Nb () == nb) f
213
res = (i).Read (); // Get contents of article
214
// Send article back to the requester
215
this >SendReply (srcid, res);
216
break;
217
g
218
g
219
if (i == fArticles.end ()) f
220
// Send a not found reply to the requester
221
printf (\Article %d not found!", nb);
222
this >SendReply (srcid, \Article not found");
223
g
224
g
225
226
void CArticleDB::Receive (PHX Msg& msg,
227
PHX Id& srcid, ULONG msgid)
228
f
229
int id;
230
int writerequest = 2;
231
PHX Msg mcastmsg;
232
233
printf (\Received a requestnn");
234
msg.Get (&id, sizeof (int));
235
switch (id) f
236
case 0: // It is a write request
237
mcastmsg = new PHX Msg (msg.Length ());
238
mcastmsg >Put (&writerequest, sizeof (int));
239
mcastmsg >Put (msg.Data (),
240
msg.Length ()   sizeof (int));
241
// Multicast rst the message before managing
242
Mcast (mcastmsg, 0, TOTALORDER);
243
break;
244
case 1: // It is a read request
245
Read (msg);
246
break;
247
case 2: // The multicast is received and dispatched
248
Write (msg);
249
break;
250
default:
251
printf (\Unknown message type receivednn");
252
break;
253
g
254
g
255
256
257
258
PHX Msg  CArticleDB::GetState ()
259
f
260
// Put the state of all articles in a Phoenix message
261
int size = 0;
262
char text;
263
264
for (list<CArticle>::const iterator i = fArticles.begin ();
265
i != fArticles.end (); ++i) f
266
size = size + 2  sizeof (int) + (i).Length ();
267
g
268
size = size + 2  sizeof (int);
269
270
PHX Msg msg = new PHX Msg (size);
271
msg >Put (&fLastNumber, sizeof (int));
272
int len = fArticles.size ();
273
msg >Put (&len, sizeof (int));
274
for (list<CArticle>::const iterator i = fArticles.begin ();
275
i != fArticles.end (); ++i) f
276
int nb = (i).Nb ();
277
int len = (i).Length ();
278
char text = (i).Read ();
279
msg >Put (&nb, sizeof (int));
280
msg >Put (&len, sizeof (int));
281
msg >Put (text, strlen (text));
282
g
283
return (msg);
284
g
285
286
void CArticleDB::PutState (PHX Msg& state)
287
f
288
// If joining back a group, ensure
289
// that article list is empty
290
fArticles.erase (fArticles.begin (), fArticles.end ());
291
292
// Get the state of all articles from the message
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293
state.Get (&fLastNumber, sizeof (int));
294
int len;
295
state.Get (&len, sizeof (int));
296
for (int i = 0; i < len; i++) f
297
int nb;
298
int len;
299
char text[MAXARTICLELEN];
300
state.Get (&nb, sizeof (int));
301
state.Get (&len, sizeof (int));
302
state.Get (&text, len);
303
text[len] = 0;
304
CArticle a (nb, text);
305
fArticles.push back (a);
306
g
307
printf (\Received new state:nn");
308
this >Dump (stdout);
309
g
310
311
void CArticleDB::SendStateToSinks ()
312
f
313
// Send internal state (i.e. all articles) to sink members
314
PHX Msg msg = this >GetState ();
315
this >SendToSinks (msg);
316
delete msg;
317
g
318
319
void CArticleDB::Dump (FILE f)
320
f
321
// Dump the internal state of the objects (i.e. all articles)
322
for (list<CArticle>::const iterator i = fArticles.begin ();
323
i != fArticles.end (); ++i)
324
fprintf (f, \Article %4d:nn%snn",
325
(i).Nb (), (i).Read ());
326
g
327
328
int main (int argc, char argv)
329
f
330
if (argc != 2) f
331
printf (\Usage: %s groupnamenn", argv[0]);
332
exit (1);
333
g
334
335
// Store the group name
336
gName = argv[1];
337
338
// Initialize Phoenix
339
PHOENIX::Init ();
340
341
// Create an article database object
342
CArticleDB articles = new CArticleDB;
343
344
// Call Phoenix main loop
345
PHOENIX::MainLoop ();
346
347
delete articles;
348
// Leave Phoenix cleanly
349
PHOENIX::Exit ();
350
351
printf (\End of programnn");
352
return (0);
353
g
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C.2.3 News Sink
The news sink application denes (besides the CArticle class already introduced in news base
application) a class CNewsSink (lines 56 to 78) inheriting from the Phoenix PHX Sink class. An
object of this class subscribes to the group built by the objects of the news base application.
The Receive method (lines 91 to 117) is called each time information is received from one of the
group members. As seen in the previous subsection, one of the group members is responsible
for sending the whole article data base to the sinks. The information contained in this message
is extracted and dumped to the standard output (line 116) using the Dump method (lines 151
to 158).
In the Body method (lines 123 to 149), the object subscribes to the specied group (line 127),
and enters a loop (lines 135 to 138). The loop stops upon user request, leading the object to
unsubscribe from the group.
The main procedure is almost identical to the main procedure of the former examples.
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newssink.cc
1
#include \phoenix.h"
2
#include \debug.h"
3
4
#include <ctype.h>
5
6
#dene MAXARTICLELEN 1000
7
8
////////////////////////////////////////
9
// Type denitions
10
////////////////////////////////////////
11
12
// A simple class for representing an article
13
14
class CArticle f
15
16
public:
17
// Constructor & Destructor
18
CArticle ()
19
f fNb = 0; g
20
CArticle (int nb)
21
f fNb = nb; g
22
CArticle (int nb, char text);
23
24
// Operators
25
// Compare 2 articles for equality
26
bool operator ==(const CArticle & a) const
27
f return (fNb == a.fNb); g
28
29
// Access
30
// Read contents of an article
31
char  Read () const f return (fText); g
32
// Return the article number
33
int Nb () const f return (fNb); g
34
// Return the length of an article
35
int Length () const f return (fLength); g
36
37
private:
38
// Article number
39
int fNb;
40
// Article length
41
int fLength;
42
// Article contents
43
char fText;
44
g ;
45
46
CArticle::CArticle (int nb, char text)
47
f
48
fNb = nb;
49
fLength = strlen (text);
50
fText = (char ) malloc (fLength);
51
strcpy (fText, text);
52
g
53
54
// A class for consulting articles
55
56
class CNewsSink : public PHX Sink f
57
58
public:
59
// Constructor & Destructor
60
CNewsSink () : PHX Sink (ACTIVE) fg
61
~CNewsSink () fg
62
63
protected:
64
// Event handling
65
// Called upon message reception.
66
void Receive (PHX Msg& msg, PHX Id& srcid,
67
ULONG msgid); // Override
68
69
// Thread associated with object (object is ACTIVE).
70
void Body (); // Override
71
72
// Dump internal state of objects (i.e. all articles).
73
void Dump (FILE f);
74
75
private:
76
// List of all article.
77
list<CArticle> fArticles;
78
g ;
79
80
////////////////////////////////////
81
// Local Scope Variables
82
////////////////////////////////////
83
84
// Name of group of articles databases.
85
char gName;
86
87
////////////////////////////////////
88
// Class Methods
89
////////////////////////////////////
90
91
void CNewsSink::Receive (PHX Msg& msg, PHX Id& srcid,
92
ULONG msgid)
93
f
94
int dummy;
95
96
// Since receiving state of all articles,
97
// it is necessary to free previous state.
98
fArticles.erase (fArticles.begin (), fArticles.end ());
99
100
// Get state of all articles from the message
101
msg.Get (&dummy, sizeof (int));
102
int len;
103
msg.Get (&len, sizeof (int));
104
for (int i = 0; i < len; i++) f
105
int nb;
106
int len;
107
char text[MAXARTICLELEN];
108
msg.Get (&nb, sizeof (int));
109
msg.Get (&len, sizeof (int));
110
msg.Get (&text, len);
111
text[len] = 0;
112
CArticle a (nb, text);
113
fArticles.push back (a);
114
g
115
printf (\Received new sink information:nn");
116
this >Dump (stdout);
117
g
118
119
////////////////////////////////////////
120
// Class Methods
121
////////////////////////////////////////
122
123
void CNewsSink::Body ()
124
f
125
// Subscribe the specied group as a sink.
126
printf (\Subscribe groupnn");
127
this >SinkSubscribe (gName);
128
129
// Since performing a blocking operation (reading a
130
// character from the keyboard), detach thread
131
// from the Phoenix scheduling. That way thread
132
// does not block other operations.
133
PHOENIX::AllowConcurrency ();
134
char c;
135
do f
136
printf (\nn(Q)uitnn");
137
cin>> c;
138
g while (toupper (c) != 'Q');
139
// Before calling a Phoenix functiond
140
// reenter the Phoenix scheduling.
141
PHOENIX::DenyConcurrency ();
142
143
// Leave the previously subscribed group.
144
printf (\Unsubscribe groupnn");
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145
this >SinkUnsubscribe (gName);
146
147
// Exit Phoenix main loop.
148
PHOENIX::ExitMainLoop ();
149
g
150
151
void CNewsSink::Dump (FILE f)
152
f
153
// Dump internal state of the objects (i.e. all articles).
154
for (list<CArticle>::const iterator i = fArticles.begin ();
155
i != fArticles.end (); ++i)
156
fprintf (f, \Article %4d:nn%snn",
157
(i).Nb (), (i).Read ());
158
g
159
160
int main (int argc, char argv)
161
f
162
if (argc != 2) f
163
printf (\Usage: %s groupnamenn", argv[0]);
164
exit (1);
165
g
166
167
// Store the group name.
168
gName = argv[1];
169
170
// Initialize Phoenix.
171
PHOENIX::Init ();
172
173
// Create a CNewsSink object.
174
CNewsSink cp = new CNewsSink;
175
176
// Call Phoenix main loop.
177
PHOENIX::MainLoop ();
178
179
delete cp;
180
// Leave Phoenix cleanly.
181
PHOENIX::Exit ();
182
183
return (0);
184
g
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